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Abstract
This thesis begins by addressing the problems and challenges faced in a multimedia, ATM 
compatible, Wireless LAN environment. A brief overview of the ATM will also be presented. 
An extension to the conventional wireless (cellular) architecture, which takes advantage of the 
ATM characteristics, is considered. The needs of the applications that will use such a network 
along with the services this network is expected to offer, are discussed. The existing wireless 
protocols (both in the wireless LANs and in the cellular architecture) are presented. The 
differences among the MAC schemes and discussion on the criteria they must satisfy to support 
ATM are brought up. Finally, the most promising MAC schemes are discussed in further 
details.
Furthermore, the introduction of terminal and user mobility in an ATM LAN causes the need 
for modification of the existing network functions. There are new problems, associated with the 
mobile stations that must be addressed, such as location management, paging, registration, 
authentication and network security and handover implementation. Furthermore, existing 
functions of the fixed ATM, such as Connection Admission Control and traffic shaping need to 
be extended to support the requested QoS in the wireless environment. The next part of the 
report discusses the different types of handover mechanisms and presents possible extensions 
of the UNI and PNNI that support the exchange of handover messages. The concept of the 
Mobile Agent (MA) is also introduced and its use in the extended UNI and PNNI for handover 
execution, registration and location management purposes is presented. Finally, a further 
extension of the PNNI protocol, which could be used among the different MAs, in order to 
support portability across different private ATM LANs, is being discussed.
Without a doubt there will be a requirement for interworking between ATM and the already 
established wireless networks (e.g. HIPERLAN, DECT, IEEE 802.). The use of ATM as a 
wireless network backbone is particularly advantageous in microcell and/or integrated 
voice/data scenarios, and is cost-competitive with other possible implementations. Taking that 
into consideration, the transmission of ATM cells over a WLAN, based on the IEEE 802.11 
MAC layer has been investigated. Initially, the IEEE 802.11 MAC layer and its model 
(developed in BONeS software package), are being discussed. The simulation results show the 
existence of upper bound delays for delay sensitive applications, such as voice and video, 
which are not affected by the traffic load on the network.
Moreover, a power saving addition to a Dynamic Time Division Multiple Access (D-TDMA) 
MAC protocol, suitable for ATM cell transmission, discussed in [APOS95], will be proposed.
A short presentation of the MAC protocol and the proposed power saving algorithm will 
follow. The trade-off between the power saving gain and the size of the buffer in the Access 
Point (AP) are shown for different kinds of services. Finally (based on Markov chains), the 
calculation of the call blocking and dropping probabilities for different services in a radio 
environment will be addressed. This method considers both the different QoS requirements for 
each service and the load on the network. The results obtained with the analysis are being 
compared to the ones obtained from simulations.
v
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Chapter 1
1. Introduction
1.1 Background
Since the beginning of the Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) evolution, its concept has 
been end-to-end communications, i.e. in a fixed Wide Area Network (WAN) environment the 
communication protocol will be the same. Initially, ATM has been designed to form a backbone 
network capable of supporting any type of service; the size of the ATM cell was chosen having 
in mind the maximum delay voice can tolerate. It can successfully combine the transmission of 
both speech, video and computer data into the fixed networks, while scaling well into different 
network types such as Local Area Networks (LANs), Metropolitan Area Networks (MANs) and 
WANs, independent of the physical medium bit-rate. ATM is also considered to reduce the 
complexity of the network and improve its flexibility and scaleability, providing at the same 
time end-to-end consideration for the traffic requirements. For this reason researchers have 
been stressing the adaptation of a similar cell relay model as the basis for the next generation 
wireless transport architectures [RAYC94-1].
Furthermore, because of the growing acceptance of ATM as a standard for broadband 
networking, it has become appropriate to consider the feasibility of extending ATM capabilities 
to portable wireless platforms. As multimedia applications migrate to portable devices (portable 
equipment becomes more powerful and able to perform most of the required processing), 
broadband wireless extensions of the Broadband Integrated Services Digital Network (B-ISDN) 
will be expected to support the increased user requirements. This enhancement of the standard 
ATM protocol will provide for the seamless networking between the fixed and the wireless 
networks1. Such an integration could be offered via incorporation of new wireless specific 
protocol sublayers (e.g. Medium Access Control, MAC and possibly Data Link Control, DLC 
[RAY94-21 layers) into the ATM user plane, together with a limited number of portability 
and/or mobility extensions to the existing ATM control plane. Extension is also required in the 
ATM management plane to enhance the security offered to the user by the wireless network. 
These ATM protocol improvements would permit multimedia application developers to use a
1 At the beginning private Wireless Local Area Networks (WLANs) will be developed (as in the fixed ATM case, 
which has been initiated in the LAN environment), gradually moving to microcellular public systems if the 
technology proves feasible for general consumer use [RAYC95].
1
uniform ATM Service Access Point (SAP) with end-to-end Quality of Service (QoS) control 
for both fixed and wireless service platforms [ATMF-SERV95].
In addition to the scenario for the ATM-compatible broadband wireless services outlined 
above, there is also a requirement for interoperability between ATM and the already established 
wireless networks (e.g. High Performance Radio Local Area Network, HIPERLAN [HALL94], 
Digital European Cordless Telecommunications, DECT [ETSI2-DECT95], IEEE3 802.11 
[IEEE94]). This is because the use of ATM as the backbone network transport mechanism of a 
wireless system is particularly advantageous in microcell and picocell environments (and 
wireless LANs), with integrated voice, video and data scenarios, and it is cost-competitive, 
when compared with other possible implementations [RAYC95]. The development of such a 
solution will also allow the use of the ATM backbone and its extended functions in many 
wireless systems, replacing the traditional circuit switched networks with a ‘packet switched’ 
network.
Moreover, to ensure the success of ATM, the technology has to be standardised. These actions 
take place in various committees and bodies such as International Telecommunications Union - 
Telecommunications Standardisation Sector (ITU-T) and ATM Forum. The ATM Forum is 
also addressing issues related to the Wireless ATM (WATM) through its WATM Working 
Group. Recently, ETSI has announced a new standardisation project for Broadband Radio 
Access Networks (BRAN), in response to the growing market pressure for low cost, high 
capacity radio links [ETSI-BRAN].
1.2 Motivation
Complicated problems arise when real-time traffic needs to be multiplexed over a wireless 
packet switched network, as the WATM case. The limited availability of radio resources in a 
wireless network creates the main difficulty for the implementation and support of the real-time 
services. The ATM layer provides for transmission that is independent of the underneath 
layer(s) bit-rate, but bandwidth can be provided on demand only when there is in abundance. In 
WATM the high bit-rate transmission is hard to achieve and the available frequencies are a rare 
resource. However, it is clear, that the use of a flexible and efficient transfer mode, such as 
ATM, will permit the existence of the different services in the radio environment, distinguish 
among them and offer them the expected Quality of Service (QoS).
2 European Telecommunication Standards Institute.
3 The Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Inc.
2
There is another reason that makes the development and support of connection oriented ATM 
services much more challenging than the development and support of connectionless services, 
over the wireless medium; that is the mobility of the connections (a real-time connection 
imposes even more difficulties than a non real-time one, since the new connection has to be 
established in a ‘shorter’ time interval). Because the handling of mobility is closely related to 
the connection management functions in Global System of Mobile communications (GSM), a 
separate set of location management handling messages is required. Furthermore, the 
implementation of QoS requires specialised interactions between the wireless and fixed 
resource allocation entities (ATM switches), which are far more complicated than the similar 
interactions within the fixed network (i.e. connections among the fixed stations), or when no 
QoS requirements need to be considered [PERK95]. Moreover, the QoS guarantee in the fixed 
network does not require support and interactions with the layer below the ATM; but this is not 
the case for WATM. The underlying to the ATM layer, the MAC layer, must be able to 
recognise and support different services, in terms of bandwidth reservation and resource 
management.
1.3 Research objectives
Considering the issues discussed in the previous paragraphs, four main research areas have 
been identified within the WATM framework:
• Protocol architecture for WATM networks: After choosing the cellular approach as the 
basic architecture for a WATM LAN and studying the proposed WATM protocol stacks, the 
necessity of simplifying them was discovered. This way, the ‘simplicity’ of the ATM 
concept, during the data transmission phase, can be retained.
• MAC layer: The suitability of the IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol to cany ATM cells, along 
with the proposed protocol modifications for ‘optimum’ ATM support were investigated. 
After studying the IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol and its power saving mechanisms, the second 
research topic in this area has been decided; it was the development and performance 
measurement of a power saving mechanism for the WATM MAC protocol, presented in 
[APOS95].
• Mobility Management: The ATM Forum has recently recognised the importance of this 
topic and it has been extremely active, proposing several solutions. From these studies, three 
major solutions have come forward. After a brief comparison among them, our approach is 
being presented. The addressing scheme that should be used, the location management and 
the re-establishment of a connection, after a handover) are also discussed. The proposed
3
solution combines all the advantages of the previous ones and includes the definition of a 
handover protocol, which is tailored to the Private Network to Network Interface (PNNI) 
protocol [ATMF-PNNI96], defined by the ATM Forum.
• Network dimensioning and Connection Admission Control (CAC): The need to dimension a 
system capable of supporting several types of traffic is apparent. After researching into the 
proposed CAC schemes presented in the bibliography for the fixed ATM case, we chose a 
suitable algorithm and made the necessary adaptations to the WATM requirements. Then, 
based on this algorithm, a method of calculating the Call Blocking Probability (CBP) and 
Call Dropping4 Probability (CDP) has been developed (using multidimensional Markov 
chains) and compared against results obtained with simulation.
1.4 Outline of the thesis
The rest of this dissertation is organised as follows:
Chapter 2 reviews the recent developments in the ATM and wireless communication areas. It 
also identifies the issues that need to be addressed for supporting ATM in the radio 
environment. At the end the chapter presents the recent developments and discussions in the 
WATM area, highlighting the points that are closely related to the MAC layer algorithms and 
the mobility management.
Chapter 3 presents the expected network architecture for the WATM and the respective 
Wireless B-ISDN protocol layering. The description of the services such a network will support 
along with their modelling that has been used both in simulation and analytical studies, follows.
Chapter 4 discusses the suitability of the IEEE 802.11 wireless MAC protocol in supporting 
ATM cells. After a short presentation of its functionality, results both from simulation and 
analysis are being shown. Finally, the necessary changes for an ‘optimum’ ATM support, are 
being addressed.
Chapter 5 proposes a power saving addition to a Dynamic Time Division Multiple Access (D- 
TDMA) MAC protocol, suitable for ATM cell transmission, discussed in [APOS95]. At the 
beginning of the chapter there is a short presentation of the MAC protocol and the power 
saving algorithm. The trade-off between the power saving gain and the size of the buffer in the 
Access Point (AP) are shown for different kinds of services.
4 The blocking probability refers to a new call that is entering in the system and cannot be supported by the network 
due to the lack of resources; the dropping probability refers to a call that requests handover, but its request cannot 
be granted.
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Chapter 6 furnishes the implementation details of a mobility management scheme. After the 
description of the location management method and the handover protocol, which are based on 
the PNNI, the effect of the MAC layer delays is being brought forward. Comparisons with 
existing proposals are also shown.
Chapter 7 outlines a method (based on Markov chains) for calculating the CBP and CDP for 
different services in a radio environment. This method considers both the different QoS 
requirements for each service and the load on the network. The results obtained with the 
analysis are being compared to the ones obtained from simulations.
Finally, chapter 8 concludes the dissertation, highlighting the major contributions of this work 
and discussing proposals for future work, in the WATM research area.
It is suggested to the readers, in order to obtain a complete understanding of the different issues 
addressed in this work, to read chapters 2 and 3 first. Then they can proceed to any chapter they 
find more interesting.
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Chapter 2
2. Background - Addressed issues
This chapter addresses the problems and challenges faced in a multimedia, ATM compatible, 
WLAN environment. Initially, a brief overview of the ATM is presented. The chapter then 
continues with the description of the current wireless communication systems, focusing on their 
MAC protocols, and explains the need for the WATM network evolution. It briefly presents the 
major issues related to the WATM concept, discusses its requirements and highlights the state 
of the art developments that are being discussed in the ATM Forum. The rest of the chapter 
gives an overview of related projects along with the design issues that have been considered 
and their major contributions in this research area.
2.1 Introduction
Recently, due to the progress in high speed networking and the unexpected success in mobile 
communications (i.e. the GSM growth), people are talking and publishing their work in journals 
and magazines, on how to achieve the integration of the wireless and the broadband, high speed 
networks1. This integration appears to be easier now, since the new wireless Personal 
Communication Networks (PCNs) will be based on digital technology. It will also provide for 
the expected (because of the always increasing processing capabilities of the handheld devices) 
migration of ‘fixed’ applications (e.g. email, video transmission, web browsing) to the wireless 
environment. The best way to achieve such an integration (and possibly avoid a serious 
mismatch between fixed and wireless networks), is to develop a wireless network able to 
support the transmission of ATM cells in the most efficient way.
2.2 State of the art
2.2.1 ATM overview
ATM is a rapidly developing communication system designed for modern high speed local and 
remote area networking. It uses small fixed size length packets (total length 53 octets: 5 octets 
header and 48 payload), called cells, and provides a scaleable, high speed switching scheme for 
the transport of many different types of telecommunications traffic. Asynchronous in this 
context refers to the fact that there is no necessary relationship between the time that a cell is
1 Many researchers go one step further and actually discuss the future of a ‘Star Trek’ type wireless communications!
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ready for transmission and the time in a given user channel (network ‘clock’), since information 
is placed into a cell only when there is activity on the channel. Such a technique provides great 
flexibility because it can match the rate at which it transmits cells to the rate at which the 
information is generated. The Connection Admission Control (CAC) algorithm and the traffic 
policing functions, implemented in the ATM protocol, guarantee the QoS requirements for a 
connection (in terms of transmission rate, Cell Delay, CD, and Cell Delay Variation, CDV), for 
the whole of its duration.
A network based on such a service-independent transmission technique can accommodate both 
real-time and non real-time (no strict timing transmission requirements, e.g. data transmission) 
applications, without allocating more resources than the necessary. This network will be 
[PRYC93]:
• Flexible and future safe. Reduction of the bandwidth requirements of existing services or 
new services with unknown characteristics may emerge. The ATM network will support all 
these changes without any modifications.
• Efficient in the use of the available resources (gain from the statistical multiplexing).
• Easier to be controlled and maintained. One network will serve every application; it will 
also be the only one that needs maintenance.
The ATM protocol has the following characteristics:
• No error protection or flow control on a link by link basis exists. The error control can be 
omitted, since the links (optical fibre is assumed) are of high quality (low Bit Error Rate, 
BER).
• Connection oriented mode of operation. Before the information transfer through the network 
a connection must be established (among the end-users who wish to communicate). If the 
network has sufficient resources it accepts the call; otherwise the call is rejected. During the 
information transfer phase the network monitors the connection and maintains the requested 
QoS. At the end of this phase the resources are released.
• Reduced header functionality and relatively small information field length to guarantee fast 
cell processing in the network (low transmission delays).
The existing ATM switches mainly support two kinds of interfaces: User Network Interface 
(UNI) and Network Node Interface (NNI). The UNI connects ATM end systems (hosts, end- 
users, etc.) to an ATM switch; the NNI is being used in all the other cases (it could be defined 
as the interface used to connect ATM switches together). In both cases a connection is being 
identified by two values in the cell header: the Virtual Path Identifier (VPI) and the Virtual
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Channel Identifier (VCI). Both the VPI and VCI values combined together, form a virtual 
circuit identifier.
There are two fundamental types of ATM connections:
• A Permanent Virtual Connection (PVC) is a connection setup by an external mechanism, 
typically network management, in which a set of switches between the ATM source and the 
destination ATM systems are programmed with the appropriate VPI/VCI values. PVCs 
always require some manual configuration.
• A Switched Virtual Connection (SVC) is a connection that is setup automatically, and on 
demand, through a signalling protocol. Because they do not require manual interaction to be 
setup, are likely to be much more widely used. All higher layer protocols operating over 
ATM are expected to use SVCs.
Finally, ATM Adaptation Layers (AALs) provide mechanisms for supporting transport 
protocols over ATM. The AAL1 and AAL2 have been defined by the ITU-T to support 
constant and variable bit rate services respectively, while the AAL3/4 and AALS have been 
defined for connectionless data transport. The major differences between AAL3/4 and AAL5 
are the ability of the first to allow multiplexing among different higher layer connections on the 
same VPI and VCI values and the reduced overhead per higher layer Protocol Data Unit (PDU) 
the AAL5 has, in comparison to AAL3/4. Because of this reduced overhead, AAL5 has been 
proposed by the ATM-Forum for all types of computer oriented multiservice traffic, especially 
in the LAN environment.
2.2.2 Wireless technologies overview
Wireless systems are emerging; the global success of the GSM system indicates that there is a 
great market potential in this area. However, when compared to the developments in the fixed 
communication area, the wireless industry is still in its infancy. Currently, wireless LAN 
technologies comprise of infrared (IR), UHF radio and microwave radio, ranging from 
frequencies in the region of 1 GHz to infrared frequencies. The future PCN will use a shared 
wideband Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) band, while the current digital cellular 
service uses another; Time-Division Multiple Access (TDMA); the preferred technique may 
actually vary with the specific PCN application scenario to be addressed. For this reason it is 
useful to briefly introduce the reader to some of the proposed access schemes (including their 
MAC protocols), and try at the same time to explain the suitability (or otherwise) of each 
access scheme to the WATM LAN concept.
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A multi-user environment requires some form of multiple access to provide transmission 
facilities for individual users. In the wireless environment, the options for multiple access fall 
into four categories: Frequency Division Multiple Access (FDMA), TDMA, CDMA and 
Random access protocols2. Since no solution is optimal, when applied itself [SANT94], several 
modifications and hybrid solutions are also being discussed. For example, the DECT system 
uses Time Division Duplex (TDD) transmission with a combination of 24 time-slots per carrier 
TDMA and 10 carriers per 20 MHz of spectrum FDMA [ETSI_DECT95]. Thus, DECT can be 
classified as a FDMA/TDD/TDMA system. Using similar arguments, IEEE 802.11 could be 
classified as a SS/CSMA-CA system [IEEE94], since it uses the Spread Spectrum (SS) 
technique and individual users access the available bandwidth using the CSMA-CA protocol3. 
Before our attempt to briefly describe the different access schemes in the radio environment, 
we summarise the requirements the MAC layer protocol should have; they are being classified 
into two categories:
General requirements:
• Support for both centralised and adhoc network architectures.
• Transparent to the above and the physical layers.
• Robustness (in terms of minimum throughput and maximum packet delay).
• Scaleability.
• Power saving support.
• Support for asymmetrical traffic.
• Access fairness.
• Support for multicasting and broadcasting.
• Simplicity.
• Error detection/correction.
WATM specific requirements:
• Packet size compatible with the ATM cell size
2 Although the random access protocols (i.e. ALOHA, Carrier Sense Multiple Access-CSMA) do not divide the 
bandwidth, as in the case of the multiple access schemes, and assume the existence of a channel (or bandwidth) 
allocated for their use, they are taken into account because of their successful operation in the wired data networks 
(e.g. Ethernet). The combination of random access protocols with the standard multiple access schemes and their 
performance are considered by many researchers.
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• Support of all the ATM service classes; new QoS requirements could be specified.
• Control of the ATM cell transfer delay.
2.2.2 J  Frequency Division Multiple Access
In FDMA, the total spectrum is divided into channels in the frequency domain. Each user is 
assigned a different channel on a First Come First Served (FCFS) basis. Once the channel has 
been assigned it is used exclusively for this communication and the capacity of the system can 
only be increased by increasing the total bandwidth available to the system. This circuit 
switching mode of operation introduces an incompatibility between FDMA and ATM since the 
latter is a packet (cell) switching protocol. Furthermore, because the FDMA channels are 
usually narrowband (a few kHz), more than one channels are required for the support of high 
bit-rate services. Consequently, complex signalling is required for the synchronisation of the 
allocated channels. This incompatibility between the spectrum allocation (static bandwidth 
allocation) and the bursty ATM traffic, along with the complicated implementation of the 
(mobile) handover procedures lead to the conclusion that FDMA is not suitable for a wireless 
ATM LAN [BANT94].
2.2.2.2 T i m e  Division Multiple Access
Usually, (GSM, DECT) the bandwidth is divided in a number of carriers with a combination of 
a certain number of time slots per carrier (FDMA/TDMA). In TDMA the channels are 
multiplexed by time division so that each channel accesses the full bandwidth for a short time­
slot. TDMA systems require more overhead than FDMA systems because the receiver has to re­
acquire synchronization on each burst. On the other hand they offer reduced cost of central site 
equipment, larger number of subscribers, more efficient handover procedure because of the 
discontinuous nature of the transmission and can easily accommodate transmitting sources with 
different information rate [ETSI-DECT95]. Traditional TDMA systems allocate the bandwidth 
(time-slots) in a static manner, at the call establishment phase. As a result, the total number of 
simultaneous users is limited by the number of the available time-slots. This inefficient way of 
bandwidth allocation, lead to the proposal of several MAC protocols, on top of the TDMA 
scheme, that can allocate the network resources dynamically (packet switching).
3 Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision Avoidance. The IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol also uses a polling 
method to support delay sensitive applications.
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2.2.2.2.1 Packet Reservation Multiple Access
PRMA is a combination of a random access protocol (reservation-ALOHA) and TDMA 
[GOOD89, GOOD91]. A station that wishes to transmit packets, uses an empty slot to transmit 
its first packet. If the base station does not ‘hear’ a collision in this slot (because other users 
could also use this particular- empty slot), its use is granted to the mobile for as long as it is 
required. If two or more stations transmit simultaneously (collision), the timeslot is wasted. 
This way PRMA allows multiplexing of a large number of users onto the same wireless access 
channel. When a delay sensitive application, like voice transmission, abandons the reserved 
slot(s) (enters in the silent mode), there is a possibility that it will not gain access when it re­
enters in the active mode. This may result in packet and/or call dropping.
2.2.2.2.2 Contention resolution protocols
A different extension of the TDMA protocol, called Resource Auction Multiple Access 
(RAMA)4, attempts to resolve possible collisions in the random part of the protocol. Users 
transmit requests to the base station on a slotted signalling channel (slotted ALOHA is assumed 
in the contention period at the beginning of each TDMA frame). The signalling channel uses 
M-ary orthogonal modulation, which allows multiple frequencies to be simultaneously received 
at the base station. Using a collision resolution protocol based on the user’s identifier (similar 
to the initialization algorithm used in the IEEE 802.4, Token Bus, MAC protocol [HALS93]), 
the base station can identify a single user in each cycle (TDMA frame) and grants that user a 
channel [POLL94].
Another MAC protocol called Time Split channel access with Token Based Contention 
Resolution (TS-TBCR), also defines two types of slots within a frame: scheduling slots and 
information slots [VAMA92]. An information slot is always preceded by a fixed number of 
scheduling slots which are used to schedule the transmission in this information slot. The 
contention resolution protocol (similar algorithm as in the RAMA case) based on two tokens: 
dynamic and static. The value of the dynamic token is increased by the transmitted source, if 
the information slot is not granted to it. The value of the static slot is based on the user’s 
identification. In this case, there are not any wasted slots, as in PRMA, but the overhead has 
been increased because more than one contention slots always exist before an information slot.
2.2.2.1.3 Dynamic TDMA
D-TDMA has been proposed for a variety of multiple access scenarios, including WLANs and 
satellite transmissions [RAYC94-1]. Time on the channel is divided into a continuous sequence
4 Initially proposed for communication between ground stations and satellites.
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of TDMA frames, which are further subdivided into request slots, voice slots and data slots. 
The basic channel access scheme follows a combination of ‘circuit mode’ reservation of slots 
over multiple TDMA for voice calls (or any other type of delay sensitive calls), along with 
dynamic FCFS assignment of the remaining capacity for data messages. A reservation for 
channel assignment is made in random access (slotted ALOHA) mode using a randomly 
selected request slot. Request which encounters a collision do not receive a voice TDMA time­
slot. For voice calls, requests are repeated until a maximum waiting time is reached; then the 
call is blocked. Data calls do not encounter blocking, D-TDMA reduces the delay that data 
users encounter, if PRMA was used instead, because it provides an upper (adjustable, 
depending on the network traffic) limit for the number of voice calls that can be accepted.
2.2.23 C o d e  Division Multiple Access
CDMA is the characteristic form of multiple access that is used for SS systems. The technique 
was initially proposed for military use, where the difficulties of detecting or jamming such a 
signal made it an attractive choice for covert communication. Each user is assigned a unique 
code sequence, different from all other users. SS systems utilise a single wideband carrier; thus 
in CDMA systems a large number of users can transmit simultaneously, resulting in the 
bandwidth being very wide when compared to either TDMA or FDMA systems. This can be 
achieved by either frequency hopping (a series of pulses of carrier at different frequencies, in a 
predetermined pattern) or direct sequence (a pseudorandom modulating binary waveform 
whose symbol rate is a large multiple of the bit rate of the original bit stream) spread spectrum. 
Since the occupied bandwidth is much wider than the information rate; it tends to average the 
frequency selectivity and signal strength variations in the fading channel.
Furthermore, in a cell containing N mobile station transmitters, the number of effective 
interferers is (N-l), regardless of how they are distributed in the cell since power control is 
employed in the mobile stations [QUAL92]. As a result, if a station does not transmit anything, 
it does not use any bandwidth (the number of active users should be kept under a certain 
maximum number, to avoid degradation of the provided service). The flexible bandwidth 
allocation mechanism and the need of a CAC, are common concepts between CDMA and 
ATM. Finally, the handover algorithm can be implemented easier (soft handover). Thus, 
CDMA is considered very appropriate for communication systems such as WLANs, which are 
likely to be subject to high interference levels and to multipath fading [SANT94]. A major 
disadvantage of CDMA is the ‘near-far’ effect, as a result of the imperfect power control 
algorithm.
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ALOHA and slotted ALOHA were the first random access protocols that have been developed. 
Their use is very attractive (especially when hybrid access schemes are considered, i.e. PRMA), 
since a simple access algorithm is utilised. Their inefficient use of the bandwidth in high load 
conditions, because of the very large number of collisions, resulted to the development of 
methods that detect the collision and can ‘schedule’ their transmissions after such detection 
[HALL94]. Two proposals are being considered:
2.2.2.4.1 Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision Avoidance
CSMA-CA operates by node sensing. If the medium is not in use, then the station can transmit 
its data. If the medium is in use, then the node must wait for a randomly chosen back-off time 
after the channel becomes clear. Provided that the channel is still clear after this extra delay, the 
node can transmit. Because of the random back-off mechanism, if two nodes detect that the 
channel is busy, the possibility both of them transmitting at the same time is much lower than 
without the back-off mechanism. Although a collision will be detected by checking the integrity 
of the received data, the presence of collisions introduce an inefficiency since the corrupted 
data must be repeated. For this technique to be implemented efficiently, it is necessary for the 
radio hardware to be able to sense the presence of a signal below the level of a signal that can 
successfully demodulate.
2.2.2.4.2 Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision Detection
Carrier Sense Multiple Access with collision Detection (CSMA-CD) is being widely used for 
fixed LANs (Ethernet). The protocol relies on a node being able to receive while it is 
transmitting and stop transmitting if a collision is detected. In a WLAN this is not practical. It 
has been proposed [HALL94] that a random ‘comb’ of bursts of energy can be transmitted as 
header to each data packet. Each node selects a random binary number which is used as a ‘key’ 
for the transmission. For each ‘one’ in the ‘key’, a short burst of energy is transmitted. For each 
‘zero’, the node ‘listens’ to the channel. Any node which detects the transmissions of another 
stops transmitting. The disadvantages of this transmission technique are the small (comparable 
to the standard CSMA-CD algorithm used in Ethernet LANs) probability of collision and the 
fixed overhead per transmission.
In both CSMA methods, the delay that the transmission of a packet encounters, depends on the 
load of the network. In general, random access techniques are suitable for multiplexing many 
bursty sources but only when the aggregate traffic is a small portion of the system capacity (~ 
40%). In systems which are intended to operate with as high load as 80-90% of their capacity, 
controlled access schemes are necessaiy.
2.2.2.4 Random Access Protocols
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2.2.2.S Hybrid Access S c h e m e s
Combinations of the previous multiple access schemes with several MAC protocols are being 
considered. The reason behind this is the different QoS expected from the large number of 
applications that will be supported. Standards that are being developed by ETSI and IEEE 
report MAC protocols that combine characteristics from more than one access schemes. The 
‘random’ part of the protocol can serve data applications more efficient than the ‘controlled’ 
part, which serves better delay sensitive application. The combination of CDMA/TDMA, 
reported in [BLAN94], also seems promising, but further investigation is required.
2.3 Why Wireless ATM?
With a wide range of wireless data transmission products one must think carefully before 
introducing one more. This section explores justifications behind the development of a wireless 
access technique/network to complement the fixed ATM/B-ISDN networks.
Both technological and historical reasoning can be found for the evolution of such a new 
wireless access network. The main historical explanation is that the wireless technologies 
always followed the fixed network evolution. GSM can be viewed as the wireless equivalent of 
voice telephony, DECT as the N-ISDN wireless connection, and IEEE 802.11 and HIPERLAN 
as the extensions of the MAC LAN protocols. In a similar way of thinking forward, the WATM 
will be the extension of the B-ISDN/ATM set of protocols to the radio environment. The 
conclusion is that users tend to seek for untethered access to the fixed network.
From the technological point of view, the following reasons apply:
* Transfer the ATM advantages to the ‘wireless world’5. In section 2.2.1 an overview of ATM 
was given, focusing on the advantages of this transport mechanism. The strong points of 
ATM are the Bandwidth on Demand (BoD) characteristic, while the agreed, at the 
connection setup phase, QoS can be guaranteed (researchers made early proposals for the 
use of such a flexible allocation scheme under radio [RAYC94-1]).
• Wireless B-ISDN access will be required by the user. It is expected that when they evolve 
they will fully exploit the ATM capabilities. Although they are not currently on the market, 
when available, they will promote the use of ATM [MCQU93]. The users will get used to 
this new service level and require to be able to use the same application over the wireless 
links. This implies that the wireless access interface will be developed in a similar way; able
5 Already the concept of ATM cell switching is being considered as the future switching (Tag switching) in the 
Internet Protocol (IP)
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to support various ATM traffic classes to a reasonable degree, by preserving the essential 
characteristics of the ATM transmission [DEAN98].
• Both the Universal Mobile Telecommunication System (UMTS) and WLANs can make use 
of the WATM platform. Multimedia applications will need such a wireless platform since it 
can offer multimedia support; and this will happen whether the applications will be based on 
ATM, or not. This missing platform can be found in the WATM network.
• In general, interworking may always be seen as a solution to achieve wireless access to any 
popular backbone network, but the consequences, in this case, are the loss of the ATM QoS 
and the original bearer connections. The more interworking there is in a network the less 
harmonised services may be provided to the users. Therefore, it is important for the wireless 
protocol stack to operate as an appropriate wireless extension to the ATM network 
infrastructure.
2.4 Wireless ATM
2.4.1 Overview
There are several factors that tend to favour the use of ATM cell transport for the development 
of wireless networks; most of them have been mentioned earlier in this chapter. However, such 
a major interconnection between the wireless and the fixed network B-ISDN has certain 
characteristics. Below, we will try to describe the expected requirements of such a network, and 
discuss the effects of the MAC and radio physical layers in the management of an ATM 
connection.
2.4.1.1 W A T M  Requirements
The following are properties a WATM network should have:
• No need for the mobile nodes (users) to run new or a specially modified ATM software. It 
is desirable to introduce the added mobility functionality transparently to the above protocol 
layers so the wireless/mobile ATM hosts appear as any other fixed host would appear to the 
rest of the network, even when they move (this does not mean that the mobile terminal will 
not be aware that it is different). As a result, any application capable of running on top of 
ATM will not be affected by the current location of the mobile, the topology changes and 
the physical radio interface.
• The network must work with standard ATM signalling, (PNNI and UNI ATM Forum 
specifications), since interworking with B-ISDN is highly required. However, the mobility 
aware equipment (mobile terminal, APs and ATM switches), should be able to exchange
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their own signalling messages. The mobility enabled ATM switches could also run an 
updated version of the PNNI, in order to perform the routing (mainly for the setup and 
signalling) of messages, when at least a mobile terminal is being involved in a signalling 
exchange.
• Support of different QoS requirements, since a wide range of services will be provided, 
along with flexible bandwidth allocation. The network, in order to offer the best possible 
wireless platform for the application, all the service classes defined for the fixed ATM 
network should also be supported over the wireless link. The current set of service classes, 
defined by the ATM Forum, are: Available Bit Rate (ABR), non real-time Variable Bit Rate 
(nrt-VBR), real-time Variable Bit Rate (rt-VBR), Constant Bit Rate (CBR), Unspecified Bit 
Rate (UBR) and, possibly, UBR+.
• Localisation of the small-scale mobility. Assuming a centralised architecture, a mobile 
terminal will, at different times be in contact with different APs (depending on its location). 
The execution time for the traffic channel(s) re-routing process (handover) depends on the 
number of entities that are involved and the signalling messages that need to be exchanged. 
This imposes a hierarchically structured distribution of information and routing of existing 
ATM connections, when connection modifications are requested. The development of such 
a handover algorithm, should minimise the connection disruption time and be transparent to 
the upper protocol layers.
• Furthermore, the creation of loops in a connection should be avoided, that is the same 
connection should not pass through the same network element twice (typical phenomenon 
that can take place in a cellular environment, since the connection has to follow the mobile 
terminal).
• Below the ATM layer, a system capable to utilise as much unused bandwidth there is, 
should be developed. A fixed MAC, where a user’s allocation is not dependent on the 
number of other user’s in the AP is not desirable. Moreover, a bit rate of 10-25Mbps at the 
physical layer, should be guaranteed.
2.4.1.2 W A T M  cell size
The ATM cell size (53 octets) has been designed having in mind transmission rate higher than 
32kbps. For this reason, the ATM cell may be too big for some wireless networks (due to low 
source information and high error rates), therefore wireless LANs may use 16 or 24 octets 
payload [RAYC94-2]. The ATM header can also be compressed and be expanded to the 
standard ATM header at the AP. An example of ATM header compression is to use 2 octets 
containing 12-bit VCI (virtual channel identifier) and 4 bit control (payload type and cell loss
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priority) [RAYC94-1]. On the other hand, existing wireless LAN MAC protocols, such as 
HIPERLAN and IEEE 802.11, have very large MAC layer packets. In this case, to efficiently 
transport ATM cells, it is necessary to reassemble several ATM cells to one packet [SFIK96-1].
One of the ATM cell formats, proposed in [PORT94], is to have a compatible payload size and 
addressing scheme, which should be different from the standard ATM cell format. Mobility 
should be as transparent as possible to the end-points and therefore the VCIs used by the end­
points should not change during handover. The allocation of the VCI should remain valid as the 
mobile moves through different picocells within the same domain. The translation of the VCIs 
should be as simple as possible due to movement between domains. This can be done by 
splitting the VCI space into a number of fields, such as domain identifier, mobile identifier, AP 
identifier and virtual circuit number. A 16 bit CRC is also used to detect errors.
2.4.1.3 Da t a  link layer
Many researchers propose that WATM needs a transparent data link layer protocol, because of 
the high error rate. The data link protocol may contain service type definition, error control, 
segmentation and reassembly, and handover support. A service type field is needed so as to 
indicate whether a packet is of type supervisory/control, CBR, VBR, ABR, etc. The service 
type field simplifies AP protocol processing. WATM should also provide an error control due 
to high noise interference and poor physical level characteristics of the wireless medium. This 
is achieved using a packet sequence number field (e.g. 10 bits) in the header along with a 
standard 2-octet CRC frame check sequence trailer [RAY94-1]. HDLC style retransmission can 
be used for connectionless data. Segmentation and reassembly are also required because of the 
different cell sizes; the packet sequence number field can be used in this case too. Handover 
can be implemented by using a few bits in the cell header, which indicate PDUs before and 
after the handover.
2.4.1.4 Virtual circuit m a n a g e m e n t  a n d  A T M  cell routing
It has been proposed that the standard hop-by-hop routing method used for datagrams is not 
adequate to cope with wireless systems, because every node of the wireless network must store 
the location of every mobile system to which a route exists. This could represent a large amount 
of information and (required) storage space. Secondly, it will become impossible to keep the 
routing information up to date and consistent throughout the network, since a very larger 
number of mobiles will exist. In [COMER] each AP that is attached to an ATM switch 
maintains a virtual connection to each other AP. In addition, the AP uses a second, separate 
virtual circuit for routing updates. As a cell arrives at the AP from the mobile terminal, it 
chooses the circuit that leads to the correct destination. Using two connections guarantees that
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routing information will not be confused with data because data packets never travel on the 
virtual circuits used for routing, and routing packets never travel on the circuits used for data. 
The circuits can also be assigned priority to guarantee that stations receive and process routing 
updates quickly.
Due to the above points, Younger [YOUN93] proposed a method where mobile end-systems 
may be added to an inter-network with a minimum amount of disruption. A mobile controller is 
required in every sub-network of the wireless network. Each of these controllers has its network 
layer software enhanced by an additional sublayer that performs routing to mobile systems. 
Mobile systems are free to move between the sub-networks, and a network wide name server 
provides location information, when communication with a mobile must be initiated. A system 
of local caching of location information and forwarding of data allows movements to be hidden 
from the above layers.
In a WAN or LAN virtual connection establishment is reasonably fast, but is likely to take 
longer time in wireless networks. Therefore it may not be practical to re-establish all virtual 
circuits whenever a mobile moves between picocells. The solution in [PORT94] isolates the 
small scale mobility of the mobile from the rest of the fixed network (their method is briefly 
explained in sections 2.4.1.5 and 2.4.2.2).
2.4.1.5 N e t w o r k  location a n d  connection establishment
In order to establish connections between the mobile unit and the AP, the mobile must be 
located. Paging, registering and authenticating a mobile can create some problems:
• Paging: It is a form of broadcast (multicast), where the whole (part o f ) network is queried 
for the location of a terminal.
• Registration: The message exchange that binds an AP to a mobile.
• Authentication: The procedure that checks and verifies the identity of a mobile terminal.
Subsequent inquiries about the terminal can then be directed to a certain location using static 
routing mechanism. The architecture explained in [PORT94] uses a hierarchical registration 
scheme. When a mobile is within a domain, it is registered at the appropriate Domain Location 
Server (DLS) and this registers the mobile at its Home Register (HR). The HR keeps a record 
of the mobiles current DLS location. Each mobile has a statically bound home address which is 
mapped to the HR address. A Connection Establishment, similar to GSM, is also presented in 
[PORT94].
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This section outlines some of the projects that are carrying out relevant research, mainly in the 
LAN WATM research area. Where applicable each system is being described with respect to 
the physical layer specifications, the MAC scheme, the network architecture and the mobility 
management. Proposed extensions to the ATM/B-ISDN protocol suite are also reported.
2.4.2.1 N E C  wireless A T M
A protocol stack, harmonised with the ATM B-ISDN protocol stack [RAYC94-1] is illustrated 
in Figure 2-1. The wireless physical layer, the MAC and the Data Link Control (DLC) layers 
are added to the B-ISDN protocol stack. This implies that the ATM layer and the services that 
reside on top of it, such as call setup, VPI/VCI addressing, flow control, etc., will continue to 
be used, transparently, for the mobile services. However, the ATM layer and the signalling 
protocols will have to be augmented to support mobility related functions [RAJA97] such as 
address registration/authentication, handover and QoS re-negotiation, in response to channel 
impairment.
This work also identifies the MAC and DLC layers as major technical issues related to the 
multiservice PCN design, and proposes a D-TDMA scheme for carrying both CBR, VBR and 
data traffic in the wireless network. The scheme follows a combination of circuit mode 
reservation of slots over multiple D-TDMA frames for CBR calls, along with dynamic 
assignment of the remaining capacity for the VBR and the data traffic. For the VBR service the 
allocation is based on a suitable statistical multiplexing algorithm, where the capacity is divided 
among the total VBR sources. The scheme also provides for different access layer queueing 
strategies [RAYC93] for CBR and VBR traffic, in order to expedite the real time packet 
transportation.
2.4.2 Related Projects
Control-Signalling
plane User plane
ATM Adaptation Layer
ATM layer
PCN DLC
SONET TAXI UTP-3 PCN MAC
Fixed physical layer
Wireless physical 
: layer
Figure 2-1: Wireless addition to the B-ISDN protocol stack (from [RAY94-1 ]).
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2.4.2.2 Olivetti Wireless L A N
The work reported in [PORT94], presents the design issues of a wireless ATM LAN, that has 
been developed in Olivetti Research Ltd., Cambridge. The Olivetti ATM switches are used for 
constructing the LAN backbone and each base station is connected to the backbone link by a 
point to point co-axial link. All the base stations operate in the same radio frequency (2.5 GHz, 
with 10 MHz radio channel bandwidth; it is an unlicensed band in the U.K., available for short 
range data links within buildings) and there is not a hard boundary between the small size cells. 
It is argued that a single frequency for all the transmission cells improves the handover 
performance by avoiding any physical layer operations. This single frequency approach, along 
with the point to point backbone design, provides a modular and extensible wireless LAN, 
where the network can be extended just by adding new base stations to the backbone.
A network partitioning scheme is implemented in order to facilitate the mobile location and 
connection management operations. The mobile location information is being managed by a 
DLS. To aid the location and the connection management tasks related to a mobile, a software 
agent has been employed for each mobile terminal. Furthermore, to keep the mobility 
transparent to the end-points, an ATM cell format has been proposed that keeps the VCI values 
the same, for the whole duration of a call, even after a handover.
The MAC protocol of this wireless LAN is slotted ALOHA with exponential backoff. An ATM 
cell is used as the slot size. It is argued that ALOHA is quite robust in an overlapping 
transmission cell environment. Although the pure slotted ALOHA protocol has a maximum 
throughput of 1/e, in a practical implementation there is the possibility of capture in which a 
collision between sources is not necessarily destructive. Porter suggests that throughput up to 
1/2 of the MAC layer bit-rate is achievable (also reducing the maximum packet delay).
2.4.2.3 E u r o p e a n  A C T S  projects
Recently, a lot of investigation is being organised by the European Union (EU) in the area of 
communication, through the Advanced Communications Technologies and Services (ACTS) 
projects. Below some of the related to the WATM research area projects will be briefly 
described.
2.4.2.3.1 MEDIAN
The main objective of this project is to evaluate and implement a high speed Wireless Customer 
Premises Local Area Network (WCPN/WLAN) pilot system for multimedia applications and 
demonstrate it in trials (MEDIAN stands for: Wireless Broadband CPN/LAN for Professional 
and Residential Multimedia Applications). The system relies on a multicarrier modulation 
scheme which is adaptive to the transmitted data rates and channel characteristics and supports
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wireless ATM network extension. The system, that will be connected to 3rd and further 
generation mobile systems via the ATM interface, utilises the 60 GHz frequency band. The 
project identifies WCPN service requirements and investigates multicarrier modulation 
schemes such as Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple access (OFDM), demodulation, pulse 
shaping, synchronization, channel coding, time and frequency interleaving schemes, power 
control, medium access strategies, interworking functions with high speed data transmission 
(totally up to 155 Mbit/s) in a multipath propagation environment, connectivity aspects related 
to 3rd and further generation mobile systems, 60 GHz technology and VLSI technology 
[MEDI].
2.4.2.3.2 SAMBA
The main objective of the System for Advanced Mobile Broadband Applications (SAMBA) 
project is to promote the development of a broadband cellular radio, thus allowing the use of 
broadband multimedia services by mobile users. The work that has been carried out focuses on 
a trial platform providing transparent ATM connections and supporting bearer services up to 34 
Mbit/s in a cellular radio environment at 40 GHz. SAMBA will design and implement the 
appropriate system and test its performance in a trial, which will demonstrate the applicability 
of the Mobile Broadband System (MBS) to user applications. In support of the trials the key 
objectives for the SAMBA project are to:
• Demonstrate mobile user applications at up to 34 Mbit/s.
• Design and realise reliable radio transmission for ATM cells for mobile terminals.
• Specify and implement medium access, handover and radio resource management for a 
cellular system.
• Develop a portable millimetre wave transceiver including antennas.
• Advance the MBS evolution and promote its standardisation [SAMB].
2.4.2.3.3 MAGIC WAND (WATM Network Demonstrator)
The aim of the project is to develop and evaluate in realistic user environments, a wireless 
ATM transmission facility that expands the reach of ATM technology to the users of 
communications networks. The main benefit of WATM is that it enhances the effectiveness of 
people in many occupations and businesses by providing them with location independent and 
high capacity access to broadband infrastructure networks. Special radio design measures will 
be required to offer users an adequate level of service, because of the vagaries of the radio 
medium. Another challenge will be the fitting of special call setup and rerouting features into
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the control and signalling functions developed for the fixed networks. The proposed network 
architecture is a centralised one, and the protocol reference model is based on the principles of 
the one shown in Figure 2-1. Full terminal mobility, including handover procedures, was 
implemented [MIKK95],
2 .5  Summary
In this chapter, a number of issues related to ATM and the wireless technologies were 
presented. Emphasis was given to the basic characteristics of the ATM and the different 
wireless access schemes, and an investigation of their suitability in supporting ATM traffic was 
attempted. The need for integration between the wireless networks and ATM was discussed. 
The development of an access technique that carries the advantages of ATM in the radio 
environment reported as the point where several researchers agree. Furthermore, the 
introduction of mobility in ATM, the interworking among the different entities on the network, 
and the diverse QoS requirements of the multimedia traffic, are some of the areas that need 
further investigation. Highlights of the progress in the WATM area were also given in a 
separate section.
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Chapter 3
3. WATM system design
3.1 introduction
The chapter initially discusses the expected architecture of a WATM LAN; more emphasis is 
given in the centralised approach. In the next section, the protocol reference model of the 
WATM protocol stack is presented, along with an introduction to the Partial Packet Discard 
(PPD) mechanism and a comparison between the use of this algorithm and the use of a Data 
Link Control (DLC) layer, on the radio link. In the same paragraph a proposal for a 
modification of the AAL3/4 only at the transmitting MT, in order to support the PPD algorithm 
has been also introduced. Although this proposal might seem complicated and not related to the 
WATM LAN objectives (since AAL is an end to end protocol), it will become clear that has 
advantages when compared to the insertion of a DLC protocol, under the ATM layer. The 
chapter then continues describing the ATM service definitions both from the ATM Forum and 
the ITU-T points of view. In the last section suitable traffic models for each service, which have 
also been used in simulation studies, along with an estimation of their requirements, in terms of 
ATM QoS, are being presented.
3.2 System architecture
In this section the architecture of the WATM LAN will be presented; the different entities and 
the protocol stack will also be discussed. Two architectures will be considered; adhoc and 
centralised. In the first case, the mobile terminals exchange information, without the use of an 
AP. Examples of such MAC protocols are the IEEE 802.11 and the HIPERLAN. In the second 
case, the existence of an AP is assumed; the terminals exchange information through the AP. 
For full ATM support the second approach has been chosen1, based on the following:
• In [BAND94], a wireless network with APs proved to be more efficient than the adhoc 
topology, in terms of average throughput and maximum packet access delay, under medium 
and heavy load conditions.
1 However, the adhoc network concept will be also considered in the WATM case. In the next chapter the suitability 
of the IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol in carrying ATM cells will be discussed, highlighting the main findings and 
proposing necessary extensions for ‘optimum’ ATM support.
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Figure 3-1: Expected architecture of an ATM (fixed and wireless) network.
• The hierarchical concept in the cellular topology is also present in ATM networks; the ATM 
switches are logically organised in the same way.
• In a centralised wireless network simple algorithms, that maintain, for instance, the QoS and 
the bandwidth allocated for a connection, can be easily developed,
• Implementation of broadcast and multicast channels is straightforward; the information is 
sent to the AP and then it is broadcasted. The handover algorithm is also simple and similar 
to the cellular approach (although higher bandwidth and more strict QoS requirements make 
the algorithm more complicated).
• The AP could be viewed as the ‘master’ owner of the radio resources, which are being 
allocated according to the MTs’ requests. The use of a single reference point allows the use 
of centralised (and hence simpler) algorithms for CAC (which could be the same as in the 
fixed ATM networks), QoS guarantee (by developing a Bandwidth on Demand-BoD 
mechanism in the MAC layer), and mobility management. Moreover, simpler MTs can be 
developed, when compared to the functions they should have in an adhoc topology.
Figure 3-1 also shows part of the fixed ATM network. It consists of large ATM switches, 
suitable for WANs, small ATM switches (LAN type) and ATM multiplexers. The ATM 
multiplexers at the leaves of the backbone network support several APs [RAYC95]. 
Alternatively, APs could be connected directly to an ATM switch. The choice depends on the 
amount of traffic the AP will support. The basic role of the AP is the interconnection of the 
MTs and the fixed network infrastructure (LAN or WAN). Our goal is to keep the AP as simple 
as possible; it should be viewed as a modem that extends the ATM physical layer to the radio 
environment. For this reason all the ‘wireless’ functionality has been added to the ATM switch
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that control the APs (see also Figure 3-2 and Figure 3-4). Moreover, there are several routing, 
flow-control and error-control challenges in WATM networks. For instance, with mobile users 
what happens to the ATM VPI, VCI concept? And how is it possible to maintain in sequence 
ATM cell transmission as users move and communicate (most probably) at lower data rates 
than the backbone network? Since the existing ATM Adaptation Layers (AALs) are not able to 
detect out of sequence ATM cells, is it necessaiy to design a new wireless AAL?
3.3 Protocol reference model
The wireless ATM LAN should follow a protocol layering that is harmonised to the fixed ATM 
protocol stack, defined by the ITU-T and ATM Forum. The approach followed here is to add 
two new layers: the Radio Access Layer (RAL) and a new wireless physical layer (see Figure 3- 
2), under the ATM layer. Since the wireless medium is not as error-free as the optical fibre and 
the coaxial cable, and it is being shared among more than one users, it is necessary to add more 
functionality under the ATM. The RAL consists of the access scheme and the MAC layer 
protocol(s). Some ‘additional functions’, partially similar to the DLC layer in [RAYC94-2], are 
included in the RAL to enhance its properties and offer to the ATM the expected service. This 
means that the ATM network services, in all planes, as defined in the B-ISDN protocol stack 
[ITU-T92, ITU-T93], will also be offered to the higher layers, in the wireless network.
Control plane(additional 
signalling, related to mobility' 
rrianagenient atid call control)
User plane
ATM Adaptation layer(s)
ATM layer
Standardised 
Physical layers (fixed)
. • ' , /RAV
Wireless Physical layer
Figure 3-2: Wireless ATM protocol reference model. Shaded shown the 
WATM research areas, (only the control and user planes are shown).
Further attention is required both for the control and management planes. In the control plane 
issues like ATM connection setup, addressing, and cell prioritisation need to be addressed. The 
MAC layer protocol must also provide mechanisms to deal with each of the B-ISDN services, 
specified in [ITU-T93]. The choice of a ‘packet switched’ MAC layer, similar to the Ethernet, 
simplifies those problems, because of its connectionless character, but the minimum delay 
requirements, for real time services can not be met. On the other hand, a ‘circuit switched’
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MAC layer, similar to the TDMA used in GSM, wastes bandwidth. In the management plane 
the implementation of the handover, the flow control mechanism, and the location management, 
are the major challenges.
In [RAYC95] it is shown that the wireless medium will require a custom data link layer that 
interfaces with the AAL in a transparent manner; the DLC-PDU size corresponds to an ATM 
cell. This solution appeal's to be better than the development of a new wireless specific AAL; 
since the AALs are application specific layers2, it will be necessary to create interfaces with the 
new wireless specific AAL for all of them. The driving forces for using of a DLC layer were: 
the higher BER observed on a radio link, and the need to segment the ATM cell, due to its large 
size for the developed MAC. Of course, higher layer protocols, e.g. Transmission Control 
Protocol (TCP), allow retransmissions to take place, and finally, the information will be 
correctly received by the destination, but these retransmissions will also affect the fixed 
network3, reducing its throughput.
However, if the developed MAC layer has a size compatible to the ATM cell size (a MAC 
packet fully accommodates one cell), the use of a DLC layer becomes more complicated4. The 
difficulties exist because the DLC functionality (sliding window, timers, and acknowledgment 
transmission) increases the overhead per ATM cell, if it takes place per ATM cell, or because 
reassembly (and later segmentation) of several ATM cells is required to create a larger DLC- 
PDU (similar to the HDLC, described in [HALS93]) and hence reduce the overhead, by adding 
it to more than one ATM cells. Additional buffer is also required at the initial WATM switch 
when an ‘out of order’ cell is expected, after a ‘selective reject’ message has been issued; this 
happens because in the fixed network the ATM cells must be received in the same order they 
have been transmitted. The advantage of the multiplexing of more than one connections is not 
vital, since the ATM layer already offers this multiplexing capability. Another drawback of this 
approach is the increase in the processing power, necessary for the management of the window 
size. Furthermore, the use of such a function makes the reason for introducing ATM, its 
simplicity, obsolete, since for each connection an instance of the DLC protocol should be 
created for it, at the initial WATM switch. Although the use of a DLC layer is not so attractive 
when a new system is being designed for the WATM case, if it is already implemented in
2 There are four AALs currently specified by the ITU-T.
3 Similar phenomenon was observed in the wireless TCP/Mobile IP networks, where one TCP connection was used
end to end between a MT, the AP, and a fixed station. The solutions that have been proposed concentrate on the 
splitting of the one TCP connection into two [XU97, BALA97, YAVA95].
4 Unless a ‘stop and wait’ protocol is incorporated in the MAC, as in IEEE 802.11.
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existing wireless systems, such as HIPERLAN and IEEE 802.11, ATM can take advantage of it 
(see also the next chapter).
3.3.1 Flow control based on Partial Packet Discard
A more ATM oriented solution can be given to this problem, provided that retransmissions are 
useful only when non real-time traffic is being considered. In this case (see Figure 3-3), we can 
assume that the receiving end-user is responsible to issue acknowledgments and retransmission 
requests of higher layer PDUs. However, if we develop a mechanism that can detect the errored 
cells at the WATM switch, these cells and the consecutive ones that belong to the same higher 
layer PDU can be dropped. By dropping these cells, the throughput of the fixed network is not 
reduced. The increase in the complexity of this approach, when compared to the DLC 
approach, is a lot smaller; no additional processing power is required (assuming that this 
mechanism is already installed in the switch to serve in order to serve congestion control 
related issues) and no additional overhead is placed per ATM cell; only an indication of the last 
ATM cell of a higher layer PDU is required in the ATM cell header. The disadvantages of this 
approach are; the increased delay in the reception of the ‘retransmission’ message (perhaps not 
so important since non real time data are being considered) and the reduced throughput on the 
radio link (measured in cells, without considering the overhead per cell, introduced by the 
DLC), because more than one ATM cells are being retransmitted, every time a higher layer 
PDU retransmission is requested. From this point of view, the throughput on the radio link is 
equivalent to the ‘selective retransmission protocol’, when DLC is being used and the ‘go back 
N\ when end to end retransmissions are used (N is the number of ATM cells per higher layer 
PDU).
Hi^ ier layers 
and AAL
The layers above ATM are 
responsible for retransmissions
MT
(transmitter)
ATM layer
PDU flow MT or FT--------------------
ACKflow
ATM cell flow ---------------------W
Errored ATM cells are being dropped here. 
More cells from the same connection are discarded
RAL
Figure 3-3: Solution to improve the throughput o f the fixed ATM network using end to end 
retransmissions with ATM cell (and hence higher layer PDU) discard at the initial WATM switch.
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The above mechanism has been proposed in [ROMA95] as Partial Packet Discard (PPD). 
However, it was proposed as a congestion control mechanism when TCP segments were 
transmitted over an ATM network. The implementation of PPD is straightforward for the 
AALS, an AAL designed for data communication, in the fixed ATM case. Because the PPD is 
being signaled on a per VC basis, a switch that uses it, once it drops a cell from a VC (mainly 
due to buffer overflow), it continues dropping cells from the same VC until it sees the ATM 
layer User to User (AUU) parameter set in the ATM cell header, indicating the end of the AAL 
packet; this packet is not dropped5. Because AAL5 does not support simultaneous multiplexing 
of packets on a single VC, the AUU can be used to indicate the boundaries of the packets. 
Although the same mechanism can be used in WATM, there is a small difference; the main 
reason for dropping cells is the high BER of the physical link, rather than the buffer size at the 
WATM switch. To overcome the problem more protection is required in the header to (at least) 
detect if the errored cell has a correct header. An error correcting code will increase the 
performance of the PPD, only if the PPD function is not located in the first WATM switch, 
after the MT. In this case, the errored cell will be forwarded to the correct place (with a certain 
probability related to the code used to protect the header, and the resulting Cell Insertion Ratio- 
CMR), and the header will provide the related information to the PPD mechanism (Figure 3- 
4A).
A different approach is required for the AAL3/4, the other AAL designed for data 
communication. The reasons are: the multiplexing of different connections on the same VC (the 
same VPLVCI values) and the fact that AAL3/4 does not use the AUU bit, in the ATM header. 
Two solutions based on PPD can be followed (in both cases the technique shown in Figure 3-3, 
where the acknowledgments send from the end stations, is being used). The first approach is the 
use of the AAL5 on the air interface only. When the AAL3/4 is required for a connection, it can 
be performed at the WATM switch. The protocol stack is shown in Figure 3-4C. The 
disadvantage of this approach is that the initial switch should implement the protocol stack up 
to the AALs, and performs the translation of an AAL5-PDU to an AAL3/4-PDU. Although this 
solution seems to be complicated, it is the most flexible and useful one because:
• The AAL5 has (in general) better error detection capabilities than the AAL3/4 [ZHEN92], 
So, it is more efficient to use the AAL5 protocol over a radio link.
5 This is also a disadvantage of the PPD mechanism, since the fixed network throughput is being reduced by carrying 
cells with no useful information. An estimation of this throughput as a function of the radio link will be presented 
later in this chapter.
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• No ATM multiplexing is necessary on the radio link. Assuming that there are enough 
VPI/VCI values ATM multiplexing could be done on the MAC, i.e. using the same channel 
for two or more ATM connections.
• AAL3/4 is attractive because it can multiplex several connections with similar QoS 
requirements, to the same destination, using the same VC. One can find a need for using 
AAL3/4 closer to the user, but in general, AAL3/4 has been proposed for use in a WAN 
environment, where VPI/VCI space exhaustion is expected. By allowing an ATM switch in 
the LAN (perhaps the gateway switch, that is a switch that connects the network with the 
outside world), this multiplexing takes part in a more controlled way.
If the necessity to create AAL3/4-PDUs at the transmitting terminal is required, the approach C 
(see Figure 3-1) proposes the modification of the AAL3/4 at this terminal (the mobile)6. The 
two modifications proposed here do not require the change of the AAL3/4 at the receiving
(A): AAL5 implementation
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R A L R A L
Physical Physical Physical Physical
W -Physical | W -Physical | F-Physical [ F-Physical
ACKs and retransmissions
(B): WAAL3/4 implementation
AP A T M  sw itch
(PP D  im plementation)
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(C): AALS - AAL3/4 implementation
ACKs and retransmissions
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W -Physical | W -Physical | F-Physical | F-Physical
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Figure 3-4: Interworking between fixed and wireless ATM networks (user plane).
6 If the fixed terminal transmits information using AAL3/4, no modifications are necessary, both at the fixed and 
mobile terminals.
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terminal. Since the design of the mobile terminal has not been standardised, the only 
disadvantage of this approach is the additional complexity located at the first WATM switch, in 
order to reset the AUU bit when it is set by the transmitting MT, to indicate the last ATM cell 
of a higher layer PDU.
• Initially, the transmitting MT must create all the ATM cells from one higher layer data 
packet; this way all the ATM cells belong to the same connection. Then, the AAL3/4 at the 
MT is allowed to process another higher layer PDU (no multiplexing is permitted in cell 
level among different connections).
• Before the transmission of the last ATM cell of the connection, the AAU bit must be set, 
similar to the AAL5. Both these mechanisms permit the use of the PPD algorithm, as 
described earlier (Figure 3-4B). Unlike the PPD mechanism for the AAL5 case, no 
transmission of the last ATM cell, of a higher layer PDU is necessary; the AAL3/4 at the 
receiver, has the ability to identify the PDUs the ATM cells belong to.
3.3.2 Comparison between the PPD and DLC approaches
3.3.2.1 DLC buffer estimation
The DLC approach has the advantage, over the PPD approach, of offering higher throughput on 
the radio link, when the selective reject mechanism is being used. However, its use requires 
memory space in the initial ATM switch to store the ATM cells that are being correctly 
received after the issue of the ‘selective reject’ . The buffer size can be estimated from Equation 
3-1, where, cell rate is the ATM cell rate and RTD the Round Trip Delay (including processing 
delays at the ATM switch). Assuming 2 Mbps at the ATM layer, and 10 ms for the RTD, the 
estimated buffer, after an error, is approximately 50 ATM cells.
(buffer size, in ATM cells) -  (cell rate, in bits/s)*(RTD, in s)/(53*8) Equation 3-1
3.3.2.2 Radio link throughput calculation
In this paragraph it is assumed that the Bit Error Rate (BER) of the radio link (after the physical 
layer coding techniques have been applied) is known, the length of the WATM cell payload is p 
(example: 48*8=384) bits, and the WATM header length is h (Example:5*8=40) bits. Since the 
BER is known, the Packet Error Rate (PER) can be calculated from Equation 3-2, where, length 
is the higher layer PDU length. For the DLC case, this is one ATM cell (p+h bits), and for the 
PPD case a variable, depending on the size of the higher layer PDU (see also Figure 3-3). The
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throughput of the radio link is given from Equation 3-3, (given that the errors are random and 
that all of them can be detected). For the DLC case, the overhead corresponds to the additional 
information required per ATM cell for the operation of the DLC functions, and for the PPD 
case, the overhead corresponds to the required redundancy in the header for error correction (or 
at least error detection).
PER = 1- (l-BER)lmsth 
(Radio Link Throughput) -  (1-PER) [p/(p+h)]
For the operation of the DLC protocol it is required an overhead of at least 5 octets, as in the 
extended version of the High-level Data Link Control (HDLC) protocol [HALS93], to 
accommodate for the higher rates required in ATM. The reduction from 7 to 5 octets is 
possible, since a shorter Cyclic Redundancy Ckecking (CRC), 16 rather than 32 bits, can be 
used because of the shorter length of the cell. The reduced error detection capability7 is the 
price to pay for the overhead reduction.
For the PPD approach, the overhead from the same CRC-16 can be used, for the detection of a 
correct cell reception. There are two options:
* A further CRC (e.g. CRC-8, similar to the HEC, without the correction state) should be 
used, so we can decide whether the header has been correctly received. If the header has 
been correctly received, its information is used in the PPD algorithm, because the VPI/VCI 
values have correctly received.
• Provided that the errors are not bursty (not an invalid assumption, if interleaving in the 
physical layer takes place), we could use a Bose-Chaudhuri-Hocquenghem (BCH) code, 
instead of the CRC-8. Although its detecting capabilities are not equal to the CRC-8, it 
offers the advantage of error correction.
Table 3-1 presents a comparison among the DLC and the different PPD approaches. It presents 
the size of the WATM header, the size of the overhead (related to the error correction/detection 
capabilities of the coding in use), and the error correction capabilities of the coding. Figure 3-5 
displays the radio link throughput, based on Equation 3-3 and the information in Table 3-1. For 
the PPD approach, several higher layer PDU packet lengths are presented, along with three 
BCH header correcting codes. Since the BER on the radio link will be IO'6 or better (after the
7 The CRC-16 can detect up to l - l /2 l6=99.9984 % of the total errors, while the CRC-32 can detect up to 1- 
1/232=99.99999997 % 0f the total errors [HOUG97].
Equation 3-2 
Equation 3-3
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physical layer coding), the PPD approach has better behaviour over the DLC one. If, however, 
the BER becomes worst than 10 6, for higher layer PDU length up to 20 ATM cells, the PPD 
mechanism still outperforms the DLC approach (approximately, up to 10'5).
Table 3-1: Comparison among DLC and PPD solutions.
Approach Header size 
(bits)
Overhead
(bits)
Error
Correction
DLC any 16+24=40 -
PPD, CRC-8 any 16+8=24 -
PPD, BCH( 15,11) 11 16+5=21 1
PPD. BCH(31,21) 21 16+11=27 2
PPD, BCH(31,26) 26 16+6=22 1
ia?I§
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Similar behaviour to the PPD mechanism is expected to take place, when a DLC protocol, 
based on Service Specific Connection Oriented Protocol (SSCOP) is used (no retransmission 
per cell can take place; the performance will be similar -with the exception of the overhead, 
since the overhead introduced in the SSCOP is Vi cell per higher layer PDU, on average-, when 
the higher layer PDU fits in an SSCOP PDU). No overhead is introduced per ATM cell, if this 
approach is adopted, but resources are required to create an instance of this protocol, for each 
ATM connection.
Throughput comparison between tha DLC and PPD approaches, for different higher layer PDU Throughput comparison between the DLC and PPD approaches, for different higher layer PDU lengths
DLC, overhead 46 bits per ATM cell 
PPD, 21 bits overhead per ATM cell, PDU 1 ATM cell(s)
PPD, 21 bits overhead per ATM cell, PDU 5 ATM ceil(s)
PPD, 21 bits overhead per ATM cell, PDU 10 ATM cell(s)
PPD, 21 bits overhead per ATM cell, PDU 20 ATM cell(s)
PPD, 21 bits overhead per ATM cell, PDU 50 ATM cell(s)
PPD, 21 bits overhead per ATM cell, PDU 100 ATM cell(s) \
DLC, overhead 43 bits per ATM cell 
PPD, 27 bits overhead per ATM cell, PDU 1 ATM cell(s) 
PPD, 27 bits overhead per ATM cell, PDU 5 ATM cell(s) 
PPD, 27 bits overhead per ATM cell, PDU 10 ATM cell(s) 
PPD, 27 bits overhead per ATM cell, PDU 20 ATM cell(s) 
PPD, 27 bits overhead per ATM cell, PDU 50 ATM cell(s) 
PPD, 27 bits overhead per ATM cell, PDU 100 ATM cell(s)
Average BER  on the radio link (after channel coding Average BER  on the radio link (after channel coding
Figure 3-5: Throughput comparison between the DLC and PPD approaches, fo r two different 
header lengths (the two worst cases shown in Table 3-1).
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For all the calculations in this section, it assumed that the errors in a block of data (usually an 
ATM cell, or a higher layer PDU), happen randomly. Moreover, the errors are independent of 
each other. It is expected that the PPD mechanism reduces the throughput of the fixed link, by 
allowing ATM cells without useful contents to reach the receiver8. This reduction of the fixed 
link throughput depends on the ability of the PPD algorithm to detect the erroneous cells and 
make sure that the WATM header of the erroneous cells is not corrupted. The PPD operation is 
being affected by the erroneous cells that cannot provide information related to the connection 
they come from (VPI/VCI fields). The number of these cells can be reduced, if in the cell 
header there is information that can detect whether the header is correct (or not), although the 
cell has errors; it can be further reduced, if the redundancy provided can correct a certain 
number of errors too. In the previous paragraph, two combinations of error correcting/detecting 
codes were mentioned.
• For the CRC-16, CRC-8 case we define: Probability of PPD failure, Pr(PPD failure), as the 
probability that the cell will have an erroneous header. It is assumed that all the erroneous
3.3.2.3 Fixed link throughput estimation
10"*
I1
10 4 *       . . .  .  . . . . . . .
10'  10 10 10“* 10"* 10"5 
Average BER on the radw link (after channel coring)
Figure 3-6: Probability of failure of the PPD mechanism, versus the average BER on the 
radio link, when the WATM header coding can either detect, or correct errors.
cells can be detected from the CRC-16. An erroneous header results to an increase in the 
fixed link throughput, since the PPD mechanism is not invoked, and unnecessary cells are 
being transmitted on the fixed link.
8 A cell without useful contents is the cell that belongs to an AAL5 PDU and follows an ATM cell that has been lost 
from this particular AAL5 PDU. Since the whole AAL5 PDU will be retransmitted, there is no need for the ATM 
switch to transmit this cell (and all the others that follow of thid AAL5 PDU).
Pr(PPD tellur.) for drftef.nl WATM hMrter .nor coding 'l .......... I----—....... I----—........
  Header length 16 bits (plus C RC-8), no error recovery
   Header length 24 bits (plus C RC-8), no error recoveryo--e Header length 16 bits, BCH(15,11), 1 -error recovery
0------0 Header length 32 bits, BCH(31,26), 1-error recovery
•i------- 1- Header length 32 bits, BCH(31,21), 2-error recovery
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• For the CRC-16, BCH combination we define: Probability of PPD failure as the probability 
that the header of the cell will have more errors than the number of errors that can be 
corrected. This also results to a PPD failure, because the erroneous header is assumed to be 
correct, and the PPD mechanism discards the rest of the cells from the corresponding 
connection.
Figure 3-6 shows the probability of PPD failure for each PPD case appearing in the relevant 
calculations are explained below, where h is the header length of the cell, in bits, and p the 
payload of the cell, in bits. The higher the correcting ability of the header coding, the lower the 
PPD failure becomes, since the cell header can be corrected and the information in it can be 
used to trigger the PPD mechanism.
• CRC-16 and CRC-8. Because this coding cannot correct any errors, the probability of 
receiving an error header is given in Equation 3-4.
• CRC-16 and BCH. Since the BCH code can correct up to x errors (x>0), the probability of 
the PPD mechanism receiving a cell with correct header is shown in Equation 3-5, and the 
probability of PPD failure in Equation 3-6.
Pr(PPD failure) = 1 — Pr(correct header, 0) = ± C ) B E R  (1 -BER)"+p-n
n=0
Pr(coirect header, x) =  ^Ftfcorrect header, n) + (l-BER)'*lHn+x)
i p =0
Pr(PPD failure) -  1 -  Pr(correct header, x)
, (total cells)-(unused cells) (unused cells)
Fixed Link Throughput =   :-:——  = 1 -
(total cells)
(CRC-16, CRC-8 case) =  1 -  Pr (PPD failure) 
(CRC-16, BCH case) =  1 -  Pr (PPD failure) 2
(total cells)
1 + — (PDU length) j  
1+^ (PDU length) j
Equation 3-4
Equation 3-5
Equation 3-6 
Equation 3-7
The probability of the PPD mechanism failure is important, because it provides us with an 
estimation of the worst case throughput observed on the fixed link. This is the result of the 
eiToneous cell reception from the radio link. The throughput on the fixed link can be defined as 
the ratio of the cells that carry useful information to the receiver, over the total number of cells 
that have been transmitted. For the CRC-16, CRC-8 case, every time a PPD failure takes place, 
the fixed link carries, on average, L{ \+Vz (PDU length)}] ATM cells, where Lxj shows the
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integer part of the (positive) real number x and ‘PDU length’ is the number of cells the higher 
layer PDU has to be fragmented, for the worst case scenario9. For the CRC-16, BCH case, 
every time a PPD failure takes place, the fixed link carries, on average, 2|_{ l+Vi (PDU length)}J 
ATM cells, (since another PPD mechanism is being invoked unnecessarily), again for the worst 
case scenario. Because the probability of PPD failure is known, the fixed link throughput 
(worst case) can be estimated from Equation 3-7.
The fixed link throughput (Equation 3-7) has been plotted for the various PPD case presented in 
Table 3-1. The graphs are being grouped in Figure 3-7. The conclusion we can draw from these 
plots is that the more redundant information the header contains, the more efficient the fixed 
link is being utilised. However, this is in contrast with the throughput on the radio link, 
discussed in the previous paragraph. Furthermore, shorter higher layer PDUs provide higher
R xtd  link throughput vs BER ; only amx correction at tfw haidar (19 bit. plus C RC-8)
PPD »higher layer PDU is 1 ATM cell(s)
! higher layer PDU is 5 ATM cell(s)
> higher layer PDU Is 10 ATM cell(s) 
PPD, the higher layer PDU is 20 ATM cell(s) 
PPD, the higher layer PDU Is 50 ATM cell(s) 
PPD, the higher layer PDU is 100 ATM cetl(s)
Average B ER  on the radio link (after channel coding)
1-error recovery
PPD, the higher layer PDU is 1 ATM cell(s) 
PPD, the higher layer PDU is 5 ATM ceil(s) 
PPD, the higher layer PDU is 10 ATM cell(s) 
PPD, the higher layer PDU is 20 ATM cell(s) 
PPD. the higher layer PDU is 50 ATM cell(s) 
PPD, the higher layer PDU is 100 ATM cell(s)
PPD, the higher layer PDU is 1 ATM cell(s) 
PPD, the higher layer PDU is 5 ATM cell(s) 
PPD, the higher layer PDU is 10 ATM cell(s) 
PPD, the higher layer PDU is 20 ATM cell(s) 
PPD, the higher layer PDU is 50 ATM cell(s) 
PPD, the higher layer PDU is 100 ATM cell(s)
1—ocfor recovery
Average B ER  on the radio link (after channel coding)
PPD, the higher layer PDU is 1 ATM cell(s) 
PPD, the higher layer PDU is 5 ATM cell(s) 
PPD. the higher layer PDU Is 10 ATM cell(s) 
PPD, the higher layer PDU is 20 ATM cell(s) 
PPD, the higher layer PDU is 50 ATM cell(s) 
PPD, the higher layer PDU is 100 ATM ceil(s)
Average B ER  on the radro link (after channel coding) Average BER  on the radio link (after channel coding)
Figure 3-7: Fixed link throughput versus the average BER on the radio channel, for the header 
lengths shown in Table 3-1, protected with CRC-16 and either CRC-8, or BCH.
9 The worst case scenario is when AAL5 has been employed from the higher layer protocol, because the last cell that 
belongs to the PDU has to be transmitted to the receiving terminal, hence on the Fixed link.
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fixed link throughput. Finally, we can safely conclude that a single error correcting code does 
not overload the fixed network, when the BER on the radio link is better than 10"5.
3.4 Offered services
In this section the services offered from a fixed B-ISDN network are being discussed. It is 
expected that not only the classification of the fixed B-ISDN services will be followed, but that 
the same services will also be available in the WATM case, perhaps in a less strict 
implementation, due to the added functionality required by the radio environment and the 
addition of mobility. In some cases, i.e. after a handover, a minimum QoS will be guaranteed 
for all or some of the offered services [DEAN98].
3.4.1 ITU-T Classification of broadband ISDN services
According to [ITU-T93] two main service categories have been identified; interactive services 
and distribution services. The interactive services are further subdivided into three classes of 
services: conversational, messaging and retrieval services. The distribution services are also
Figure 3-8: Classification of broadband services.
subdivided into two categories: distribution services without user individual presentation 
control and distribution services with user individual presentation control (see Figure 3-8). 
Detailed explanation is provided below:
3.4.1.1 Definition of service classes
* conversational services: They provide (in general) the means for bi-directional 
communication with real-time end-to-end information transfer from user to user or between
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user and host. The flow of the user information may be bi-directional (symmetric or 
asymmetric) or unidirectional, point to point, point to multipoint or multipoint to multipoint.
• messaging services: They offer user to user communication between individual users via 
storage units with store-and-forward, mailbox and/or message handling functions.
• retrieval services: The user of retrieval services can retrieve information stored in 
information centres provided for public use. This information will be sent to the user only 
on his demand.
• distribution services without user individual presentation control: They provide a 
continuous flow of information which is distributed from a central source to an unlimited 
number of authorised receivers connected to the network (include broadcast services). The 
user can access the flow of information without the ability to determine when the 
distribution of a string of information will be started. Depending on the time of the user’s 
access, the information will not be presented from the beginning.
• distribution services with user individual presentation control: Services of this class also 
distribute information from a central source to a large number of users. However, the user 
has the ability of individual access to the distributed information and can control the start 
and the order of presentation.
A table which contains examples of possible B-ISDN services, their applications and possible
attribute values (bi-directional, unidirectional, point to point, multipoint to multipoint), can be
found in [ITU-T93].
Table 3-2: B-ISDN Generic traffic classes.
Class Bit rate Timing relation Connection mode Example
1: stream CBR required CO voice
2: stream VBR required CO video
3: data VBR not required CO bursty data
4: data VBR not required CL data
5: data VBR not required both data
3.4.1.2 Generic traffic classes
ITU-T [ITU-T92] has also identified five generic traffic classes among the various applications 
and services that B-ISDN must support (see Table 3-2). Class-1 traffic is assumed to be 
generated in an uninterrupted flow, at constant bit rate (e.g. voice). It requires a guaranteed 
transmission capacity, with low average Cell Transfer Delay (CTD) and low Cell Delay 
Variation (CDV) across the network. Cells may be lost during end to end transmission, with the
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probability of loss below some specified value. Class-2 traffic is also assumed to be generated 
in real time fashion (e.g. video), but requires a variable bit rate channel, between specified 
minimum and maximum values. It has more strict CD, CDV and CLR requirements than class-
1. Class-3 and class-4 represent bursty data traffic. A very low data loss is required end to end. 
Class-5 has been proposed by LAN and computer vendors to handle high speed data traffic 
among LANs.
3.4.2 ATM Forum  service definition
The architecture for the services provided at the ATM layer can be classified as follows 
[ATMF-TMS96]:
• CBR, Constant Bit Rate
• rt-VBR, real time Variable Bit Rate
• nrt-VBR, non real time Variable Bit Rate
• UBR, Unspecified Bit Rate
• ABR Available Bit Rate
These service categories relate the user traffic characteristics and QoS requirements to the 
network behaviour. The definitions of each service class and their similarities and differences 
among them, are being discussed below.
3.4.2.1 CBR definition
This service is used by connections that request a static amount of bandwidth that is 
continuously available during the duration of the connection. The amount of bandwidth is 
characterised by the Peak Cell Rate (PCR) value; the network commits itself to a user who is 
granted this service by reserving the requested resources in a fixed manner. This way, the user 
can transmit at its PCR any time during the connection lifetime (it can send less information or 
even be silent). Cells that are being delayed more than a defined maximum Cell Transfer Delay 
(maxCTD) are assumed to be of reduced significance to the receiver. The CBR service is 
intended to support real time traffic.
3.4.2.2 rt-VBR definition
This service is also intended for real time application support i.e., voice and video related 
applications. rt-VBR connections are being characterised in terms of PCR, Sustainable Cell 
Rate (SCR), and Maximum Burst Size (MBS). The application is expected to transmit at a 
variable rate (bursty source). As before, cells that are being delayed more than a certain value
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(maxCTD) do not have any significance for the receiving application. The difference between 
the CBR and the rt-VBR services is the statistical multiplexing gain that can be obtained, when 
the second service class is used from several applications.
3.4.2.3 nrt-VBR definition
This service class exhibits the same characteristics as the above; it is being characterised by the 
same parameters, PCR, SCR, and MBS. However, unlike the rt-VBR, the nrt-VBR is intended 
for non real time bursty sources. When the application does not exceed the predefined traffic 
contract, it will expect a low (as agreed at the call establishment phase) CLR; the CLR will 
increase in the contract violation periods.
3.4.2.4 UBR definition
This service is intended for non real time bursty applications, i.e., traditional computer 
communications application. In this service category there are not specified any traffic related 
service guarantees. The ATM network does not commit itself to the CLR or the maxCDV a 
UBR connection will suffer. Although congestion and flow control are expected to be 
implemented in the higher layers, the network might use the PCR indicated in the SETUP 
message to perform Connection Admission Control (CAC) and Usage Parameter Control (UPC) 
functions. Recently, two levels of UBR service (UBR and UBR+) have been proposed in the 
ATM Forum.
3.4.2.5 ABR definition
The ABR service is intended for non real time application. During the establishment of an ABR 
connection, the application specifies a Minimum Cell Rate (MCR), which is equivalent to the 
minimum usable bandwidth, and the PCR. Although the bandwidth the network allocates to the 
application varies with time, it never becomes higher than the PCR or lower than the MCR. 
There is also a flow control mechanism implemented for this service class, using Resource 
Management (RM) cells, to convey feedback to the source in order to inform it for the current 
maximum rate the source is allowed to transmit.
3.4.2.6 W ireless QoS
Since the main reason for the WATM development is the seamless integration of the fixed an 
wireless networks, all the above mentioned ATM services should be supported in a WATM 
LAN. Depending on the operational scenarios, the QoS parameters10 specified for each service
10 These parameters are (ATM Forum) divided between negotiated and non negotiated ones. The negotiated 
parameters are; peak to peak Cell Delay Variation (peak to peak CDV), maxCTD, and CLR. The non negotiated
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Table 3-3: Typical application requirements fo r B-ISDN.
Application Service Type QoS Bit-rate Possible attribute values
Voice telephony CO Call blocking permitted 9.6-32 Kb/s bandwidth allocation on demand
CBR/VBR1 Low-medium cell loss 
Isochronous
point to point / multipoint 
bi-directional symmetric / asymmetric
Digital audio CO Call blocking permitted 128-512 bandwidth allocation on demand /
CBR/VBR Low cell loss required 
Low delay jitter
Kb/s permanent
point to point / multipoint 
bi-directional asymmetric 
unidirectional (broadcasting)
Teleconference CO Statistical mux (VBR) 64-384 bandwidth allocation on demand
Multimedia CBR/VBR Call blocking permitted Kb/s point to point / multipoint
comm. Low medium cell loss (teleconf.) bi-directional symmetric / asymmetric
Digital video Low delay and jitter 1-6 Mb/s 
(TV/VCR)
General computer CL No call blocking 0.1-1 Mb/s bandwidth allocation on demand
data Best effort packet Low cell loss required 
Med delay and jitter
point to point / multipoint 
bi-directional asymmetric
E-mail CL Low transfer rate 9.6-128 bandwidth allocation on demand
Best effort packet No call blocking 
Low cell loss 
High delay
Kb/s point to point / multipoint 
bi-directional asymmetric
High speed data CL High transfer rate 1-10 Mb/s bandwidth allocation on demand /
(file transfer, Burst mode Very low loss required permanent
multimedia) packet data Med delay and jitter point to point 
bi-directional asymmetric
Note 1: using a Silence Activity Detector (SAD).
could be temporarily changed (reduced), during the duration of a connection, introducing a soft 
QoS concept [ATMF-98-330]. An example case is when a MT enters in an area where there are 
not any available resources that can be allocated to it. A possible scenario is the dropping of the 
connection(s) of the terminal, or the reduction of the QoS offered to the user, or even the 
reduction of the QoS offered to the rest of the active connections, so all the terminals can use 
part of the resources. This additional functionality requires to exchange information with the 
CAC and the UPC algorithms [ATMF-98232].
3.5 B-ISDN traffic requirements
3.5.1 Traffic dimensioning
The following tables summarise the characteristics of the applications that are expected to use a 
B-ISDN network [GOODE90]. Estimates for the bit-rate and QoS of typical applications, are 
given in Table 3-3 [RAYC94-1]. Most of these applications will continue to be used in the 
WATM platform (perhaps with the exception of real TV/VCR). A B-ISDN traffic reference 
model is presented in Table 3-4 [GALL90]. Typical values for CMR, BER, CLR, CTD and 
CDV (jitter), for applications supported by an ATM network, are presented in Table 3-5
ones are: Cell Error Ratio (CER), Severely Errored Cell Block Ratio (SECBR), and Cell Misinsertion Ratio 
(CMR).
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Table 3-4: B-1SDN traffic reference model. Only the traffic expected in broadband residences and 
businesses is presented. Similar traffic is expected to exist in a wireless ATM LAN.
User
class
Application
type
Peak rate
(Kb/s)
Burstiness
(peak/average
rate)
Burst
length
(ms)
Call 
holding 
time (sec)
Call arrival 
rate 
(calls/min)
Broadband Telephony 64 1 100 100 0.06
residence Video telephony 10000 5 1 100 0.012
Document retrieval 64 200 0.25 300 0.00996
Video retrieval 10000 5 10 540 0.0033
Broadband Telephony 64 1 100 100 0.24
business Video telephony 10000 5 1 100 0.012
Document retrieval 64 200 0.25 300 0.04998
Video retrieval 10000 5 10 180 0.0333
Colour Fax 2000 1 3 3 0.1998
Data on demand 64 200 0.04 30 0.3996
File transfer 2000 1 1 1 0.18
[ONVU94]. A wireless LAN must also support asymmetrical traffic. Apart from voice 
telephony and video telephony, each application supported by ATM can be highly 
asymmetrical. For example, the database access is a unidirectional operation; data exchange 
(e.g. file transfer) and video conference among many persons produce bi-directional traffic that 
has, usually, different bandwidth requirements on each direction [SAIT94].
Table 3-5: ATM network requirements in order to maintain the 
QoS of each supported application.
Recommended CMR, BER, CLR, and DELAY values for B-
ISDN applications
Application CMR BER C LR DELAY (ms)
Telephony 10E-3 10E-7 10E-3
without echo chancellors <25
with <500
Data transmission 10E-6 10E-7 10E-6 1000
Distributive computing 10E-6 10E-7 10E-6 50
Hi-Fi 10E-7 10E-5 10E-7 1000
Remote process control 10E-3 10E-5 10E-3 1000
Recommended Delay and Delay Variation (JITTER) for two
way session audio and video services
Application Delay (ms) jitter (ms)
64 Kb/s video conference 300 130
1.5 Mb/s MPEG NTSC video 5 6.5
20 Mb/s HDTV video 0.8 1
16 Kb/s compressed voice 30 130
256 Kb/s MPEG voice 7 9.1
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3.5.2 Traffic modelling
3.5.2.1 B asic services and m ultim edia
A broadband network must be able to support multimedia traffic, too. In such an application, 
the exchanged information consists of more than one information type (video, data, voice, 
graphics, see Table 3-6). According to ITU-T terminology, a multimedia service consists of two 
or more service components [ITU-T93-1]. It should be also possible for the user to invoke 
service components separately (of course these components must be synchronised). Traffic 
models for the following basic broadband services [ITU-T93-2] will be characterised [ITU-T- 
94]: voice, video (and audio), general computer data (graphics, file transfer) and delay 
insensitive data (e-mail, voice mail).
Multimedia systems include multiple sources of various media either spatially or temporally to 
create composite multimedia documents. Spatial composition links various multimedia objects 
into a single entity. Temporal composition (synchronisation) creates a multimedia presentation 
by arranging the multimedia objects according to temporal relationship. Two more parameters 
have been defined to monitor the QoS for multimedia applications [FURH94]: skew is the 
average difference in presentation times between two synchronised objects and jitter is the
Table 3-6: Examples o f multimedia applications along with their 
bandwidth requirements [ONVU94].
Multimedia Application Bandwidth
(Kb/s)
Voice annotated text 32.3
Voice 32 Kb/s
1 page text/30 sec, 1.24x8/30 Kb/s
Voice annotated office image (e.g., insurance claim processing) 37.3
Voice 32 Kb/s
1 form/90 sec, 60x8/90 Kb/s
Voice annotated high-resolution image (e.g., medical diagnosis) 85.3
Voice 32 Kb/s
1 image/90 sec, (2000x2000x12)/( 10x90x1000) Kb/s
Compact Disc quality sound and office system (e.g., library systems)
392
Audio 384 Kb/s
1 image/60 sec, (2000x2000xl2)/(10x60xl000) Kb/s
Complex teleconference 325
Voice 32 Kb/s
1240 KB text page/60 sec, 1.24x8/30 Kb/s
35 KB graphics/60 sec, 35x8/60 Kb/s
2 high resolution 60 KB images/60 sec
2 low quality video windows, 128 Kb/s
Video distribution system 1448
Compact Disc quality sound (uncompressed), 1100 Kb/s
VCR quality video, 384 Kb/s
Note: 10:1 compression ratio for images and video frames, 12 bits/pixel.
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Table 3-7: Typical values of skew fo r multimedia applications.
coarse skew: gross delays.
fine skew: time delays between the lip motion and voice.
Audio + text or still image coarse skew < 1 sec
(one way session)
Audio + video coarse <200 ms
(multipoint to multipoint sessions) fine
audio in advance < 20 ms
video in advance < 120 ms
Complex teleconferencing coarse skew < 200 ms
Audio + video + still image + text fine
audio in advance < 20 ms
video in advance < 120 ms
instantaneous difference between two synchronised streams. Typical values are given in Table
3-7 [ITU-T92].
The introduction of mobility in ATM networks introduces new problems (mainly management 
and control problems, e.g. user authentication and registration, tracking and location, routing, 
handover, charging, paging-forward calls to the user) that must be properly addressed by the 
OSI layers 1-3. Interference in a radio link can cause a degradation in the call quality, or cause 
the call to be aborted by the network. The ATM does not in itself solve any of those problems, 
but it does offer mechanisms that can lead to simpler solutions, for example the Virtual Path 
(VP) concept, the statistical multiplexing and the concept of dynamic network traffic control.
Finally, an WATM LAN must be able to support the following (as in Table B.2 in [ITU-T93- 
3]):
• Information transfer mode: ATM.
Connection mode: Connection, Connectionless.
Traffic type: CBR, rt-VBR, nit-VBR, ABR, UBR, User defined.
Timing end to end: Required, Not required.
• Information transfer rate: PCR, SCR, MCR (where and when it is required).
• Information transfer capability: Unrestricted, Voice, High quality audio, Video, Data, Still 
image, Multimedia.
• Establishment of communication: Demand, Reserved, Permanent.
• Symmetry: Unidirectional, Bi-directional symmetric, Bi-directional asymmetric.
• Communication configuration: Point to point, Multipoint, Broadcast.
• Signalling: Similar to the signalling used to fixed ATM networks. Adaptation to support 
mobility.
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3.5.2.2 T raffic m odels
In the following sections traffic models for the three basic applications (or application 
components, voice, video, and data), described in the previous section, will be presented. The 
choice of the models based on their accuracy, generality and usability in a simulation (main 
reason of this work). High quality audio service can be simulated using the video models (using 
different bit- rate). We also assume that all the applications that do not require low end to end 
delay (e.g. image transfer, voice mail, fax) could be described from the voice or/and the data 
model by adjusting the parameters accordingly. These models have been used in the 
simulations that carried out in the following chapters.
3.5.2.2.1 Voice
A model suitable for packetised speech is the On-Off model. An active period of a voice source 
corresponds to a talkspurt, whereas a silent period corresponds to speech silence durations. The 
silent periods constitute 60%-65% of the transmission time of voice calls on each direction. 
The average active and silent periods are measured to be respectively equal to 1.448 s and 
2.312 s (table IV in [BRAD68]). Furthermore, in a normal conversation the active period fits 
the exponential distribution well while the duration of the silent periods is less well 
approximated by the exponential distribution [BRAD69]. In our simulation models, the 
exponential distribution was used to simulate both the active and the silent periods11. The 
values for the on and off periods were 350 ms and 650 ms, respectively, with constant bit rate at 
32 or 64 kbps, as discussed in [ONVU94],
3.5.2.2.2 Video
Video is expected to be among the dominant services of future broadband networks, with 
respect to both the number of the users and the resulting traffic volume. In fact, the term 
‘integration of telecommunication services’ usually refers to the combination of traditional 
voice services with video telephone, videoconference or even TV [COSM94]. As a result a 
large number of models have been proposed. In our simulations we chose to use the 
Autoregressive Markov (AR(1)) model described in [MAGL88], because of its simplicity and 
accuracy for the case where a videoconference case had to be simulated. Moreover, the model
•  Q o S :  S e r v i c e  d e p e n d e n t .
11 The accuracy of this model has been validated if more than 25 voice sources are multiplexed. It is less suitable if 
the number of sources multiplexed is less than 10. In our simulation this model will be used to simulate only 1 
voice source (most likely). Despite the fact that it is not an accurate model, it produces the necessary talkspurt and 
silent periods to analyse the protocol under test. It is also a very simple model, so during the simulation time it 
does not use a lot of processing power.
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can be approximated by a discrete state Markov chain, which makes the calculations of the Call 
Blocking Probability (CBP) easier (using analytical methods, see chapter 7). Of course, more 
accurate models exists [JENS91, JENS91, FRAT94, DIXI91], but their complexity increases 
the required simulation processing time.
3.5.2.2.2.1 Continuous State Autoregressive Markov model (AR(1))
hi applications with uniform-activity-level scenes, the change in the information content of 
consecutive frames is not significant. A typical application is video telephone where the scene 
shows a person talking. This model, proposed in [MAGL88], is found to be accurate for this 
kind of video sources. Let l(n) denote the bit-rate of the nth frame. The first order 
autoregressive model estimates the bit-rate at the nth frame from the bit-rate at the (n-l)th 
frame to be:
l(n) =  al(n-l)+bw(n)
where a and b are constants and w(n) is a Gaussian random variable with a mean m (=0.572 
bits/pixel) and variance 1. Values for the parameters a and b are shown in Table 3-8 [JENS91].
Table 3-8: Coefficients a and b fo r the ARM A model
scene a b
head/shoulder 0.8781 0.1108
head/shoulder 1.3477 0.0206
selling products 1.615 1.588
flying aircraft 1.808 2.525
3.5.2.2.3 Data
The term data is used for any application that uses coded text, that is, any application that is not 
voice, audio, video, or still image. The traffic characteristics of the data sources are not very 
well understood. The main difficulty arises from the fact that there is no typical data 
application. Large amounts of data are transmitted in a file transfer on a continuous basis, 
whereas only a few hundred bytes are generated by an e-mail. Some applications require end to 
end connections while some others are best served in a connectionless mode. Interactive data 
services require bi-directional data exchange (symmetrical or asymmetrical) while database 
updates may use only unidirectional connections.
The On-Off model presented earlier could also be used in this case, with different (and 
somehow arbitrary calculated) parameters (depending on the kind of source we want to create). 
For example, if a file transfer had to be modeled, we could used this 2-state Markov model,
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where no information transfer takes place during the inactive period; for the active period a 
certain bit-rate could be assumed (depending on the case we investigate), resulting to the 
duration of the active period (and the length of the file transfer). A fairly simple model, based 
on the Ethernet traffic reported in [GUSE90] and shown in Figure 3-9, was also used. The 
sojourn time in state OFF (exponential distribution) depends on the load of the network (0.2 ms 
corresponds to 4.3 Mb/s real traffic, approximately, for 10 Mb/s Ethernet). After each one of 
the ON states the model returns to the OFF state). The same model will be used for both delay 
sensitive and delay insensitive data traffic (most likely). Similar model can be used for the 
simulation of still image, since both data and graphics have (almost) identical requirements in 
terms of (end to end) delay and bandwidth.
0 . 5 6 5  m s
0 . 0 9 3  m s
Figure 3-9: Ethernet traffic distribution.
3.6 Summary
In this chapter issues related to the WATM LAN architecture and the protocol stack have been 
raised and some solutions have been discussed. Furthermore, the advantages of the PPD 
algorithm over the use of a DLC, have been shown. The ATM services and traffic related 
section offered an insight in the expected applications a WATM LAN will support. Finally, the 
appropriate, for each service class, traffic models, which were used in simulation studies, were 
presented.
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Chapter 4
4. The IEEE 802.11 wireless MAC layer protocol 
as a candidate for the Wireless ATM MAC
4.1 Introduction
The motivation for the work described in this chapter was the anticipated interworking between 
the fixed, ATM compatible B-ISDN, and the existing wireless LANs based on the IEEE 802.11 
(both physical and MAC layers) standard. By studying this wireless protocol its advantages and 
disadvantages can be related to the ATM traffic characteristics and QoS, and help us create a 
more detailed set of requirements (than the one presented in chapter 2) from a MAC layer 
protocol, designed specifically for the transmission of ATM cells. The chapter starts with a 
description of the IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol and the different scenarios that can be used for 
the support of ATM traffic. After a comparison among them, the throughput and the average 
delay the MAC layer packets experience, are being presented; these graphs obtained using a 
simulation model that has been developed using BONeS. Moreover, the centralised approach 
described in the standard, has been used to carry real time ATM traffic; the relevant simulation 
results are presented in this section. Finally, the chapter concludes with a discussion on the 
protocol performance and the way the BER affects the protocol operation and its delay- 
throughput characteristics.
4.2 IEEE 802.11 MAC description
4.2.1 Introduction
The IEEE 802.11 committee is standardising protocols for WLANs. The MAC protocol, known 
as Distributed Foundation Wireless MAC (DFWMAC) is essentially complete. It is a hybrid 
multiple access technique, since the existence of an AP is not necessary for the protocol 
operation [IEEE94]; an adhoc network with distributed control can also be established. It 
supports both asynchronous data services and delay sensitive applications by dividing the time 
into frames and each frame in two parts: the ‘controlled’ and the ‘random’, respectively. The 
physical layer uses Spread Spectrum (SS) access; both Frequency Hopping (FH) and Direct 
Sequence (DS) SS approaches have been adopted.
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The MAC protocol uses a contention mechanism to allow stations to share a wireless channel, 
based on a Carrier Sense Multiple Access (CSMA) mechanism, similar to the IEEE 802.3 
standard. An extension of the CSMA with Collision Detection (CSMA-CD) mechanism is not 
possible in the radio environment, because a station cannot, simultaneously, transmit and 
receive on the same channel, as required in the part of CSMA-CD protocol that detects the 
collisions (when two or more stations transmit at the same time). Therefore, a wireless terminal 
is not able to determine that a collision has occurred until the end of the transmission period, 
making the detection of the collision a very inefficient method. However, the 802.11 MAC 
extends the CSMA protocol by introducing a Collision Avoidance mechanism (CSMA-CA), to 
reduce the collision probability. The basic protocol is known as Distributed Coordination 
Function (DCF), and it is based on the CSMA-CA protocol, described below.
4.2.2 The basic protocol: Distributed Coordination Function
The DCF is implemented in every station. It is used both for offering asynchronous data 
services, and as the basis for the development of a mechanism for offering ‘delay bounded’ 
service, to delay sensitive applications. The CSMA-CA protocol is a variation of the usual 
CSMA [SCHW87]. A node first listens to the channel to determine if the medium is available, 
and transmits only when the medium is idle. The ‘collision avoidance’ reduces the probability 
of a collision among contending terminals by calculating a random idle time at each terminal, 
during which the terminal defers transmission, waiting to see if the medium remains idle. A 
graphical presentation of this mechanism, is shown in Figure 4-1.
C W  *  I!
(backoff time 
calculation for 
terminal A)
S IF S
D ata (any term inal)
U-CIES-,
S IF S
ila (any terminal but A ) D ata  from  A
■ ■ ■ ■ i ■ ■t i i i i i i i i it ■ i i i i
• Rem aining backoff tim e -
I I I I I I I
Figure 4-1: CSMA-CA access mechanism.
The characteristic of the CSMA-CA protocol is the introduction of various values of the 
InterFrame Spacing (IFS) to give priorities to different types of MAC packets. For the basic 
mechanism described here, only the Distributed IFS (DIFS) time is important. From the end of 
a frame transmission, the access procedure is the following:
• No station transmits any information for a time period DIFS.
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• The stations that have new packets to transmit, calculate a random backoff number, which is 
a timer that indicates when this packet can be transmitted (in slots). However, the 
‘countdown’ process starts after the expiration of the DIFS timer (that is when the medium 
becomes idle). This random backoff time is given in Equation 4-1, where CW is the value of 
the contention window at the time of the calculation, and n is a uniformly selected random 
number within [0, 1).
(backoff time) =  CW n Equation 4-1
The slot duration depends on the physical layer implementation. Its value is chosen in such a 
way that stations starting transmissions in different slots are guaranteed not to collide. The 
value of the CW in Equation 4-1 is initialised to CW™1. Retransmissions cause the CW to grow 
exponentially (binary exponential backoff) up to CW1™*. In Figure 4-1 it can be seen that only 
one random backoff duration is being calculated for each packet. As mentioned earlier, this 
duration is being used as the starting value of a timer that only counts down when the medium 
is idle and stops when the medium is sensed busy. The packet is being transmitted when the 
timer reaches zero. For the interest of fairness, a station cannot send packets only separated by 
a DIFS interval; it must calculate a backoff period, as described above, for each separate frame, 
resulting to a Single Station Throughput (SST), where packet time is the length of the packet in 
time units (slots):
SST ■’ = !+  [DIFS +  V*CW™] /  (packet time) Equation 4-2
4.2.3 Additional functions
The basic CSMA-CA mechanism for the IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol has been further 
enhanced with:
MAC level acknowledgments and retransmissions. The acknowledgments have priority over 
the rest of the packets, because the station that issues an acknowledgment (after the 
reception of a packet), uses the Short IFS (SIFS, see also Figure 4-1) timer to decide that the 
medium is idle.
Special Ready To Send / Clear To Send (RTS/CTS) packets, which implements a 
mechanism for bandwidth reservation, reducing the hidden terminal problem in adhoc 
WLANs. The CTS packet follows the RTS and has higher priority over the other packets, 
since it uses the SIFS timer to decide on the state of the channel.
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• A contention free, access method, known as Point Coordination Function (PCF), through the 
use of the Point IFS (PIFS) timer, with a value between SIFS and DIFS. Therefore, terminals 
transmitting in the PCF have higher priority packets, because they decide that the channel is 
free faster than the terminals using the DIFS timer.
The point coordinator (one of the terminals in an adhoc network, or an AP, if available) can 
take control of the packet transmission by using the PIFS to access the medium. Assuming the 
existence of an AP, the operation of the PCF is explained below: The AP informs each terminal 
for its turn to transmit, by polling it. The terminal transmits the information, receives an 
acknowledgment and the AP polls the next terminal in its polling list. Each of the mobile 
stations can appear more than one time in the polling list, if necessary. The AP starts 
periodically (every SuperFrame, SF, period) the PCF. All the terminals in the coverage area of 
an AP are being informed for the value of this period and the maximum duration of the PCF. At 
the end of the PCF, the AP informs the mobile stations for the beginning of the DCF period, by 
sending a certain packet. If the transmitted packets are being acknowledged, by the receiving 
station, the acknowledgment transmission takes place when the SIFS timer expires (SIFS is 
shorter than PIFS). If a terminal does not react within a SIFS time interval, then the PCF (the 
AP) shall resume control and transmit the next packet after a PIFS gap.
superframe period
M -------------------------------------- ------------------ ►
contention free transmission
----------------- ►
time
* ------------------------------------ ►
contention free period contention period
(at least max. MAC PDU size)
Figure 4-2: IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol SuperFrame structure.
The use of the above two access mechanisms divides the SF period into the contention free and 
the contention parts, as in Figure 4-2. The lengths of each period are manageable objects. The 
contention free period is limited to allow coexistence between contention and contention free 
traffic. The maximum time that is allowed to be allocated to these services in a SF is such that 
at least one maximum size MAC Protocol Data Unit (PDU) can still be transmitted during the 
SF period. A phenomenon, known as SF stretching effect could take place, because a station 
may transmit a long MAC packet, that interferes with the start of the next SF period (see Figure
4-3). Since transmissions in the first part have priority over transmissions in the second part,
5 0
Nominal 
S F Start
V
« i ’ S - & ja3 Contention Free A reaKv _______________
Shortened SuperFrame
Contention A rea
Busy Medium
Figure 4-3: IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol SuperFrame stretching effect.
M A C  H eader, 2 8  octe ts CRC, 4  octets
Figure 4-4: Simplified packet structure fo r the IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol (only fo r data packets).
different kinds of traffic can be supported. Generally speaking, in the PCF delay sensitive 
services, such as voice and video could be accommodated. The DCF could be used from delay 
independent services, such as general computer data transmissions.
The transmission rate of the IEEE 802.11 physical layer is either 1 or 2 Mbps, per Access Point 
(AP)1. Several APs can be included in one location (i.e. a base station), resulting to a higher bit- 
rate, able to satisfy most of the ATM services requirements [ONVU94]. A simplified structure 
of the MAC frame, for data packets only, is shown in Figure 4-4. More details in the IEEE
802.11 MAC protocol, the different transmitted messages and the frame structure, can be found 
in [IEEE94].
4.3 ATM support scenarios
4.3.1 Introduction
In general, random access protocols like CSMA-CA, cannot support delay sensitive 
applications. The transmission delay a packet encounters, depends on the offered load of the 
network. Random access techniques are suitable for multiplexing bursty sources and keep the 
delay per packet low, only when the aggregate traffic is a small portion of the system capacity. 
If this is the case for a WATM LAN, then the DCF can be used and an adhoc network can be 
created among the terminals. However, if the WATM LAN is required to operate in a more 
efficient way and offer high QoS to delay sensitive applications, even when the offered load 
approaches the system capacity, then the PCF approach should be used. A different from the
5 The physical layer overhead is always being transmitted at 1 Mbps.
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above two approaches could also be followed, but it requires additions to the protocol. The 
RTS/CTS mechanism can be used as an additional priority mechanism, along with the 
introduction of different timers (one or more), with values between the DIFS and the PIFS 
timers. This way, ATM QoS can be mapped to (at least) three2 different priorities on the MAC 
layer protocol, assuming that the existing primitives can be modified in such a way to carry the 
added information. Below, these approaches will be further explained.
4.3.2 DCF approach
In chapter 2, the requirements of the MAC protocol the WATM LAN were presented. 
Furthermore, in [BANT94], the networks with a centralised AP appear to have advantages over 
the adhoc ones, when implementation issues like mobility management, call control and 
network throughput are being considered. However, the advantage of a network that exists 
anywhere, among any available terminals, cannot be ignored (this was the motivation for this 
work). The IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol can support mobility through the association, 
reassociation and disassociation primitives (see also the functions defined in the management 
layer, in [IEEE94]).
A simple way of transporting ATM cells over the IEEE 802.11 MAC, is to encapsulate them in 
the payload field of the MAC packet. Such an encapsulation will lead to increased CTD and 
CDV, and will require the implementation of a traffic shaping device at the receiving end, 
before the ATM cells are being transmitted to the fixed network, if more than one ATM cells 
are being grouped in the payload field of the MAC packet. If, on the other hand, only one ATM 
cell is placed in the payload, the useful throughput of the link will decrease, due to the ratio 
between the header and the payload lengths. In both cases, reduction of the packet header 
length and/or the ATM cell header length, will lead to higher link throughput3. Since the second 
case is more ATM oriented and simpler than the first one (i.e. no traffic shaping is necessary at 
the point where the traffic enters the fixed ATM network), we are in favour of this approach; 
however, the first case should not be ignored, since it offers a significantly higher throughput 
solution in supporting ATM over the (unmodified) IEEE 802.11 protocol.
The two above mentioned cases can be combined with the following two. Initially, it is 
assumed that the MAC packet header does not change; in the second case, modifications to the 
MAC header are considered. The related issues are being presented in the next sections.
2 The actual number of priorities depends on the number of ATM services that will be supported in the DCF.
3 Defined as the number of useful bits (the payload length of the ATM cell, if one ATM cell is used per MAC layer
packet), versus the total number of bits in the MAC packet.
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4.3.2.1 Case 1: U nm odified MAC p acket h eader
As in every adhoc WATM LAN implementation, there is the problem of link identification. 
The VPI/VCI pair is valid only between two neighbouring nodes. For the fixed network case 
there is not such a problem since the medium (cable, fibre) between two nodes is not shared. 
But for the shared wireless medium a conflict will take place if the VPI/VCI values of the other 
stations is not taken into consideration. Due to the large MAC packet header length, we assume 
that assembly of ATM cells is required to increase the throughput of the MAC protocol. Based 
on this assumption, the following approaches exist:
• Encapsulation of complete ATM cells. The VPI/VCI values remain unused by the MAC 
layer. Since the MAC packet contains source and destination addresses the wireless network 
becomes transparent to the ATM layer. It is the simplest approach and has the lowest 
throughput, because both the MAC and the ATM headers are being considered as 
overheads.
• Encapsulation of the ATM cells’ payload only. Because of the existence of the 
Duration/Connection ID field in the MAC packet header, it is possible to assign values to 
this field that correspond to certain VPI/VCI pairs and regenerate these pairs at the receiver, 
without having to transmit them over the wireless medium. Although this approach increases 
the throughput of the protocol, it does not allow the encapsulation (in the same MAC 
packet) of ATM cells that belong to different connections (of the same terminal). 
Furthermore, because this field is valid only in the contention free period of the protocol, it 
does not allow more than one ATM connection among users that do not participate in the 
contention free period.
• Use of a reduced ATM header with each ATM cell payload. The size of this header could be 
1 octet, allowing 4 bits for the Payload Type (PT) and Cell Loss Priority (CLP) fields of the 
ATM header and 4 bits for connection identification between two stations (16 connections). 
This way the advantages from both the previous approaches are being exploited. The 
translation of the VPI/VCI pair to a certain ‘identification field’, part of the reduced ATM 
header, at the transmitter (and the opposite at the receiver), is also required.
4.3.2.2 C ase 2 : M odified MAC p acket h eader fo r  ‘optimum * ATM  support
In this paragraph the payload of the packet can be either one or more ATM cells. In both cases, 
we observe the points mentioned in the previous paragraph. The proposed modifications to the 
packet and cell headers are suitable for both approaches. The obvious solution is to combine the 
two headers into one. The following issues need to be considered:
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1. Differences between the two addressing schemes employed by each protocol. While in IEEE
802.11 the MAC address of each station is being used (uniquely identifies a terminal, 
worldwide) to distinguish the transmitting and the receiving terminals, the ATM makes use 
of the VPI/VCI fields that are valid only between two immediate neighbouring nodes. By 
combining both headers into one, we have to keep the ATM header fields that are not related 
to the routing of the cells (GFC, PT and CLP), redefine the validity of the VPI/VCI fields in 
such a way that uniquely identify a connection within an adhoc network, and, perhaps, re­
dimension their size according to the maximum expected number of terminals (and 
connections) in a network. For this purpose, an AP (or even one of the terminals) must 
define VPIs between the nodes (assuming that the VPI value will be used to distinguish a 
terminal and the VCI field will be used to identify connections within a VPI) on startup of 
the network and on an entry of a node into the network and determine the best route for each 
path to take. These new paths are then communicated to all the network nodes through the 
updated topology table4.
2. Overlapping of functions. As mentioned earlier, both the IEEE 802.11 and the ATM 
protocol have common functions related to the registration/authentication of a terminal/user 
and the routing of the packets/cells of a connection. The overlapping in the 
registration/authentication procedures in the MAC and ATM (using the Interim Location 
Management Interface, ILMI) layers is not an actual overlapping, since the ATM messages 
should use the service provided by the MAC. But the reduction of the MAC header size 
reduces the ability of the MAC layer to perform routing. It is not a disadvantage because the 
ATM layer already performs these functions.
Table 4-1 shows a comparison (assuming no BER in the channel) between the different MAC 
header sizes. The first MAC header is as described in [IEEE94]; the second consists of an 
arbitrary length of 10 octets. In both cases the payload consists of n*48 octets, where n 
represents the number of ATM cells that are being assembled in a MAC packet and 48 octets is 
the payload of an ATM cell. The calculated throughput is the normalised throughput observed 
at the layer above the MAC. In the first case ACKs are not being used; in the second case they 
are being used and they are considered as additional overhead.
4 When compared to the mobile IP routing protocol this solution does not scale as good, because it assumes that the 
number of the mobile terminal will not be arbitrary large. For example, assuming an 8-bit size VPI (UNI case), it is 
possible to create a network up to 16 nodes, who need 256 paths.
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In this paragraph it is assumed that the PCF will be present at an AP. Priority is being assigned 
to the delay sensitive traffic, which is being allocated resources in the contention free part of 
the SF. The traffic that can tolerate delay is given resources in the rest of the SF. This way CBR 
and rt-VBR services can be treated with higher priority than the nrt-VBR, ABR and UBR 
services. Further attention is necessary to the following issues:
1. MAC layer primitives. The primitives described in [IEEE94], must cany a parameter related 
to the type of the requested service.
2. SF period duration. An example will make this problem more clear. It is assumed that the 
voice transmission takes place at 32 kbit/s. If null AAL overhead exists, then 48 numbers of 
digitised voice are produced every 12 ms. Since every participating station, which transmits 
voice at 32 kbit/s, must be polled once every 12 ms (to satisfy the voice transmission low 
delay requirements), the overall nominal boundary of the SF must not be more 12 ms (if 
more, then the user should be polled more times in the SF). Combinations of other users 
requirements will lead to different boundaries for the SF duration. By choosing the 
maximum of this value and allowing connections to participate more than once in the PCP 
per SF, the different delay requirements can be satisfied.
3. Connection monitoring and policing. The monitoring of the contention free traffic will 
remain the same; if a station does not send any data, after it has been polled for a number of 
times, its connection is terminated. Traffic policing can be introduced in the following way: 
For the ATM case, the length of the MAC packet will be n*(ATM cell size)1 octets (n is an 
integer greater than 0), because one or more ATM cells will be multiplexed in a packet. 
When a connection is established, there are two options, every time a terminal is polled: it 
can either transmit up to a maximum number of ATM cells (in one or more packets, defined 
at the call establishment phase), or in the polling message the maximum number of ATM 
cells the terminal is allowed to transmit, will be given to it.
Although differentiation between the CBR, rt-VBR services and the rest of the ATM services 
can be offered, the differentiation in the handling of CBR and rt-VBR traffic needs to be given 
through a token based scheduler, (similar to the Generic Cell Rate Algorithm, GCRA, [ATMF- 
TMS96]); a simple round-robin algorithm cannot distinguish between the two different 
services. However, the lack of differentiation among the nrt-VBR, ABR and UBR traffic forces
4.3.3 PCF approach
1 The ATM cell size will be 48 octets plus the ATM header length, if two different headers for the MAC and the 
ATM layers are employed. If only one header is used, the ATM cell size will be 48 octets.
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the consideration of different priority level, based on the channel activity, which will be 
discussed in the next section.
4.3.4 New approach with the introduction of more than one priority levels
The purpose of the introduction of the RTS/CTS mechanism in the MAC layer was to reduce 
the ‘hidden terminal’ problem that appears in wireless adhoc networks. In this paragraph, the 
same mechanism will be used to create different priorities among the ATM services that use the 
DCF. Furthermore, one more priority level will be introduced; the reason for this is the 
necessity to distinguish between the ABR and UBR services. The use of the above proposals, 
along with further explanations, is presented below:
1. Use of the RTS/CTS messages. It should be used for the ABR service. There is a 
differentiation between the use of the RTS/CTS sequence from the ABR traffic and any 
other type of traffic (hidden node problem alleviation), if the ABR traffic uses a different 
priority. We define this access timer as ABRIFS. Two stations by exchanging RTS/CTS 
messages can reserve resources and transmit conforming ATM traffic (traffic policing at the 
user terminal is assumed). The reason for introducing this priority level, is the need to 
differentiate between the ABR and UBR traffic (it is assumed that the UBR service uses the 
DIFS). Provided that PIFS<ABRIFS<D IFS, there is not interference between the 
contention free and contention areas, in the SF.
2. Definition of another priority, using a new IFS, for the nrt-VBR service. The nrt-VBR 
service should use the nrt-VBRIFS2, as opposed to the DIFS, used by the UBR service, and 
the ABRIFS, used by the ABR.
4.3.5 Conclusion
The proposed scenarios could also be classified into those that require changes of the MAC 
layer and the ones that can be supported over the unmodified MAC protocol. It is clear that in 
both cases mapping of the ATM service classes should be done over the MAC service classes. 
By modifying the MAC layer, new MAC services classes can be introduced, so the ATM 
services can be treated differently from the MAC layer. The use of additional timers provide a 
simple way of introducing more priorities in the MAC layer protocol. In the next section the 
resulting MAC layer throughput and delay will be presented.
2 The nrt-VBRIFS could actually be the same as the ABRIFS. Although both nrt-VBR and ABR services have the 
same access priority, they can be treated differently, provided that the ABR services are allowed to send larger 
MAC packets than the nrt-VBR ones. If it has a different value, the relation among the IFSs should be: PIFS<nrt- 
VBRIFS<ABRIFs<DIFS. The restrictions on the packet sizes mentioned above, should also apply in order to 
allow ‘fairness’ in the use of the medium.
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4.4 DCF throughput and delay characteristics
Calculations of the MAC layer throughput and packet delay for the IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol 
have been already presented using simulation models [BIAN96]. A simplified analysis of the 
protocol has been discussed in [TIEN96], using a two-dimension Markovian model. In this 
section, we will present the average throughput of the DCF protocol and the average MAC 
packet delay, versus the number of users, the offered traffic, the size of the SIFS and DIFS 
timers, and finally, the minimum CW size. In the simulation model, each users created packets 
according to a Poisson distribution. The rest of the simulation parameters are shown in Table 4- 
2 (unless otherwise specified in some of the graphs).
Table 4-2: General simulation parameters.
Parameter Value
Slot-time 1
SIFS 1
cwmin 64
DIFS 4
ABRIFS 2
VBRIFS 3
Packet arrival rate 0.001 packets per sec
Number of users 30 (10 ABR. 10 UBR, 10 nrt-VBR)
Packet duration 100
4.4.1 Results and discussion
The graphs are organised in five figures. Figure 4-5 presents the throughput and delay 
characteristics of the protocol, for different values of the CW1™". A comparison of its 
throughput with the 1-persistent and non-persistent versions of CSMA is also shown 
[PAHL95]. The trade-off between the throughput and delay curves for the ‘correct’ value of the 
CW1™" can be easily seen. Figure 4-6 shows the throughput and delay characteristics of the 
IEEE 802.11, CSMA-CA MAC protocol, for different values of the DIFS timer. It is clear that 
the smaller the DIFS value, the higher the throughput and lower the average packet delay 
become. Furthermore, different priorities (for different DIFS values) can be offered by the 
MAC protocol (this figure provides a simple explanation on the claim that priorities can be 
allocated based on the use of access timers, as discussed in section 4.3.4). Figure 4-7 presents 
the relationship between the protocol characteristics and the value of the ‘Slot time’ parameter; 
since this parameter corresponds to the interval a packet will suffer from collision, the shorter it 
is, the better the protocol characteristics will be. Figure 4-8 shows the effects of the packet 
length in the protocol characteristics. The trade-off between the packet size and the average 
packet delay can be also observed. Finally, Figure 4-9 presents the throughput and delay 
characteristics for different values of the ABR CWmn and ABR packet length, when different 
priorities have been allocated to the ABR, UBR, and nrt-VBR services by allocating values for
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the IFS, according to Table 4-2. Given certain values for the IFS timers, the throughput of the 
ABR service can be increased, by increasing the ABR packet size; it also results to reduction of 
the average packet delay. Reduction of the ABR CW3, also increases the throughput and 
decreases the average packet delay.
In conclusion, we can see that allocation of different priorities can be done using different 
values for the IFS parameters. The throughput of the link is being allocated proportionally to 
the services that use the IFS timers, as shown in Figure 4-9.
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Figure 4-5: Throughput and delay characteristics of the IEEE 802.11, CSMA-CA MAC protocol, for  
different values of the Cwm,n. The parameter a is defined as, a=(Slot time)/(Packet duration); it 
corresponds to the time interval, normalised to the packet duration, during which a transmitted packet 
can suffer a collision in all the CSMA schemes. A comparison of its throughput with the 1-persistent 
and non-persistent versions of CSMA is also shown.
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Figure 4-6: Throughput and delay characteristics of the IEEE 802.11, CSMA-CA MAC protocol, for
different values of the DIFS timer.
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Figure 4-7: Throughput and delay characteristics of the IEEE 802.11, CSMA-CA MAC protocol, for  
different values of the Slot time (the vulnerability interval).
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Figure 4-8: Throughput and delay characteristics of the IEEE 802.11, CSMA-CA MAC protocol, for
different packet lengths.
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Throughput versus ABR packet length Average packet delay versus ABR packot length
Throughput versus A BR  CW0™  size Average packet delay versus ABR CW” nstzo
Figure 4-9: Throughput and delay characteristics of the IEEE 802.11, CSMA-CA MAC protocol, when 
different priorities have been allocated to the ABR, UBR and nrt-VBR sources (see also Table 4-2), as 
functions of the ABR packet length and the ABR CW'm'\
4.5 ATM support using both the DCF and the PCF
In order to prove that the IEEE 802.11 MAC layer is capable of supporting ATM cell 
transmission, when the PCF is enabled and without reducing the expected QoS, simulations 
were carried out using a model developed in BONeS software package. The simulated wireless 
network consisted of an AP and different numbers of MTs. Each MT was able to transmit either 
data, video, or voice information. Each of these three sources has been modelled in a different 
way, taking into consideration its own characteristics. In these simulations, the ATM cells from 
an active data source, follow a Poisson arrival process. The mean arrival rate of the Poisson 
process was determined by the expected bit-rate. The number of ATM cells per MAC frame 
was specified at the beginning of each simulation. The MAC frame is transmitted only when it 
contains the specified number of ATM cells in order to increase the throughput.
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Table 4-3: Simulation parameters used in the IEEE 802.11 model.
Parameter Value
Transmission rate 2 Mbps
Slot-time 50 microsec
SIFS 20 microsec
PIFS 70 microsec
DIFS 140 microsec |
MAX queueing delay for an ATM cell (video) 100 millisec i
MAX queueing delay for an ATM cell (voice) 50 millisec j
Physical layer overhead 96 bits
The voice source has been modelled as a two state machine; the silent state, where no data 
generation takes place and the active state, where data has been generated at 32 Kbps. The 
video source has been modelled as a continuous-state Autoregressive Markov model (see 
chapter 3). For both video and voice sources the number of ATM cells per MAC frame is not 
specified. Both sources transmit as much information as they can (only limited by the maximum 
size of the MAC packet payload) when they are polled by the AP. Cells that are being queued 
more than a certain time are discarded. Table 4-3 shows the values of the parameters that are 
common to every simulation.
During the simulations, it was assumed that there were not any transmission errors in order to 
measure the characteristics of the protocol (throughput and delay). Obviously, the channel 
errors will affect (reduce) the performance of the protocol. For the PCF the polling algorithm 
was the following: Station number 1 was polled at the beginning of each SF period. If there was 
enough time to poll another station then station number 2 was polled, and so on until the end of 
the contention free period or the end of the video stations. Using this algorithm the QoS 
expected by the video stations at the top of the polling list has been preserved.
Figure 4-10 shows the mean total (queueing and transmission) delay of every frame that has 
been passed to the MAC layer for transmission, versus the number of the active stations 
(simultaneously). Since the DCF part of the MAC protocol has been simulated, only sources 
transmitting delay insensitive data were creating traffic in the network. The bit-rate was the 
same for every active station. For high load conditions, the higher the number of ATM cells 
included in the payload the better the performance. For low load conditions the opposite 
statement is true. This is a typical behaviour of CSMA based protocols [PAHL95],
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Figure 4-10: MAC frame delay versus number of active data stations, transmitting at: (a) 64kbps, (b)
128kbps and (c) 256 kbps
Figure 4-11 shows the probability density function of the delays the ATM cells are 
experiencing for video and voice sources, when both the PCF and the DCF access mechanisms 
were simulated. One kind of delay sensitive sources (either video or voice) and 2 delay 
insensitive data sources, capable to produce enough traffic to drive the contention part of the SF 
into congestion and increase the stretching effect of the SF, were used to load the network. The 
delays presented are the average values over all the video or voice sources, respectively. Every 
station was polled once every SF period. It can be seen from the figures that the cell queueing 
delay follows a uniform distribution, since the ATM cells arrive randomly (from the way the 
video and voice sources have been modelled) and the service takes place once every SF period. 
The cell transmission delay depends on the number of the ATM cells inserted in the payload of 
the MAC packet and the transmission rate. The number of ATM cells per MAC packet is 
variable, because each time the station is polled, it empties its queue. Both for video and voice 
sources, the overall delay for voice and video cell transmission has an upper bound, since these 
packets are transmitted in the contention free part of the packet.
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Figure 4-11: Probability density functions fo r the queueing and transmission delays encountered by the 
ATM cells in video (a) and voice (a) transmissions.
Figure 4-12: CLR versus number o f active video (a) and voice (b) stations.
Figure 4-12 shows the CLR of video and voice sources as a function of the number of active 
stations that transmit information. As in the previous case, both the PCF and DCF access 
mechanisms were simulated. The increase of the CLR when the number of stations exceeds a 
certain value, takes place because more users than the maximum number the protocol can 
support, transmit information. This is a result of the polling algorithm and the requirement for a 
minimum length in the contention part of the SF; stations more than a certain number are being 
ignored.
4.6 IEEE 802.11 MAC Protocol performance
In this section mainly the performance of the DCF part of the protocol will be presented. Where 
appropriate the effect of the PCF will be also taken into consideration. As it will be seen from 
the figures later in this section, the main reason for this section was the presentation of trade-
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offs among the parameters that can be adjusted in the IEEE 802.11 MAC layer protocol, along
with the effect of the packet size and the BER of the channel in the throughput of the link. The
following points should be noted:
• No acknowledgment is sent back after the transmission of a packet.
• The backoff algorithm after a collision and its parameters has been decided through 
simulation. Three algorithms have been investigated: exponential, negative exponential and 
uniform. Although the first has been shown as the most effective among them, investigation 
will take place for the derivation of an adaptive load mechanism.
• The packet length used in the simulation has a minimum value of 250 bits; 10 Mbps is 
assumed at the physical rate, although the results presented are normalised. At least 50 bits 
of this packet are the ‘useful information’ transmitted from the MT to the AP for the request 
of a ‘control channel’; after the allocation of the channel, the MT can send an ATM SETUP 
message. Simulations have been presented for longer packet for comparison between the 
short and large packets.
• The values for the SF period are 2, 5, and 10 ms. The size of the contention period is 5% of 
the SF. Also comparisons between the existence of the ‘penetration’ of the contention period 
to the contention free period, or otherwise, are also presented.
• The ‘channel model’ used in the simulations is a two state channel, either ideal or with 
BER=10'3. The Packet Error Rate (PER) can be derived from the BER according to the
M ( L\
following equation: PER —'S' (1 — BER ){L m)(BER )m , where L is the total packet
s w
length in bits (including possible coding bits) and M the number of errors the code can 
correct.
4.6.1 Description of the simulations and plots
For all the simulations, unless otherwise stated, the following parameters are used:
• Max Contention Window = 4 * Slot Time * Min Contention Window
• Slot Time = 0.01 ms
• Ideal channel
® The delay is in ms
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4.6.1.1 B a c k o ff algorithm  related  sim ulations 
Simulation Backoff algorithm 1:
• uniform backoff algorithm
• Plot 1: Delay vs throughput for different values of the backoff parameter (expressed in slot 
times)
Simulation Backoff Algorithm 2:
• negative exponential backoff algorithm
• Plot 2: Delay vs throughput for different values of the backoff parameter (expressed in slot 
times)
Simulation Backoff Algorithm 3:
• exponential backoff algorithm
• Min Contention Window : variable
• Plot 3: Delay vs throughput for different values of the backoff parameter (expressed in slot 
times)
• The shape of the curve when backoff=2 indicates that the statistics taken are not accurate. 
This happens because in the simulation model, the packets that suffer ‘excessive collisions’, 
are being fed back to the channel, resulting to low throughput and inaccurate statistics.
Comparison among the different backoff algorithms: Plot 4
4.6.1.2 Perm ission o f  in terference fo r  exponential b a c k o ff 
Simulation Exponential Backoff algorithm 1
• no interference
• Plot 3
Simulation Exponential Backoff algorithm 2
• Min Contention Window : variable
• interference
• Plot 5
Comparison: Plot 6
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• Better characteristics are shown for the case where the ‘contention traffic’ is allowed to use 
part of the ‘contention free’ frame.
4.6.1.3 C alculation o f  the M ax Contention Window 
Simulation CW 1: Plot 3
Simulation CW 2
• Max Contention Window = 8 * Slot Time * Min Contention Window
• Plot 7
Comparison: Plot 8
4.6.1.4 Sim ulation fo r  d ifferen t p acket lengths 
Simulation for packet length 250 bits
• Plot 3
Simulation packet length 1000 bits
• Packet length 1000 bits (4 times larger packet)
• Plot 9
Comparison: Plot 10
4.6.1.5 Sim ulation fo r  d ifferen t SuperFram e periods 
Simulation SF 1
• SuperFrame Period = 10 ms
• Plot 3 
Simulation SF 2
• SuperFrame Period = 5 ms
• Plot 11 
Simulation SF 3
• SuperFrame Period = 2 ms
• Plot 12 
Comparison: Plot 13
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4.6.1.6 Sim ulation related  to the ‘contention fr e e ’ bandwidth used by the 
‘contention ’ traffic
Plot 14 and Plot 15, for different packet sizes
• The plots indicates minor interference (less than 1%)
4.6.1.7 Sim ulations fo r  chann el with errors 
Plot 16
• Delay vs Active users for BER=10-3, when the packet length is 250 and 500 bits, and 
different number of errors corrected.
Plot 17
• Delay vs Active users for several BERs, when the packet length is 250 and 500 bits, with no 
error correction.
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4,7  Summary
In this chapter the suitability of the IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol in transporting ATM cells was 
investigated. The results of our work showed that ATM can be supported on top of the existing 
MAC protocol. However, for ‘better’ ATM service to MAC service mapping, it is necessary to 
consider the use of the PCF for real time services and the introduction of the more MAC 
priorities in the contention part of the SF. Such priorities can be introduced by altering the IFS 
timer necessary for each station to decide that the medium is free (and then access it). For each 
non real time ATM service an IFS timer was allocated, according to the following relationship: 
ABRIFS<VBRIFS<DIFS (each timer corresponds to ABR, nrt-VBR, and UBR services).
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Chapter 5
5. Wireless ATM MAC protocol with power saving 
features
5.1 Introduction
The limited energy stored in the battery operated mobile equipment leads to the development of 
protocols that preserve the stored energy as much as possible. Existing MAC layer protocols for 
wireless communications, such as GSM, IEEE 802.11, and HIPERLAN, allow the mobile 
terminals to operate in different power saving modes. In this chapter we briefly present the case 
for the existing radio LANs, describe the WATM MAC layer protocol, as proposed in 
[APOS95]1, and introduce a power saving mechanism for it. We also investigate the effect of 
the proposed power saving algorithm on the services that are being supported over the radio 
environment. Finally, we present the power saving gain obtained with this approach, and the 
buffer requirements at the AP (a centralised topology is being assumed).
5.2 Description of the WATM MAC with power saving features
5.2.1 Description of the power saving features in existing WLANs protocols
In IEEE 802.11 [IEEE94j the mobile terminals could operate in four different modes: 
Continuous Active Mode (CAM), where the terminal is able to receive packets at any time (no 
power saving), Temporary Active Mode (TAM), as before, but for a limited amount of time, 
Power Saving Non Polling (PSNP), where the terminal listens (periodically) to all the 
information packets (sent by the AP, or the corresponding mobile terminal, in a two-way 
communication without an AP) on the medium2, and when it is being informed that there are 
packets for it, stays ‘awake’ and receives its own data, and finally, Power Saving Polling (PSP), 
where the terminal listens to selected information packets and polls (informs) the AP when it is 
ready to accept its own packets. Power saving management information is being exchanged 
through related signalling.
1 For the WATM protocol there is a greater need for ‘advanced’ power management, since both ABR and UBR 
services (non real time) are expected to have relatively small (~1%, when web based traffic is being carried) duty- 
cycle.
2 The mobile terminal knows the correct time to listen to the channel because of the power saving features of the
management plane within the MAC.
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HIPERLAN [HIPE96] also devotes a part of its protocol stack for power saving procedures. A 
terminal can select to receive only during certain periods. The terminal conserving power is 
called p-saver. Moreover, there must be a terminal deferring transmissions, which is called p~ 
supporter. A bilateral agreement is established between a p-saver and a p-supporter. P-saver 
declares the period and duration of its active periods. To do so, specific messages have been 
defined in HIPERLAN standard. Furthermore, a p-supporter declares the periods when it 
transmits multicast packets. Then all the p-savers have to align their receive periods to these 
multicast wake intervals.
For the WATM case, as described in [APOS95], there is no need for the AP to declare the 
intervals of multicast transmissions, since they are well defined within the air-interface3. 
However, the terminals could declare their active periods in order to be provided with their 
scheduling information within these periods4. New messages need to be defined and included in 
the MAC layer protocol. The rest of the chapter is organised as follows: The next section, 
presents the different power saving modes of operation of a terminal, considering its 
participation in a connection and a brief description of the power saving MAC layer protocol. 
The following section discusses the power saving algorithm, the way it affects the flow of the 
Operation Administration and Maintenance (OAM) cells and presents the differences from 
[APOS95], The description of the power related signalling follows. Finally, an estimation of 
the buffer size required in the AP (downlink direction), to store data destined to mobile 
terminals that participate in a connection, but they are currently inactive, is presented.
5.2.2 Power saving modes of operation with respect to the ATM service 
characteristics
The power saving mode of operation of a mobile terminal could be divided into two categories: 
when the mobile terminal does not have a connection (out-of-call) and when it participates in a 
call (in-call)5. In the first category, the mobile terminal should inform the AP, or being 
informed by the AP, after its power on6, on the time periods it is able to receive (e.g. for paging, 
and location management related messages) and transmit packets (e.g. for call initiation and
3 These are the downlink scheduling slots (see Figure 5-1). We assume that the AP can instruct/inform the mobile
terminals to stay ‘awake’ during certain time periods. In these periods, the AP will send them information (using 
the scheduling slots) related to the traffic slots the mobiles can use. Not all the mobiles need to be ‘awake’ at the 
same time.
4 We also assume that the mobiles have the ability to send power management related messages to the AP, to inform
it for their requirements (mainly the channel(s) they wish to ‘wake-up’).
5 The in-call terminals could either have active or inactive (temporarily) connections.
6 The AP will, initially, inform the terminal when to listen for a scheduling slot that carries information for it (see the
definition of the MAC protocol later in this report). Using the uplink bandwidth allocated to it, the terminal can 
also transmit power management related information.
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location management related messages). The rest of the time the mobile could operate in a 
power saving mode. For this case, we assume that a terminal will operate in the power saving 
mode, which is being defined later in this section.
In the second category, since the transmission protocol is packet (ATM cell) orientated, the 
mobile terminals could operate in power saving mode between packet transmissions. Compared 
to the previous case, the additional issue of the buffer calculation, both in the mobile and the 
AP, should be addressed. Long periods of power saving operation will result to buffer 
overflow. This mainly affects the non real time services because of their extremely bursty 
nature and the downlink traffic buffer size at the AP (the AP operates as a multiplexer for the 
active connections). Two power saving operating modes could be defined for the in-call mode 
of a terminal [SFIK98-2]:
• Continuous Active Mode (CAM): The terminal is assumed active all the time and it can 
receive packets in every time-slot. Because of the scheduling downlink slots used in the 
Dynamic Time Division Multiple Access (D-TDMA) MAC protocol, the terminal needs to 
be able to receive packets only in these slots. For the traffic slots that follow, the terminal 
receives or transmits information as described in the received scheduling slot. This 
operating mode has been defined having in mind real time services that require several slots 
of bandwidth per D-TDMA frame in both directions (i.e. rt-VBR service) and the ABR 
service, which requires fast response (quickly use the free/available resources) in the 
additional bandwidth requests.
• Power Saving Mode (PSM): The terminal is assumed to be active during certain scheduling 
slots. These are the same slots either every D-TDMA frame or every a certain number of D- 
TDMA frames. In this case, it is necessary for the AP to schedule the packets destined for 
each terminal. The introduction of this ‘scheduler’ (more complex MAC protocol) is the 
price that has to be paid for the power saving gain. This operating mode has been defined 
having in mind the provision of real time circuit switched service (i.e. CBR) and any non 
real time service (i.e. UBR) that does not require a fast response from the MAC layer, when 
it issues a request for bandwidth.
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Based on the power saving methods implemented in existing wireless LAN MAC protocols, we 
propose one for the WATM MAC; a brief description of this protocol (from [APOS95]) 
follows: At the beginning of a Time Division Duplex (TDD), D-TDMA frame7, the first slot 
contains several subslots, where users content to gain access to a channel (slot)8 (see Figure 5- 
1). A reply from the AP is returned in the next slot, which grants access to the mobile terminals 
that survived in the contention period; it only includes the values for the Virtual Path Identifier 
(VPI) and the Virtual Channel Identifier (VCI, 1 octet each) the mobile should use. Since all 
the subslots can ‘fit’ in a slot, the AP reply contains information for the outcome in all the 
subslots. The relevant format is shown in Figure 5-1.
5.2.3 D-TDMA based WATM MAC with power saving features
D - T D M A  frame
Sub­ AP Sehed.
n= 15 traffic slots
Sched.
slots reply slot slot n=15 traffic slots slot
sub-slo^l
Initial version
Modified version
S.1 S.2
Errpt)
S.n
v v h v 
C E
V|V|H
E CRC
Replies for S.1 S.2 ... S.n
Similar format for the scheduling slots
H v
P P v E CRC **c
Replies for S.1 S.2 S.n
PM Power Management related information (next 
downlink transmission time)
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Figure 5-1: D-TDMA frame structure.
A slight modification of the above protocol can take place and allow the transmission, from the 
AP to the terminal, of information related to the power saving management. If we assume that 
only the VPI identifier will identify a mobile terminal and the VCI a certain connection related
7 Each slot in the frame contains 49 octets of information, that is the payload of an ATM cell plus 1 octet for the 
GFC, CLP and PT fields, of the ATM header.
x If the mobile has been allocated VPI and VCI values, it uses them in the contention subslots; otherwise it uses a 
pre-specified pair of values (e.g. 0, 0, respectively). Then the AP allocates a certain pair of VPI, VCI values to the 
mobile. There is a probability that more than one terminals, if two or more content in the same subslot using the 
same specified pair of values and the collision cannot be resolved. Resolution of this unwanted case can happen 
later, when the terminal will have to sent their permanent allocated identifiers (ATM addresses), so the AP can 
associate the VPI, VCI pair with an ATM address. If two or more terminals have the same VPI, VCI values, the 
ATM addresses will not be received correctly by the AP and a message forcing the terminal to content again in 
order to obtain new pairs of VPI, VCI could be used.
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to this terminal, it is not necessary for the AP to assign both the VPI and VCI values to the 
mobile, in the AP reply slot. The AP will only assign the VPI value (which identifies the 
mobile) and a default temporary value for the VCI field could be used until the AP assigns a 
certain VCI value for a connection related to the mobile9. This way the field (octet) that held 
the value of the VCI (see in Figure 5-1 the unmodified AP reply) can cany Power Management 
(PM) information. This is an integer number that is being inteipreted by the terminal as the 
number of the scheduling slots it should wait before it listens to a scheduling slot. The AP 
actually tells to the terminal when to ‘wake-up’ and listen to the channel, in order to find the 
place (traffic slots) that can transmit or receive data. The 8 bits allocated for this purpose, allow 
up to 28=256 different scheduling slots to be used in one D-TDMA frame. Given that the 
number of scheduling slots will be less than 16 in a D-TDMA frame, there is the capability of 
specifying the ‘wake-up’ time of a terminal after several D-TDMA frames. This is also a 
flexible method, since the AP, in the next ‘wake-up’ time, could specify a new ‘wake-up’ time 
(if necessary), by using the corresponding traffic slot to transmit the relevant information to the 
mobile10.
Information about the slots that can be used by the mobiles is given in the downlink broadcast 
slots, which are included in the D-TDMA frame. Several of these downlink slots exist in a 
frame and they are being used to schedule the next 15 uplink slots. In each broadcast slot 3 
octets (VPI, VCI, and 1 octet error correcting information) are being allocated for each of the 
next 15 slots (the remaining 3 octets in the ATM payload could be used for error detection). 
The AP uses these slots to schedule the use (both by itself and by the mobiles) of the rest of the 
slots in the frame. This protocol also provides for flexible resource allocation, since the 
scheduling changes dynamically in the frame. No modifications required in the Scheduling slots 
field (see Figure 5-1).
5.3 Discussion
5.3.1 Power saving algorithm
When the in-call mobiles operate in a PSM, they will not be able to listen to the all the 
downlink scheduling slots. As a result, the terminals will not use the slots allocated to them. 
The power saving mechanism proposed here is based on a technique that schedules the uplink
9 No default value for the VCI is actually assigned for this case. In the relevant scheduling slot the value of the VCI is
being assigned, since a new VCI is being detected by the mobile terminal. The problem of whether the value of the 
VCI refers to an uplink or downlink channel can be solved if the VCI field is split (e.g. using the first bit of the 
field) to indicate uplink or downlink values.
10 The VPI value depends on the mobile terminal; the VCI has a pre-assigned value.
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traffic allocation and optimises the wake-up periods for each terminal. The AP should be able, 
through the power saving management part of the MAC protocol11, to inform the mobiles for 
the downlink slots each one should expect to find the necessary transmission scheduling 
information. If the expected downlink slot(s) do not carry the scheduling information for a 
mobile (mainly due to increased traffic on the radio link), there are two options: the mobile 
should either listen to the next downlink slot, or wait for the next frame, to listen for the 
allocated to it downlink slot. Such an implementation has an impact on the delay the traffic 
from the mobiles will suffer.
The power saving algorithm is a round-robin based algorithm, where the AP tries to service all 
the mobiles depending on the requested uplink bandwidth (uplink direction) and the size of the 
downlink queues for each service (or class of services-downlink direction). Information about 
the requested uplink bandwidth can be found from the setup message and requests from the 
mobiles for additional bandwidth (instantaneously). Unused slots in a TDMA frame are marked 
free. For the downlink direction, the AP has knowledge of the traffic.
A P : Scheduling slots (several D-TDM A fram es)
n n n  n n n
C A M :  T h e  m o b i le  l i s te n s  to  a l l  th e  
s c h e d u lin g  s lo t s
O N  O Nn n n  n n n
P S M :  T h e  ‘O N ’ im p lie s  th a t th e  m o b i le  
o n ly  l is te n s  to  th e  r e le v a n t  s lo t
Figure 5-2: Comparison between the CAM (top) and PSM (bottom) operation modes.
The above method is not itself a power saving mechanism. It becomes one, when the AP knows 
the times the mobile is going to be ‘awake’ (that is, listen to the scheduling slots), through the 
exchange of power management messages. Then, packets in the downlink direction could be 
sent to the mobile. If there are not any packets, the AP either sends nothing (the scheduling slot 
does not contain the relevant to the mobile VPI value), or sends a new power saving message 
(as a response to a request from the mobile), or sends a continuity check OAM cell (related to a 
certain connection). Figure 5-2 shows the difference between the CAM and PSM operation 
modes.
11 that is the AP reply field and power saving related messages sent in the traffic slots.
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5.3.2 OAMflow
OAM messages are being generated to inform the network or the terminals for faults. Network 
generated OAM cells can reach the mobile; the mobile transmits them back when necessary 
(both for in-call and out-of-call mobiles).
For the mobiles that are in-call and have connections that remain inactive most of the time (e.g. 
UBR), there are two ways to deal with the uplink OAM cells. The first one is to allow the 
station to content every time it has an OAM cell to transmit. This way there is a probability, 
because of the random access protocol used, that the OAM cell will arrive delayed at the 
destination (after the activation of the mechanism that declares a fault). To avoid this, we could 
use the second approach. The AP should have instructed the mobile to *wake-up’ and transmit 
OAM cells for continuity checks at regular intervals that do not allow the declaration of a fault 
at the other end of the connection. This is more effective than the above because possible time­
outs can be avoided. This instruction can be given to the mobile using the correct VCI value in 
the scheduling slot (the mobile will be listening to). In the corresponding traffic slot the mobile 
should place an OAM cell.
However, even with the second approach the ultra low power consumption operation of a 
mobile cannot be supported. A simple extension of the above mentioned methods is for the AP 
to use continuity check OAM cells, which refers to one of the connection of the mobile, copy it 
as many times as the number of the connections of the mobile and send them to the receiving 
ends of each connection. This reduces both the amount of the consumed power in the mobile 
(the power saving gain is proportional to the number of the inactive connections of the mobile) 
and reserves bandwidth in the air interface.
The implementation of this approach requires, within the Power Management field of the power 
management OAM cell, an entry (1 bit is enough), so that the mobile can indicate its 
requirements to the AP, through the PSM.request primitive.
5.3.3 Comparison
In this paragraph we compare our approach to [APOS95]. There, the mobile terminals that 
content, in order to be granted a connection, have to be awake for all the downlink slots, to find 
out when they will be allocated a (traffic) slot for transmission. Some power saving gain could 
be obtained if the responses are being given to a certain part of the D-TDMA frame (a certain 
scheduling slot), which is not very flexible. Because of the proposed modification this is not 
necessary, since the mobile has been informed when to listen.
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For the mobile terminals that operate in the out-of-call power saving mode, the VPI and VCI 
values have been allocated, in order to reduce the traffic load, when the mobile needs to be 
contacted. Two octets are allocated for each terminal (VPI, VCI) and they produce 10 times 
less traffic load, if the 20 octet ATM address would have been used instead.
5.3.3.1 P erform ance im provem ent
When in power saving the mobile saves energy, compared to its operation in active mode. The 
gain in the saved energy is proportional to the number of the downlink slots times the period of 
these slots. Assuming that the D-TDMA Frame duration is 1ms, and there are 4 scheduling slots 
per frame, we have for each case:
• out-of-cali: the mobile wakes-up every 2 seconds to listen to possible pollings. Power saving 
gain (compared to the CAM case): 8000.
• in-call mobile (inactive call, e.g. UBR): the mobile should wake-up at least every 1.5 
seconds [ITU-T951 (a fault is triggered if no OAM cell has been received for 3 seconds) to 
transmit an OAM continuity check cell. Power saving gain: 6000.
5.4 Power management related signalling
5.4.1 Primitive definition
As discussed earlier, the mobiles that have a certain ‘sleeping’ pattern, have to inform the AP 
for this pattern; the AP will always satisfy this request. The out-of-call mobiles, operate in the 
PSM mode; in-call ones can operate either in the CAM or PSM, depending on the connection 
type (service, see later in the report).
But how does the mobile know which scheduling slot will carry information for it (if there is 
any)? The terminal is being informed by the AP, through an OAM power management message. 
The AP informs the mobile how often to listen to the scheduling slots. This could be different 
than the requested ‘wake-up’ frequency when there are downlink cells stored in the AP for this 
mobile. Two primitives are being defined (Figure 5-3): PSM.request and PSM.notify. They are 
being used as in Figure 5-3. The AP assumes that all the mobiles operate in CAM mode, unless 
it receives a PSM.request message.
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Figure 5-3: Power management primitives.
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Figure 5-4: Power management message format.
Both these messages are being encoded in OAM cells; the format is shown in Figure 5-4. The 
choice of the OAM format for the power saving message was done because it is a management 
related message. It is not obligatory to choose this format, since this message has local 
significance only. From the 48 octets in the OAM ATM cell payload we can use the 45 (3 of 
them are being used for specifying the type of the OAM cell, the function type and the CRC at 
the end; we need to allocate a number for the power management OAM). These 45 octets could
specify the time (measured in frames or downlink signalling slots) the mobile should walce up
again, in order to listen to a downlink slot.
5.4.2 Out of call power saving
As described in the previous section, a terminal needs to use the contention slots in order to 
obtain a VPI value and a traffic slot. The required information for the power saving, while the 
terminal is idle, is exchanged during the registration procedure described in [SFIK98-1]. In the 
registration message presented there, the last part is used to carry the information for power
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saving. This information consists of the broadcast timeslot the MT intends to be in the ‘awake’ 
state. All the traffic in the downlink destined to the sleeping MT has to be scheduled for 
transfer after the indicated broadcast time slots.
Then, three operations are supported during the out of call power saving mode.
1. Paging of the sleeping MT. The AP has to indicate a downlink transmission to the ‘sleeping’ 
terminal in a scheduling slots the latter is ‘awake’. In the corresponding traffic slot a power 
saving message12 is being transmitted, in order to inform the terminal for the scheduling 
slots it should listen to. Information related to call setup could be then sent to it.
2. OAM procedure where the AP has to send the OAM cells after the broadcast time slot 
where the MT is awake. These OAM cells are used to examine the link quality (since VPI 
and -default- VCI values have been allocated). Values for the timers can be obtained from 
[ITU-T95].
3. A power saving message12.
5.4.3 In call power saving
Only 2 and 3 from the previous paragraph are being valid.
5.5  Downlink buffer estimation (at the AP)
5.5.1 Active mode
As mentioned earlier we consider services that require the terminals to operate either in the 
CAM or PSM mode. For each of the following ATM services we assume:
• CBR: PSM mode of operation. The service can operate in this mode since the transmission 
periods of a CBR source are well defined (e.g. discontinuous transmission in GSM).
® rt-VBR: CAM mode of operation.
• ABR: CAM mode of operation. Unlike UBR sources, ABR must be able to use the 
available bandwidth when necessary.
• UBR: PSM mode of operation.
Because of the above assumptions, the UBR service will suffer the highest delay. As a result, it 
will be the one that will have the highest CLR, since the buffer size in the AP has a finite value. 
Below we present an estimation of the buffer that is being required:
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• Downlink: For every service, the required buffer size at the AP (per mobile terminal in-call) 
depends on the bit-rate (peak) the user creates information and the delay before the 
allocation of any amount of bandwidth (worst case estimation, since no multiplexing gain 
among the sources is being considered). That is:
(Buffer size-AP) -  (peak bit-rate-AP) * (average delay before bandwidth allocation_l)
• Uplink: For every service, the required buffer size depends on the bit-rate (peak) the 
terminal creates information, the random delay because of the contention subslots and the 
delay before the allocation of any amount of bandwidth. That is:
(Buffer size-MT) =  (peak bit-rate-MT) *  { (random delay) +  (average delay before bandwidth
allocation_2) }
The random delay depends on the random protocol (we assume Slotted Aloha). The second 
delay, that affects both the terminal and the AP buffer size depends on the frequency the 
terminal listens to the scheduling slots (it is inverse proportional to this frequency, times the D- 
TDMA frame duration), assuming that the required bandwidth can be granted. The delays do 
not have to be the same; the uplink delay should be less than the downlink, because the 
terminal, after requesting for a traffic slot, using the random access channel could be switched 
to the CAM mode (or it will be informed from the AP when to listen).
The above equations give us an estimate of the buffer size, without relating it to the CLR, and 
with no consideration of the possible multiplexing gain the AP can make use of. To relate the 
CLR with the buffer size, we assume that each UBR13 source could be represented as an ON- 
OFF source and that they are independent of each other. The CLR is being given from the 
equation:
CLR(u) =  1 - c d f ( u )  Equation 5-1
where cdf is the cumulative distribution function of the buffer size all the sources require, and u 
is the actual buffer size. Figure 5-5 shows the relation between the CLR and the AP buffer size, 
for different numbers of UBR sources. The assumptions made to produce Figure 5-5 are:
12 The format of the message could be similar to the format of an OAM cell; it should include a field which specifies 
the scheduling slots the terminal should listen to, similar to the octet in the AP reply slot.
13 The choice of the UBR source represents the worst case scenario; the mobile terminal are assumed inactive for a 
certain period of time (when in call), and the buffer requirements are greater at the AP.
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• Each user receives traffic according to an ON-OFF model. The rate (downlink) during the 
ON period is 1000 ATM cells per second.
Figure 5-5: CLR versus AP buffer size, fo r UBR sources.
• The traffic each user receives is independent from the traffic the other users receive. As a 
result, the pdf of the total buffer size that is required at the AP is the convolution of the pdf 
of the buffer size each user requires.
• The pdf of the buffer size (at the AP) each user requires, is uniformly distributed in the 
interval (0, ‘wake-up period’], provided that the ON period is longer than the ‘wake-up’ 
period of the mobile terminal - worst case for the buffer size estimation.
Based on the above assumptions, the pdf and cdf that are necessary for the use of Equation 5-1, 
can be estimated, and the CLR function can be calculated. The CLR versus the buffer size at 
the AP is presented in Figure 5-5 for two different values of the ‘wake-up period’.
5.5.2 Inactive mode
Only the setup message has to be buffered either in the uplink or downlink channel. No 
estimations are being presented, since enough buffer size can be found both in the mobile 
terminals and the AP.
5.6 Summary
In this section we proposed and studied a power saving WATM MAC protocol, based on the 
MAC protocol presented in [APOS95]. We described the necessary extensions and investigated 
their effects on the OAM cell flow. We have also presented the necessary primitives for the 
exchange of power related information and the encoding of the messages, using the OAM cell 
format. Finally, we estimated the AP buffer size for the UBR service (worst case), as a function
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of the CLR and the number of active sources. However, no discussion has been made about the 
way the nrt-VBR service should be handled from the power management protocol. The reason 
is that although the nrt-VBR is a non real time service, it will be handled by the MAC layer 
protocol similar to the rt-VBR or the CBR service, resulting to the same treatment, from the 
power management point of view.
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Chapter 6
6. Mobility management in WATM networks
6.1 Introduction
The introduction of both terminal and user mobility in an ATM network requires the 
enhancement of existing network functions. There are new problems, associated with the 
Mobile Terminals (MTs) that must be considered, such as addressing, location management, 
paging, network security and handover implementation [RAYC96-1]. The investigation of these 
issues was the driving force for preparing this chapter. Initially, we will introduce the 
characteristics of the PNNI that are related to (terminal) addressing issues and connection 
routing. In the following section, a novel addressing scheme is presented and compared with 
existing ones. This addressing scheme makes use of the both the hierarchical structure of PNNI 
and the use of location registers to locate a mobile terminal. Moreover, a location management 
protocol that uses the above addressing proposal is being studied. The chapter concludes with 
the presentation of a handover algorithm, based on the air interface signalling, described in 
[TOH95], which exploits the locality of the user movement by using the peer group 
organisation concept of the ATM network.
6.2 Private network-to-network Interface (PNNI)
6.2.1 Overview
PNNI provides for dynamic routing of ATM connections with QoS support. QoS refers to the 
choice of the path with the lowest ‘cost’ . It can be used as the routing protocol of a network that 
consists of several ATM switches and has a hierarchical structure. The number of hierarchy 
levels can vary from network to network, according to the specific needs of each 
implementation. Figure 6-1 shows a diagram of an ATM network based on the PNNI protocol. 
It will be used in the following discussion to briefly describe the PNNI protocol.
A Peer Group (PG) is a collection of nodes (either logical or physical) that exchange network 
topology information among themselves. This allows all the members of the group to maintain 
an identical view of the topology in the group. Hello packets for database synchronisation are 
sent within the members of the same PG. In Figure 6-1 PGs consisting of physical and logical 
nodes can be observed. Nodes A. 1.3 and A.2.2 are border nodes, since there is a link between 
them that also connects the PG#1 and PG#2. The border nodes are also configured with
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Figure 6-1: Example of an ATM network based on the PNNI protocol
reachability information to nodes and end systems that are outside their PG. The level of a PG, 
including all the nodes that belong to it, indicates its position in the PNNI hierarchy. Small 
level implies greater topological aggregation and the PG has a higher level in the hierarchy. A 
PG with a large numerical value has less aggregated topological information and belongs to a 
lower level in the PNNI hierarchy.
6.2.2 QoS Routing
Because static routing protocols require route configuration, they are considered unsuitable for 
large networks. For this reason PNNI has been designed as a dynamic routing protocol. Using 
dynamic routing the QoS routing concept can be exploited; the network can find the paths that 
satisfy certain QoS parameters, as requested by the connection, such as maxCTD, peak to peak 
CDV and CLR (the path remains the same for the whole duration of the call). Moreover, PNNI 
uses the source routing technique, as opposed to the hop by hop routing1. The source node 
specifies the entire path through the network to the destination. This path information is 
included in the setup message. The source routing algorithm has the following advantages when 
compared to the hop by hop routing:
• Avoidance of routing loops.
1 Hop by hop routing is used in datagram switching (e.g. IP). It is based on the computation of a table that has one 
entry for each destination node. The next entry in the table specifies the next node on this path to the destination. 
The routing takes place by forwarding the datagram to the next node, based on the destination field of the 
datagram.
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• Faster call setup times because of minimal processing at intermediate nodes.
• More efficient adaptive routing.
However, PNNI needs to implement a crankback mechanism, so the protocol can recover when 
transient conditions do not allow the delivery of the message to the destination. The PNNI 
crankback concept is similar to the technique currently used in the telephone networks. To 
explain the crankback mechanism we mention that the source route in PNNI consists of 
Designated Transit List (DTL) stacks, each including a sequence of nodes and links at a level of 
the PNNI hierarchy. When crankback folds back the call to the source node in the PG that 
created the (top of the stack) DTL and the source retries on an alternative route [ATMF- 
PNNI96]. The mechanism pinpoints the link or node to be avoided in the next trial. A single 
call can be cranked back to the source several times; after a number of retrials, the crankback 
mechanism notifies that the requested QoS cannot be satisfied.
6.2.3 Topology information exchange
The Hello protocol is used to discover the identity of the adjacent neighbour nodes. This 
protocol was modelled on the Open Shortest Path First (OSPF) protocol with appropriate 
extensions to support a hierarchical organisation of the topological database. Via the exchange 
of Hello packets, containing appropriate information, the neighbours learn each other. If two 
nodes discover that they are members of the same PG, they form an inside link; otherwise they 
form an outside link and exchange additional information regarding the hierarchy. After that the 
link is declared functional and the nodes exchange a summary of their topological database. 
The exchange mechanism is similar to the OSPF database synchronisation procedures. The 
nodes transmit and receive PNNI Topology State Packets (PTSPs) that contain information of 
all the PNNI Topology State Elements (PTSEs). When this process is complete the nodes have 
synchronised databases.
The PTSPs contain reachability, link status and node status information necessary for the PNNI 
to calculate QoS paths in the ATM network. However, because all this information is 
summarised, along with the hierarchical database organisation, enables PNNI to scale to very 
large networks. The advertised reachability is used as the first step in routing a UNI/PNNI 
signalling message. The setup message will be sent to a node advertising a prefix that matches 
the leading portion of the destination ATM address.
To summarise the basic PNNI features, we remark that the advertised ATM addresses are 
separated into Internal Reachable Addresses (IRAs) and Exterior Reachable Addresses (ERAs). 
IRAs are known to be local to the PNNI. For a node representing a single switch, an IRA 
represents a summary of end users attached to the switch. At higher levels of the hierarchy, it
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summarises information provided by the members of the PG. ERAs are similar to IRAs and 
describe reachability to a set of destinations, but the advertisement of this address came from 
somewhere else, outside the PG. This includes cases such as information from other routing 
domains in which the switch participates or configuration about what is reachable over a 
specific link.
Further information on the PNNI protocol can be obtained from [ATMF-PNNI96].
6.3 Addressing issues
This section assumes the existence of an ATM network based on PNNI (as described above and 
shown in Figure 6-1). It then introduces the addressing issues related to the use of MTs and 
their movement in the network, along with more definitions and possible solutions to the 
problem of address allocation to a MT. The proposed addressing scheme combines existing 
addressing scheme in order to minimise the signalling load on the network due to location 
updates and make use of PNNI.
6.3.1 ATM address allocation to mobile terminals
In order to make use of existing PNNI routing protocols, two addresses are proposed for each 
MT; the Mobile Home Address (MHA) and the Mobile Foreign Address (MFA) to track and 
locate the MT, as in [PORT96]. It is assumed that the MHA has been permanently allocated to 
the MT and, as in the case of a fixed terminal, it corresponds to the expected location of this 
MT. Services within this home network have administrative responsibility for the maintenance 
of additional information for the MT related to its current location and its security details for 
authentication purposes. When the MT registers with a network other than its home, it obtains a 
MFA. Services within this network are responsible for managing the small scale mobility of the 
MT (as long as it stays in this network) and registering its current location.
It is also assumed that the MHA is the only address known to the rest of the world when this 
MT needs to be contacted and that it follows the PNNI format for the fixed terminals. For the 
allocation of a MFA address two cases can be defined; the MFA is similar to the MHA, or the 
MFA ‘violates’2 the PNNI addressing scheme. Figure 6-2 explains the difference. The MT
A.1.2.y switches on, registers and obtains its MFA from node A. 1.2. Because of its movement it 
goes to node A. 1.1, where it registers and obtains a new MFA (A.l.l.y). Next the MT A. 1.2.x 
switches on, registers and obtains its MFA from node A. 1.2. Because of its movement it goes to 
node A. 1.3, where it registers but does not obtain a new MFA.
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Figure 6-2: Part o f the hierarchical organisation o f the PNN, in a private ATM LAN, showing the two 
different addressing approaches (for a MT) that can be followed. All the ATM switches are Mobility
Enabled (ME) ones.
It can clearly be seen that the network should treat these two cases differently. For the first 
case, an entity (see the Mobile Agent-MA3 definition in [SFIK96-2] and later in this chapter) in 
the private ATM LAN must be informed every time the MT changes node (or MFA). For the 
second case, the same entity needs to be informed every time the terminal changes its MFA, 
which is not every time it changes node. In the first example, the signalling load in the network 
increases as the number of the MTs and their mobility increases, because of the new MFA 
allocation every time the MT moves to a new node. For the second example, the worst case is 
when the MFA has been allocated once to the MT, during its power on. This is because the 
addresses of all the MTs should be passed unsummarised to all the higher layers of the PNNI 
protocol. Although this approach does not have the previous mentioned problems, it is also not 
scaleable for two reasons: first, the load in the network increases because the PTSPs must 
include additional information (since the MT changes its MFA), which will be transmitted all 
the way to the top, and second, each node has an upper limit on the number of unsummarised 
addresses it can advertise.
2 It is not an actual violation of the PNNI protocol, since the protocol specifies its operation for similar cases (defined
as exemptions).
3 Complete definition of the MA and its functions will follow in section 6.4.3 of this chapter. At the moment the MA
should be considered as a database that associates the MHA with the MFA of every MT (equivalent to Home 
Location Register-HLR and Visitor Location Register-VLR, in GSM).
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The use of both the above methods has been proposed [SFIK98-2] in order to develop a 
scaleable approach. The MT must follow the second approach (A. 1.2.x in Figure 6-2) for local 
movements. The MT keeps the same MFA as long as it is being served by nodes that belong to 
the same peer group (bottom layer peer group). Upon movement to a new peer group, the MT 
should be given a new MFA. This way the signalling load due to the new MFA allocations, has 
been reduced. Furthermore, the scope of the MFA could be forced to have such a value that it 
does not allow the transmission of the MFA all the way to the top of the PNNI hierarchy (not 
necessary anymore, since the MFA will change and the MA will be informed for this change). 
By setting the scope of the MFA appropriately, the address can stay valid for more than one 
(lowest level) PG. For instance, in Figure 6-2 the scope of the MFA ‘A. 1.2.x’ is less or equal to 
the level of ‘1LPG#1’, since the MT kept the same address across the PG#1 and PG#24.
6.3.2 Addressing space partitioning
It should be possible for a mobility enabled ATM switch (a switch that can support MTs) to 
determine whether a called party number in a call setup request refers to a MT. In [PORT96] 
two approaches are mentioned: either the address is specified in a table of mobile addresses or 
the address space is explicitly partitioned, but the latter is considered more efficient. However, 
address partitioning can have either local (the decision that the address refers to a MT or not 
will be taken at the home network of the called terminal) or global (the decision that the address 
refers to a MT or not will be taken at the network of the calling terminal) significance. If it has 
local significance, the call setup message has to propagate all the way to the home network of 
the called terminal, and if the MT is not there it has to crankback to the source and restart 
again. The modifications in the signalling protocol are simple: a new field in the crankback 
message is required to indicate that the called terminal is a mobile one, and it is at the following 
address. Disadvantages of this approach are: the increase on the call setup delay ( it is related to 
the distance between the calling and the called -home- networks), and the wasting of resources 
during this procedure.
If the address space partitioning has global significance, the network of the calling terminal will 
find out that the calling address refers to a MT. Either the home network of the called terminal, 
or a centralised location database can be contacted and give the current location of the MT. In 
both cases the delay for the call establishment will be less than the local significance address
4 It will become clear in the next section that even if we solve the location management issues (of a MT) using an 
approach based on Location Registers (LRs), the above definition of addresses has the advantages of creating more 
than one LRs responsible for the same WATM network (each LR will have its own area). Communication among 
the LRs, could be defined outside the PNNI protocol, resulting to a flexible expansion of the location management 
protocol, even if the LRs belong to different ATM networks.
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partitioning space, since no resources need to be allocated for this process. Disadvantages of 
this approach are: the explicit address partitioning space itself, the introduction of a new 
protocol that requests the MFA and the increase in the location signalling load for the support 
of either a centralised location database or a set of synchronised location databases (MA’s) that 
exists locally in each private ATM LAN. Furthermore this approach does not scale well for 
large networks (a scaleable approach has been followed in the definition of the Domain Name 
System-DNS, currently used in the Internet, which provides the translation of the textual 
description of an IP address to a numerical one).
6.4 Location management protocol
6.4.1 Overview
The Location Management (LM) of the MTs comprises of all the mobility related functions 
required by the network to establish calls to and from them. The different mobility functions 
could be grouped into the following categories [CHRI96]:
• Location Registration. It is used when a MT wishes to make its presence known to the ‘new’ 
network; both the MHA and the MFA should be involved. Authentication (the service used 
to verify the identity of the MT) should be a part of this message exchange when the MT 
initially powers on.
• Location Update. Every time the MT changes its current location, the network should be 
informed, in order to keep track of its location and be able to notify it for calls. The location 
update protocol exchange could be based on temporary identifiers (MFA).
• Location Tracing. The network must be able to locate a MT (especially during a connection 
set-up phase).
The requirements of the LM have been defined in [PORT96]:
• Scaleability. The proposed solution should scale to support a large number of MTs and be 
independent of the size of the WATM network.
• Compatibility with existing hosts and networks that do not support mobility. These 
hosts/networks should operate transparently to the mobility enhanced PNNI or any other 
‘mobility protocol’ in use.
• Efficient routing of virtual connections. The MT should be located ‘quickly’ to avoid 
excessive delays during the connection set-up; for the handover case, loops created from the 
zigzag movement of the MT should be avoided.
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• Minimal LM overhead. Small scale mobility should also be isolated from large scale.
A number of ATM Forum contributions have proposed solutions for the LM in WATM 
networks. They can be categorised into mobile PNNI schemes, where the PNNI signalling has 
been extended to cope with mobility and location register schemes, where the location 
management is performed outside PNNI. In [SFIK96-2] the handover algorithm that has been 
described is based on the following idea: the MFA is being allocated once and it is valid in the 
whole area of the WATM, while the PNNI takes care for the LM. Although this is a simple 
approach, it creates a lot of overhead, since the MFA cannot be given summarised to the higher 
layers of the PNNI (non scaleable solution) and cannot cope with fast moving MTs. In 
[PORT96] the proposed solution uses of Location Registers (LRs) and appears to be a better 
solution (considering scaleability), but it does not use the existing information stored in the 
switches, from the PNNI protocol.
This was the motivation for our work in this research area. The objective was to develop a 
scaleable LM scheme (for use in wide area mobility) that uses the PNNI information (for use in 
local area mobility). Considering the previously mentioned categories, the solution presented 
below falls between them. The rest of the section introduces the LM protocol, based on the 
addressing method described in the previous paragraph, along with the message exchange. 
Moreover, a simulation model was developed to show the effect of the location management 
signalling on the random access part of the MAC layer.
6.4.2 Signalling exchange
In this paragraph the proposed LM protocol will be described. The message exchange will also 
consider (were appropriate) the authentication5 and registration6 procedures, associated with the 
MT.
5 The service used to establish the identity of the terminals to each other. This service should be transparent to the
‘upper layers’, This means that the exchange of the authentication messages will support any kind of 
authentication protocols that could be used. The exchange of the authentication messages follows the ‘stop and 
wait protocol’. For example, MT#1 transmits an authentication message that holds an ‘assertion’ of its identity to 
MT#2. Then, MT#2 sends another authentication message that holds a ‘challenge’ to MT#1. MT#1 issues a 
‘response’ to this challenge and MT#2 responds with the ‘result’ of the authentication procedure, the MAC layer is 
informed for the result of the procedure from the upper layer.
6 This service is used to register a MT with an AP. This way the AP knows the existence of the MT within its service
area and allocates downlink (i.e. paging) and uplink (i.e. access) channels to it (not necessarily unique to each 
MT).
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6.4.2.1 Signalling during p o w e r  o n  (both registration a n d  authentication
procedures)
The messages in Figure 6-3 are explained below:
Mobile Terminal Access Point, Authentication Centre
(M T) or ME switch (M A )
(1)
(2b) ^, (2a)
< (4)
< (3)
(8) t
(5) ^
< (6)
a) j
Figure 6-3: Registration and Authentication procedures for a MT (used during power on).
1. Registration request (command, AP, MHA). Size 41 octets. We assume that the ‘command’ 
field is one octet and that the AP and MT are being identified by their ATM addresses (20 
octets).
2. a. Received, wait (command, AP, MHA). Size 41 octets, b. Contact MA/Authentication 
centre to obtain public keys for the MT (command, AP, MA, MHA). Size 61 octets.
3. Return the public keys (command, AP, MA, MHA, payload). Size 100 octets, if we assume 
that the payload, which carries the public keys of the MT, is 39 octets.
4. Information from the MA/Authentication centre received. Challenge (command, AP, MHA, 
payload). The size depends on the challenge. We can assume that the length of the message 
is 80 octets (see the comment for message 3).
5. Response to Challenge (command, AP, MHA, payload). Size 80 octets.
6. Correct response; get the MFA (command, AP, MHA, MFA). Size 61 octets.
7. Verification of the MFA; Done (command, AP, MFA). Size 41 octets. It is not necessary for 
the mobile to use again its MT address (permanent); the communication using the private 
and public keys is enough to guarantee the required security. Furthermore, the information 
on the radio channel could be different than the message contents presented here, since the 
radio channel will use a MAC protocol (e.g. D-TDMA [RAYC94-1]) that allows to the AP 
to distinguish the transmissions among the mobiles.
8. Location update (command, AP, MA, MHA, MFA). Size 81 octets.
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6A.2.2 Signalling during location update, w h e n  the switches belong to the s a m e  P G  
(registration only; the M T  is not involved in a n  active connection)
It is assumed that the PG is the validity area of an MFA. The messages in Figure 6-4 are 
explained below:
Mobile Terminal Access Point, or Acess Point, or
(M T ) M E switch (new) ME switch (old)
(1) ►
(2b) ^
<  (2a)
^ (4) < (3)
(5) *
Figure 6-4: Registration procedure for a MT, when both the APs are being con trolled by switches
that belong to the same lowest level PG.
1. Registration request (command, AP-new, AP-old, MFA). Size 61 octets. The MFA should 
be used instead of the MT id.
2. a. Received, wait (command, AP-new, MFA). Size 41 octets, b. Contact AP-old to obtain 
public keys for the MT (command, AP-new, AP-old, MFA). Size 61 octets.
3. Return the public keys (command, AP-new, AP-old, MFA, payload). Size 100 octets.
4. Information from the AP-old received (command, AP, MFA). Size 41 octets. The 
information is scrambled with the public key of the MT. No other recipient can decode it.
5. Done (command, AP-new, MFA). Size 41 octets. No verification of the MFA is necessary, 
since it stays the same.
6A.2.3 Signalling during location update, w h e n  the switches belong to different P G s
(registration only; the M T  is not involved in a n  active connection)
As before, it is assumed that the PG is the validity area of an MFA. The messages in Figure 6-5
are being explained below:
1. Registration request (command, AP-new, AP-old, MFA). Size 61 octets. The MFA should 
be used instead of the MT id.
2. a. Received, wait (command, AP-new, MFA). Size 41 octets, b. Contact AP-old to obtain 
public keys for the MT (command, AP-new, AP-old, MFA). Size 61 octets.
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M obile Terminal Access Point, or Acess Point, or Authentication Centre
(M T) M E switch (new) M E switch (old) (M A)
(1> ^
(2b)
(6) f
„  (2a)
«  (4) <  (3)
(5) >
Figure 6-5: Signalling exchange indicating only the registration procedure for a MT, when the APs 
are being controlled by switches that belong to different PGs.
3. Return the public keys (command, AP-new, AP-old, MFA, payload). Size 100 octets. The 
public keys for the mobile could have been obtained by the MA/Authentication centre; by 
getting them from the AP-old we reduce the load on the MA.
4. Information from the AP-old received. Get the new MFA (command, AP, MFA-old, MFA- 
new). Size 61 octets. The information is scrambled with the public key of the MT. No other 
recipient can decode it.
5. Verification of the MFA; Done (command, AP-new, MFA,-new). Size 41 octets.
6. Update MT location (command, AP-new, MA, MFA-old, MFA-new). Size 81 octets.
6.4.2.4 Signalling load estimation
Figure 6-6 shows the signalling load for the proposed LM scheme, when the switches belong to 
the same or different PGs. For the worst case (high number of the connections among the 
switches in the PG, since all of them have a direct link to each other) in the left diagram, the 
signalling increase is related to the increase of the size of the PTSPs, and has exponential 
characteristics. Because this approach is being used within the PG, the load on the external to 
the PG links stays the same (identification of the locality of the user movement). For the second 
case, the signalling increase is proportional to the number of external links, hence scaleable.
6.4.3 Simulation model and results
As mentioned in the overview of this section, a simulation model was developed to show the 
effect of the LM signalling in the random access part of the MAC layer. This was done because 
the increased signalling is expected to also increase the load on the random access channel(s) in 
the air interface. We note that the actual content of the messages on the radio environment 
could be less than the ones presented above, depending on the MAC protocol in use. For the 
proposed D-TDMA MAC scheme, described in chapter five, it is not necessary to transmit each 
time the source and destination addresses included in the previous definitions of the messages. 
These addresses could be regenerated at the receiver; this way radio bandwidth is not being
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Figure 6-6: Signalling load characteristics for the proposed LM scheme (movement o f one MT).
wasted. Overheads created from the MAC layer, which lies under the protocol layer we are
currently discussing, have been considered in the definition/creation of the timeslots. The new
sizes of the messages, presented in Figure 6-3, are as follows (for the messages presented in
Figure 6-4 and Figure 6-5 similar modifications can be made):
• (1), 41 octets minimum; total size 1 ATM cell. This message is being transmitted in 1 
timeslot, However, to obtain the MT this timeslot, it has to transmit a short message to the 
AP, using one of the available subslots (in order to request for a timeslot); the slotted Aloha 
protocol is assumed for the subslots. It is also necessary to transmit additional information 
related to the times the mobile is expected to be awake. The least amount of information that 
must be transmitted for this reason, takes place when the is to assume that the mobile will 
be awake for a certain signalling downlink timeslot every TDMA frame. Since one octet is, 
usually, enough to specify such a timeslot, there are 6 more octets for additional information 
(e.g. specify either additional timeslots in each frame, or a combination of frames and 
timeslots), where the mobile will be ‘awake’ and ready to be contacted by the AP (to be 
given the reply to the signalling message).
® (2a), 21 octets minimum; total size 1 ATM cell. Additional information related to the 
duration and the times the mobile will be expected to stay ‘awake’ could be carried.
• (4), 60 octets minimum; total size 2 ATM cells. To reduce the delay in the message 
exchange, the AP should offer to the mobile a channel (timeslot), where it can transmit the 
response to this message.
® (5), total size 2 ATM cells.
• (6), 41 octets minimum size; total size 1 ATM cells. An uplink channel is also included in 
this message.
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Table 6-1: Parameters used in the sim ulation model.
Parameter Value
A-TDMA Frame duration 0.001 sec
No of subframes 4 (only 1 slotted Aloha channel, per subframe, has been used)
No of slots in a subframe 16 (1 downlink signalling slot)
Aloha packet length 40 bits
Ack packet length 424 bits (1 ATM cell)
Channel rate (uplink/ downlink) 27.560 Mbps (corresponding Aloha uplink rate 40 Kbps)
Random backoff type uniform (0 to 0.01 sec)
• (7), 21 octets minimum; total size 1 ATM cells.
Based on the above observations, a simulation model was build using BONeS. The model 
simulates the proposed D-TDMA frame structure with its slotted Aloha (random access) part. 
In Table 6-1 the parameters and their values are shown. As it can be seen, only one slotted 
Aloha channel has been considered; all the results are normalised to one channel (the existence 
of more than one channels allows more active users). The performance of the Aloha channel 
(the LM traffic is shown as ‘Aloha traffic’) was plotted in Figure 6-7, against the load of the AP 
downlink signalling channel (assuming that the mobile operates in the continuous active mode-
To ta l P ack ets  R eje ction  R atio  v s  Ad dition al Lo a d
'A d d itio n a l L o a d ’
o LM Throughput - equal priorities 
a  LM Throughput - LM traffic priority 
a LM Throughput - Additional traffic priority
'A d d itio n a l L o a d '
» Maan AP delay tor LM - equal priorities 
a  Mean AP Delay tor LM - LM traffic priority 
a Mean AP Delay for LM - Additional traffic priority
'A d d itio n a l L o a d ’ 'A d d itio n a l L o a d ’
LM Throughput va Additional Load [ ie -Q ct-1007  19 6 1 :20 ]____________________
L M  T h ro u g h p u t  v s  A d d itio n a l L o a d
0 .3 5
Mean AP delay for LM packets va Additional Load [ 16-O ct-1007 10 4 7  62 ]________________
M ean A P  d e la y  for LM  packets vs  Additional Lo ad
Mean AP Delay for Additional packets va Additional Load I ift-O ct-1907 10 61 .20  )__________
M ean  A P  D e la y  for Add itiona l p ack ets  v s  Add itiona l L oa d
Figure 6-7: LM traffic characteristics as functions o f the additional load on the AP (on the downlink 
signalling channel). Both the uplink and the downlink channels are assumed error free.
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CAM7 all the time). The figure also presents the characteristics of the ‘other’ signalling traffic 
(created by the MTs that already participate in a connection and require modification of the 
resources that have been allocated to them), along with the buffer requirements, in the network 
side (AP or ATM switch), for the support of a certain message rejection ratio. The results are 
being shown when the ‘Aloha’ and the ‘Other’ traffic have priority against each other, or they 
have not.
6.4.4 Conclusions
In this section we proposed a LM scheme for the WATM network that combines both the LR 
and the mobile-PNNI approaches. We showed that the signalling load created on the external to 
the lowest level PG (where the AP that serves the MT belongs) links is less than the load 
created by the LR approach. We did this by allowing the PNNI to manage the small scale 
mobility (within the PG) of the MT. The disadvantages of this LM scheme are the increase of 
the internal to the PG signalling load for the support of mobility and the lack of knowledge of 
the exact location (ATM switch) of the MT from the FLR. However, both disadvantages do not 
have a great impact on the network traffic, since the signalling traffic increase is being kept 
locally, and the PNNI routing is based on a hierarchically organised location information 
among the different PG levels. Finally, the effect of all the signalling traffic in one of the 
proposed ATM MAC protocol has been investigated. From the graphs shown in Figure 6-7 it 
can be observed that when we offer priority to the LM traffic the mean delay dramatically 
reduce, without substantially increasing the delay of the existing signalling traffic.
6.5 Definition of a handover algorithm
6.5.1 Overview
The support of the handover procedure in the wireless ATM LAN environment, is part of the 
added functionality, required in the control management planes [RAYC96-1], of the ATM 
protocol layer. Handover is the process of passing the responsibility of communication 
connectivity from one AP to another. The resulting handover traffic is a function of many 
factors, such as the number of MTs, the desired channel capacity and the MT speed and 
direction. As the wireless cell size becomes smaller, the signalling traffic, as a result of 
handovers, can be substantial.
This wireless cell switching phenomenon tends to cause connectivity interruptions if the 
handover is not handled reliably and quickly. In the case of the wireless ATM LAN,
7 See also chapter 5.
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multimedia services are to be provided to the MTs. Video and audio data are intolerant to delay 
and jitter and hence traffic interactions as a result of the handover can be damaging. It is not 
expected that a large number of multimedia handovers will take place in a wireless ATM LAN. 
As in the case of the cellular phone system, the service that will request more often the 
initiation of a handover, will be the voice transmission. However, the handover algorithm must 
be flexible enough to support handover requests from any kind of service. The important issues 
to be considered in a fast and efficient handover protocol design, are presented in [ACAM94].
The handover algorithms can be classified in the following categories [TOH95]:
1. Hard and soft: In a hard handover, the old link is released before the establishment of the 
new one. In a soft handover the new link is set-up before the release of the old; data can be 
transmitted in both links simultaneously. In a third type of handover, which resides between 
the previous two, the new link is set-up before the release of the initial link, but data is being 
transmitted only on one of them. Unlike the soft handover type, the latter mechanism could 
be implemented in any system (TDMA, CDMA). For the WATM case it is advantageous in 
the sense that the ATM cells are being received in the correct sequence.
2. Backward and forward: In a backward handover, the associated signalling is being 
exchanged between the MT and the old AP. In a forward handover, the signalling exchange 
takes place between the MT and the new AP. The backward handover causes a shorter break 
in the communication than the forward; data exchange between the MT and the old AP does 
not stop while the association between the MT and the new AP is being executed through 
the fixed part of the network. However, as the backward mechanism cannot operate if the 
old radio link has been lost, it must coexist with a forward handover protocol.
3. Initiation: Both mobile and network initiation handover algorithms have been proposed. In 
the first case, the MT examines the link quality, chooses the new AP and decides when to 
execute the handover (the network still decides if the mobile handover request will be 
granted). In the second case, the network controls the execution of the handover protocol. 
The network monitors the radio link quality for each MT and finds the most suitable 
combinations among the base and mobile terminals, which results to a complicated handover 
algorithm.
4. Full re-establishment scheme: This requires a completely new connection to be set-up from 
the source to the destination terminals (at least one of them is a MT). This is a slow and 
inefficient algorithm for a WATM LAN. Although a new connection could be set-up 
relatively fast for one service each time (e.g. voice), it cannot scale efficiently for 
multiservices handover requests (multimedia). Furthermore, since the geographic locality in
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the user mobility patterns is not taken into consideration, this scheme can not scale 
efficiently for larger networks.
5. Extension o f  the current connection from  the old AP to the new AP: The required time for 
the new connection establishment is less than the required time in the previous case, since 
the network path is shorter. The problems with this method are: the increase of the traffic in 
the fixed part of the network (the new path is not necessarily the best available choice, either 
because of the increased delay or the amount of resources utilised), the complicated 
procedures required for the avoidance of loops (data is being sent from one terminal to the 
other more than once, before it reaches the destination), and finally, as in the previous case, 
its scaleability.
6. Multicast re-establishment scheme: This scheme is fast, since the traffic is transmitted to 
every AP in a LAN. Cell duplicates can be prevented using a suitable Data Link Control 
(DLC) protocol [RAYC94-1], but waste of network resources, due to pre-allocation, takes 
place. This waste becomes greater if we consider that a large number of handover requests 
from bandwidth intensive applications is not expected.
7. Partial (incremental) re-establishment scheme: This scheme requires only the establishment 
of a new partial path, which connects to a portion of the original connection path. It is as fast 
as in the case of the extension of the old connection from the first AP to the second AP but 
manages the bandwidth in a more efficient way. Several examples of this algorithm have 
been reported in the bibliography [ACAM94].
In the rest of this section the description of the handover algorithm will be presented. The 
detailed message exchange and the buffer requirements of the algorithm will conclude our 
discussion.
6.5.2 Description of the handover protocol
Figure 6-8 shows a possible architecture of a private ATM WLAN capable to support mobile 
terminals (the advantages of the centralised over the ad hoc architecture are being discussed in 
[BANT94]). It is assumed that several APs are connected to an ATM switch using an extension 
of the UNI protocol, called WATM-UNI, which provides for the exchange of handover 
messages. The organisation of the ATM switches into (the lowest level) PGs is also shown in 
the figure. It is assumed that the communication among the switches follows an extension of 
the PNNI protocol, called WATM-PNNI. Furthermore, each mobile terminal has been allocated 
an MFA, according to our earlier discussion. The proposed handover algorithm will be 
presented for two cases: when the old and new APs are controlled from the same ATM switch 
and when they belong to different ATM switches.
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In [TOH95], a partial re-establishment handover scheme, suitable for ATM wireless LANs, 
using a backward protocol, when the old radio link is available, is being discussed. A slightly 
modified version (in the air interface signalling) is presented here8. Referring to Figure 6-9, 
when the MT receives a broadcast signal from an AP above a certain power threshold level, the
6.5.2.1 WA TM- UNI approach
Figure 6-8: Expected network architecture of a WATM LAN.
MT sends to the old AP a handover hint(l) message (it includes the ATM address of the new 
AP). Since both APs are under the same ATM switch, a new connection between the new AP 
and this ATM switch is required (the path between the source and this switch does not need to 
be modified). This can be done from the old AP by sending a handover call set-up(2a, 2b) 
message to the new AP (It is assumed that either the AP or the ATM switch keep a record of 
the initial ATM SETUP message and can use this information for the construction of the 
handover call set-up message, if more than one switches are involved. This PNNI ‘violation’ is 
only necessary for ‘mobile connections’). The new AP responds with a handover call connect(3) 
message and the new connection is established. When the MT approaches the new AP it sends 
to it a handover request(4) message (it includes the address of the new AP). This causes the new 
AP to send a handover connection redirection(5) message to the ATM switch, to indicate that 
the ATM cells should now be re-routed over the new path. The switch sends a handover call 
release(6) message to the old AP. The old AP sends back to the switch any undelivered ATM 
cells and marks the end of them with a handover call release ack{7U) message. This way no
K [TOH95] focuses in the description of the signalling exchange in the air interface. An enhanced version is presented 
with the introduction of a message that allows the establishment of a signalling channel between the new AP and 
the mobile terminal from the old AP. This message results to the reduction of the random delay associated with the 
activation of the new connection. Furthermore, our approach also investigates the discovery of the crossover 
switch.
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additional cell loss will take place [RAYC94-1]. A handover call terminate(7h) message could 
be included in the protocol, so the old AP could inform the MT for the termination of their 
connection. When the redirection has been performed, the ATM switch sends a handover 
redirection ackw message to the new AP The new AP sends a handover request accept(9) 
message to the MT. Finally, the MT sends to the new AP a handover done(10) message, 
indicating that it is ready to transmit and receive data.
However, if the old radio link, between the MT and the old AP, fails, message (1) can not be 
sent. Upon detection of the failure, the MT sends the message (4) to the new AP. Since the old 
AP can be found, a handover hint(I) message is sent to it, from the new AP, on behalf of MT 
(proxy signalling concept); a similar message flow takes place. Because the establishment of 
the new link takes some time, data will be lost during this handover execution. Figure 6-9 also 
shows that the messages (2a), (2b), (3), (5), (6), (7a) and (8) (necessary for the handover 
execution) are being sent over the fixed B-ISDN network; they consist, along with the existing 
UNI, the WATM-UNI protocol, over the fixed part of the LAN.
65.2.2 W A T M - P N N I  approach
The previous algorithm also maintains the connection of the MT inside the ATM WLAN while 
it is moving from AP#1 to AP#5 (the messages are similar to the ones shown in Figure 6-10. 
The switch #1, upon reception of the message (2a) finds the new switch #2 (since the address of 
the new AP is known) and transmits the relevant message. Using the existing PNNI protocol, 
the new switch can be found, a new connection from the old (#1) to the new (#2) switch can be 
established and the WATM-UNI protocol can operate, as described previously. However, if the 
optimal route (either the shortest route or the route with the lowest cost that can be chosen 
using PNNI routing) between the network and the MT is required, along with the avoidance of 
loops, the following algorithm could be used:
A rea 2
M T
Movement
Figure 6-9: Backward handover protocol (WATM-UNI case).
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Figure 6-10: Backward handover protocol (WATM-PNNI case).
• Step 1. Upon reception of message (2a), switch #1 checks the address of the new AP to find 
if the new AP is attached to it. If true, then the switch #1 establishes a new connection with 
the new AP (as shown in Figure 6-9). If false, go to step 2.
• Step 2. The new AP is registered to a switch (#2 in the example) that belongs to the same 
lower level PG, as the #1 (the address of the new AP is known as IRA). If true go to step 3; 
else go to step 4.
• Step 3. At this stage, one of the switches in the PG is the border switch that initially receives 
the traffic (ATM cells) for the MT that requested the handover. If switch #1 is this border 
switch, it can send message (2a) to switch #2; the protocol can continue as described earlier. 
If switch #1 is not this border switch, it sends the message (2a) to the switch that transmits 
the traffic ATM cells to it. Step 2 can then be executed in the new switch.
• Step 4. (the address of the new AP is known as ERA) In this case switch #1 is not able to 
locate in its PG the ATM switch that controls the new AP. Although the new AP could be 
reached, using the mechanism described in the PNNI, it is not guaranteed that the chosen 
route will be the optimal one. A centralised approach has been considered for this case. It is 
assumed that the Mobile Agent (MA), shown in Figure 6-8 has knowledge of the location of 
the MTs in the ATM LAN (such information could be obtained from the registration process 
of the MTs during power-on) and the B-ISDN connection point that is being used by each 
one of the connections (this information is available to the MA if the ATM switch/gateway 
behind each B-ISDN connection informs the MA after the establishment of a connection). 
Then, the ATM switch, after the reception of the message (2a) from the old AP, advances 
the handover request message (2a) to the MA (see Figure 6-10). The MA requests from the
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switch/gateway that carries the traffic of the connection (the user of the connection that 
requested the handover) to establish a new link between the itself and the new AP.
The forward handover case is similar to the one described in the WATM-UNI protocol. Since 
the old AP-1 address is known by the new AP-2, the handover hint(]) message can be send to 
the old AP-1. The algorithm repeats steps 1 to 4.
6.5.2.2.1 Detailed signalling message exchange
The previous discussion introduced the two different handover scenarios in a WATM network. 
In this paragraph we will describe the signalling exchange that is necessary for the execution of
the handover algorithm. The discussion will be restricted in the WATM-PNNI case, where
there is interaction among the ATM switches that are involved. In the message exchange, 
information related to handover execution, location management and security issues, is 
included. Three different cases are presented9.
6.5.2.2.2 The AP-old is a border switch70
This switch will be the ‘crossover’ switch for the traffic path (no need to search for it). We 
further assume that all the connections to/from the mobile are being handle by this switch. Each 
connection should be switched separately from the rest (no other choice, since each connection 
is being treated separately from the ATM layer). The messages in Figure 6-11 are being 
explained below:
1. The mobile will require handover to the AP-new (command, MFA, AP-old, AP-new). Size 
61 octets.
MS AP-new AP-old
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Figure 6-11: Protocol flow diagram fo r the case where both the APs 
belong to the same ATM switch.
9 No distinction takes place between the AP and the mobility enabled ATM switch that controls it.
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2. Send a Dummy_Setup message to the AP-new for every connection id that correspond to a 
traffic channel. It is assumed that the original SETUP message(s) has/have been stored at 
this border switch and can be associated to a certain connection id. This is different from the 
existing PNNI applications because the SETUP messages need to be stored until the 
termination of a connection. The destination address of this Dummy_Setup message will be 
the AP-new. The MFA should also be included in this message. Size 200 octets (estimation 
from PNNI specs). The difference between this message and the SETUP is that the path 
created by this message will not carry any traffic immediately, although resources have been 
allocated.
3. Send a CONNECT message. Size 100 octets (estimation).
4. The AP-old sends the public keys for the mobile to the AP-new (command, AP-old, AP- 
new, payload). Size 80 octets (see comments from location registration).
5. The mobile requests handover from the AP-new (command, MFA, AP-new, AP-old). Size 
61 octets.
6. Redirect/Activate the connection(s) that has/have been created with the DummyJSetup 
message (command, AP-new, AP-old, connection id(s)). Size 41+4*(number of connections) 
octets.
7. Redirect/Activate done. In the message information related to the public keys of the mobile 
is included (command, AP-new, AP-old, connection id(s)). Size 41+4*(number of 
connections) octets.
8. The handover request has been accepted and the paths have been initialised. Information 
related to the traffic channels is also being passed to the mobile (command, AP-new, MFA, 
connection id(s), traffic_channels_info). Size 41+(number of connections)+(number of 
connections)*(number of traffic channels)* 10 octets. It is assumed that each traffic channel 
can be characterised in 10 octets.
9. Done (command, MFA, AP-new, connection id(s)). Size 41+(number of connections) octets. 
The mobile echoes the connection id(s) for security reasons.
The forward handover case follows the same signalling exchange, as described in paragraph
6.5.2.I.
10 It is assumed that the LAN will contain both ME and conventional switches. The border switch is required to be a 
ME switch. If not, then the first ME switch in the traffic path performs the described actions, as it will be discussed 
below.
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Figure 6-12: Handover protocol when the switch that control the APs belong to the same
Peer Group.
6.5.2,2,3 The AP-old is not a border switch, but the border switch is a ME switch10; both 
switches belong to the same PG
This switch will have to locate the Crossover (CX) switch for the traffic path. The CX switch 
will be located using a Discover_Crossover_Switch message. Each connection should be 
switched separately from the rest. The explanation of the messages in Figure 6-12 is given 
below:
1. The mobile will require handover to the AP-new (command, MFA, AP-old, AP-new). Size 
61 octets. Upon reception of this handover message, the AP-old should issue to the CX 
switch a Contact_Crossover_Switch (1*) message (command, AP-old, AP-new, MFA, 
CX)11. Size 81 octets. In case there are more than one connections with different CX 
switches a Contact_Crossover_Switch message with the same parameters should be sent to 
each one of them. No actual discovery if the CX switch is necessary, since from the setup 
phase of the connection, the first ME switch, in the PG, for this connection, is known by the 
servicing AP-old (the CX also stores the initial SETUP message).
2. a. Send a Dummy„Setup message to the AP-new for each connection id. The destination 
address of this Dummy_Setup message will be the AP-new. The MFA should be included in 
each of these messages. Size 200 octets (estimation from PNNI specs), b. Send also a 
CrossoverJ3witch_Found message to the AP-old (command, CX, AP-old, AP-new, 
connection id(s)). Size 61+4*(number of connections) octets.
11 This message could be viewed as equivalent to a RELEASE message with a crankback information element. 
However, here the resources are not being released.
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3. Send a CONNECT message. Size 100 octets (estimation) per connection, b. Send a 
New_Connection_Established message to AP-old (command, CX, AP-old, AP-new, 
connection id(s)12). Size 61+4*(number of connections) octets.
4. The AP-old sends the public keys for the mobile to the AP-new (command, AP-old, AP- 
new, payload). Size 80 octets (see comments from location registration).
5. The mobile requests handover from the AP-new (command, MFA, AP-new, AP-old). Size 
61 octets.
6. Redirect/Activate the connection(s) that has/have been created with the Dummy_Setup 
message (command, AP-new, CX, connection id(s)). For each pair of MFA, AP-old, it is 
necessary to find the CX switch and the related connection id(s). For each CX switch a new 
message is required. Size 41+4*(number of connections per CX switch) octets.
7. a. Redirect/Activate done (command, AP-new, CX, connection id(s)). Size 41+4*(number of 
connections) octets, b. RELEASE message to the AP-old. Size 50 octets (estimation from 
PNNI).
8. The handover request has been accepted and the paths have been initialised. Information 
related to the traffic channels is also being passed to the mobile (command, AP-new, MFA, 
connection id(s), traffic_channels_info). Size 41+4*(number of connections)+(number of 
connections)*(number of traffic channels)* 10 octets. It is assumed that each traffic channel 
can be characterised in 10 octets.
9. Done (command, MFA, AP-new, connection id(s)). Size 41+4*(number of connections) 
octets. The mobile echoes the connection id(s) for security reasons.
6.5.2.2.4 The AP-old and the AP-new do not belong to the same lower level PG.
The crossover switch will be the gateway of the LAN. Each connection should be switched
separately from the rest (Figure 6-13), where:
1. The mobile will require handover to the AP-new (command, MFA, AP-old, AP-new). Size 
61 octets.
2. Upon reception of this handover message, the AP-old should send to the MA a 
Inform_Gateway (2) message (command, AP-old, MA, AP-new, MFA) for the mobile. Size 
81 octets.
12 The connection id corresponds to the call reference parameter in the ATM messages, specified in the PNNI. Size 4 
octets.
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Figure 6-13: Handover implementation involving the Gateway switch o f the network.
3. a. Also send the following message to the AP-old; Infonn_Gateway_received (command, 
MA, Gateway, AP-old, MFA). Size 81 octets, b. Send a Proxy_Setup message to the 
Gateway (command, MA, Gateway, connection id(s)). Size 41+4*(number of connections) 
octets. In case there are more than one gateways that serve the mobile, a Proxy_Setup 
message with the same parameters should be sent to each one of them. It is assumed that the 
MA can associate the MFA with the incoming traffic (to the Gateway) connection id(s)-see 
the call setup signalling. These are necessary for the Gateway to be able to switch the 
incoming traffic path to a new outgoing path13.
4. Send a Dummy_Setup message to the AP-new for each connection id. The destination 
address of this Dummy_Setup message will be the AP-new. Size 200 octets (estimation from 
PNNI specs). A deviation from the PNNI is required for this message; it is necessary to 
carry the MFA. This way, the AP-new can relate the connection id(s) in message (9) with 
the MFA.
5. Send a CONNECT message. Size 100 octets (estimation).
6. a. Send a New_Connection_Established message to AP-old (command, Gateway, AP-old, 
AP-new, connection id(s)). Size 61+4*(number of connections) octets, b. Send the same 
message to the MA (command, Gateway, AP-old, AP-new, connection id(s)). Size 
61+4*(number of connections) octets.
7. The AP-old sends the public keys for the mobile to the AP-new (command, MA, AP-new, 
payload). Size 80 octets (see comments from location registration).
13 Of course MA and Gateway could share the same memory (or even be the same piece of equipment). The reason 
for defining two different entities is for scaleability purposes.
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8. The mobile requests handover from the AP-new (command, MFA, AP-new, AP-old). Size 
61 octets.
9. Redirect/Activate the connection(s) that has/have been created with the Dummy_Setup 
message (command, AP-new, Gateway, connection id(s)). For each gateway a different 
message is required. Size 41+4*(number of connections per Gateway) octets.
10. a, Redirect/Activate done (command, AP-new, Gateway, connection id(s)). Size 
41+4*(number of connections) octets, b. The same message to MA (command, MA, 
Gateway, connection id(s)). Size 41+4*(number of connections) octets, c. RELEASE 
message to the AP-old. Size 50 octets (estimation from PNNI).
11.The handover request has been accepted and the paths have been initialised. Information 
related to the traffic channels is also being passed to the mobile (command, AP-new, MFA, 
MFA-new, connection id(s), traffic_channels_info). Size 81+4*(number of 
connections)+(number of connections)*(number of traffic channels)* 10 octets. It is assumed 
that each traffic channel can be characterised in 10 octets.
12.Done (command, MFA-new, AP-new, connection id(s)). Size 61+4*(number of 
connections) octets. The mobile echoes the connection id(s) for security reasons.
13.Send to the MA a Mobile_Location_Confirm message (command, AP-new, MFA, MFA- 
new, MA). Size 81 octets.
6.5.3 Discussion
6.5.3.1 Q u e u e i n g  o n  the traffic path
In Figure 6-14 the ‘release connection’ message from the AP-old to the MT has been added. 
The MT, only after the reception of such a message, can issue message (12). This way the 
reception of ATM ceils in sequence is guaranteed.
The uplink and downlink disruption times are shown in Figure 6-14 (similar for the cases where 
both APs are in the same PG). The mobile stops sending any uplink traffic when it issues 
message (8); queueing is necessary only at the mobile. For the downlink disruption queueing is 
necessary both at the Gateway (or CX switch) and the AP-new. The total downlink disruption 
time is shown at the AP-new; the shaded part has been transferred from the Gateway.
6.5.3.2 Com par iso n between the centralised ( M A )  handover a n d  the C X  switch 
discovery cases
The above centralised mechanism easily solves the location of the CX problem that rises during 
a handover request from a mobile terminal; no CX switch discovery is necessary. However, it is
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Figure 6-14:Uplink and Downlink disruption times.
against the distributed way of operation of the PNNI. For a distributed way of operation, the 
discovery of the Crossover switch (CX) is not a trivial task. Because the ATM LAN will 
contain both Mobility Enabled (ME) switches and Not Mobility Enabled (NME) ones, we can 
safely assume that only a ME switch could be the CX switch of a connection to a mobile. In the 
example below, while the mobile moves from switch A. 1.5 to the C.1.1, three possible ME 
switches can function as CX switches. Unfortunately, the PNNI, as it is, cannot provide for the 
discovery of the CX.
Apart from the centralised solution presented earlier, another one has been presented in the 
bibliography [ACAM94]. The ME enabled switches that participate in the traffic path of a 
connection are organised in a logical tree structure and each one of them can be a CX switch.
Below we will try to extend the distributed handover algorithm, presented earlier only for a 
lowest level PG, to the rest of the ATM LAN (the requirement for a ME border switch is not 
necessary). To do this, we make the following assumptions:
1. A copy of the initial setup message is being stored to every ME that is a border switch (e.g.
B.1.4).
2. If there is not a ME border switch in the PG, then the first ME in the traffic path (counting 
from the calling party to the called), in a certain PG stores the message (e.g. B. 1.2, if B.1.4 
was not a ME switch). The decision could be taken by examining the top entry of the DTL14.
14 In processing a call, PNNI signalling may request a route from PNNI routing. PNNI specifies routes using DTLs. 
A DTL is a complete path across a PG, consisting of a sequence of Node IDs and optionally Port IDs traversing 
the PG. It is provided by the source node (i.e., DTL originator) or an entry border node to a PG. A hierarchically 
complete source route represents a route across a PNNI routing domain that includes each hierarchical routing 
level between the current level and the lowest visible level in which the source and destination are reachable. This
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3. All the ME switches in a PG know each other. This can be done by transmitting relevant 
information in the PTSPs. It should also be noted that the PTSPs are being flooded in the PG 
(the result is the increased signalling load, but it is necessary for the operation of a 
distributed algorithm).
4. The Gateway switch does not perform crankback.
5. All the ME switches in the traffic path can become CX switches for this connection (in case 
the border switch in a PG is not a ME switch).
Then, the algorithm is as follows:
1. See Figure 6-15. If the servicing the mobile ATM switch is not a border (or the first ME in 
the path, in the PG) switch (as B.1.2), then the Contact_Crossover_Switch message should 
be sent to the CX (it is known from the setup phase of the connection).
Lowest level PG
Figure 6-15: Example PNNI network.
2. The CX switch checks the DTL of the stored SETUP message. If the AP-new is not present 
(either as it is or summarised) in this DTL, then a Dummy_Setup message is being issued 
(path extension model from ATM Forum); if it is in the DTL, then use a 
DummyJReleaseJVlessage to inform for the connection re-routing. Size 50 octets 
(estimation).
3. After the discovery of the switch the protocol continues as it has been described in the 
centralised case.
is expressed as a sequence of DTLs ordered from lowest to highest PG level and organised as a stack (i.e., a last in, 
first out data structure). The DTL at the top of the stack is the DTL corresponding to the lowest level PG.
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During the handover signalling the MFA did not change. This is not in accordance with the 
proposed method of allocation of an MFA. As a result, it is necessary for the protocol to 
provide for the change of the MFA. Such a change will require the modification of all the 
stored SETUP messages, in all the ME switches, since the mobile they refer to has now a 
different MFA. The change of this address could be done using one message, informing at the 
same time the MA for this change (as it is required in the location update protocol). The 
message (6), shown in Figure 6-14 (or a similar one), should be sent to the MA from the 
mobile, using the reverse path from the AP-new to the Gateway and then to the MA. This way, 
the MFA will change everywhere it is necessary.
The distributed approach seems to have more advantages than the centralised one, because of 
the exploitation of the locality of the user movement. In both cases, the delay associated with 
each ‘hop’ of the signalling messages is the same, resulting to less delay (on average) for the 
distributed case, since the number of ‘hops’ is expected to be less than the other case. No 
difference in the signalling load is being observed.
On average, less buffering per ATM switch is required for the distributed case. The buffering 
load is distributed among the CX switches; while in the centralised case, the buffers should be 
located at the Gateway.
6.S.3.3 Proposed handover protocol modification
If we look at the figures they show the handover signalling flow, we will see that the handover 
request message is being transmitted over a slotted aloha channel, resulting at a random delay. 
The handover execution would have been a lot quicker, if this random delay (with negative 
exponential distribution) was not there. To overcome this disadvantage, we propose the 
transmission of a channel id (i.e. slot number) for the cell controlled by the AP-new, from the 
AP-old. There is a trade-off in this case between the increase in the signalling load and the 
delay.
The AP-new, after the reception of the message that contains the public keys for the mobile 
from the AP-old, should issue a Use_Signalling_Channel message back to the AP-old 
(command, AP-new, AP-old, MFA, traffic channel). Size 71 octets. Then, the AP-old should 
send this information to the mobile using the same message. As mentioned before, over the air 
interface, it is not necessary to use the complete message; the minimum size should be 31 
octets, or 1 ATM cell.
The actual signalling load on the fixed network depends on the distance of the AP-old and AP- 
new (however, it is proportional to the number of links between the two entities).
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For the approach shown in Figure 6-14 and the one proposed above we will describe the 
calculation of the required buffers, for both the uplink and downlink cases. Because of the 
following equation:
Buffer Size =  Disruption Time *  M ean Bit Rate
the calculation has been reduced to the calculation of the Disruption Time, shown in Figure 6- 
14. However, this equation is not accurate for the VBR and ABR cases, where the information 
could arrive a lot faster, for a certain period of time. For the VBR case, instead of the SCR, we 
can use a different estimation, based on the calculation of the multiplexing gain among the 
different services, as it will be shown in the next chapter; for the ABR case, if the buffer is not 
large enough, the switch should initiate the process for the reduction of the information that is 
being sent to it (for this case the use of a large buffer will not affect the QoS, since the ABR is 
assumed delay insensitive).
The uplink and downlink disruption times in Figure 6-14 are given by the equations:
Uplink Disruption Time =  Dg +  Dn +  Dn +  2 ■ c  • (Number o f  links)
Downlink Disruption Time — Dn +  D[2 +  2 • c ■ (Num ber o f  links)
where, D, is the delay associated with message i, expressed in A-TDMA frames, c is the ratio of 
the A-TDMA frame duration to the time the signalling message need to be processed at the 
switch, and the number of links corresponds to the actual links between the AP-new and the 
Gateway (or the CX switch). For the proposed case, the Downlink Disruption Time (DDT) is 
the same; the Uplink Disruption Time (UDT) is reduced by the D8. D8 and Du are average 
values for the random access delays, based on the characteristics of the system, as shown in 
Table 6-1. D12 is uniformly distributed in the range (0,1].
6.5.35 Q o S  considerations
In this discussion we did not consider the QoS required from a connection to a mobile terminal. 
No additional resources have been allocated to surrounding the mobile cells, to be used only 
from connections that request handover, reducing the Call Dropping Probability (CDP) due to 
the lack of resources in the new cell. For our case the movement of the mobile is not known; 
additional resources should be uniformly allocated to the surrounding cells.
There is not a problem when a mobile terminal moves among APs that are being controlled by 
the same ATM switch. No additional bandwidth need to be reserved on the fixed network (only 
radio resources). However, when the mobile moves from one switch to another, the lack of
65.3.4 B uffer calculations
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reserved network resources reduces the CDP to the same value of the Call Blocking Probability 
(CBP). This could be a disadvantage, but in an ATM network even the CBP is expected to be 
low, because of the re-routing ability of the PNNI. This also affects the CDP, since it also uses 
these re-routing properties, as described earlier.
6.53.6 Connection setup a n d  release procedures
In the first section of this report, in the description of the location management, the use of two 
states for a mobile terminal were presented; the registered and the authenticated. A mobile 
should be able to initiate or accept a connection in either state. However, if it is in the 
registered state, the authentication should take place before the establishment of the connection.
The initiation of a connection from the mobile is quite straightforward; the procedure should be 
similar the one described in the ATM Forum UNI. Some additions in the signalling are required 
for the information of the MA (a certain mobile terminal requires a connection) and the 
allocation of the traffic channels on the air interface. The release of a connection should also 
follow the UNI definitions and include messages for the information of the MA.
More complicated is the setup of a connection to a mobile terminal. Depending on the selected 
approach, the setup message could be either forwarded by the ‘home network’ of the mobile 
terminal to the ‘visitor network’, or delivered directly to the ‘visitor network’, by the ‘source 
network’, using some ‘intelligence’. Whatever the approach, the Gateway of the ‘visitor 
network’ should find from the MA the MFA of the mobile terminal and route the message to 
the relevant lower layer PG. If the mobile terminal wishes to accept the call it should be 
authenticated (if is not already authenticated), send a connect message and be assigned the 
necessary traffic channels.
6.6 Summary
In this chapter an introduction of the PNNI protocol was presented. Using this overview as a 
starting point, protocol and algorithm related to the addressing and LM issues in a WATM 
network were discussed. Following a proposal for addressing the MTs and a detailed 
description of the LM protocol, a handover algorithm along with a method of finding the CX 
switch was presented. Further discussion on possible extension of the handover algorithm and 
the buffer requirements at the CX during handover, concluded this chapter.
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Chapter 7
7. A network dimensioning approach for WATM 
networks
7.1 Introduction
This chapter presents a simulation model and an analytical approach that calculate the Call 
Blocking Probability (CBP) and Call Dropping Probability (CDP) in a WATM network. 
Because the network dimensioning highly depends on the MAC layer efficiency, we have 
chosen the one presented in [APOS95], since it has been proved to be suitable for the WATM 
case. According to the ATM terminology, we have also chosen three different types of calls; 
Constant Bit Rate (CBR, supported in a circuit switched mode), real time Variable Bit Rate (rt- 
VBR, supported in a burst switched mode1) and Available Bit Rate (ABR, supported in packet 
switched mode) [ATMF-TMS96]. Different CBP and CDP curves have been considered for 
each type of call, since each service has its own Quality of Service (QoS) requirements (mainly 
bandwidth, Cell Delay and Cell Delay Variation). Initially, the chapter presents the motivation 
and the objectives of this work. It continues with the description of the different services that 
have been taken into account, discusses their traffic models and presents the key characteristics 
of each one of them. The description of both the simulation and the analytical approaches 
follows. The chapter concludes with the presentation of graphs that can be obtained from the 
models and their discussion.
7.2 Preliminaries
7.2.1 Motivation and Objectives
The concept of traffic control in ATM networks is simple; the terminal declares the traffic 
characteristics of its communication during the setup phase of the connection, and the network 
assigns the resources, provided that they are available and enough to guarantee the required 
QoS. After the connection has been accepted, and during the whole duration of the 
communication, the network monitors the traffic created by the user and checks its conformity 
to the declared traffic at the connection setup phase. The decision whether a connection will be 
accepted or rejected is based on the Connection Admission Control (CAC) algorithm. Several
1 Similar to PRM A++ proposals.
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CAC algorithms have been reported in the literature [SAIT94, ONVU94]. In [FONT96] a 
comparison among the different CAC algorithms is presented. In this work, the ‘Equivalent 
Capacity’ algorithm, presented in [ONVU94], has been chosen.
Furthermore, we have assumed that in the WATM environment a centralised topology has been 
applied; it is the same topology as the one used in mobile cellular systems. It is also assumed 
that it is not possible to predict the movements of mobile terminals. These assumptions simplify 
the algorithm for the calculation of the radio resources that needed to be reserved for the 
support of handover calls; the percentage of the necessary bandwidth for handover support only 
depends on the traffic load of the surrounding cells and the required CDP.
The main motivation for this work was the lack of a suitable method for the packet networks 
similar to the Erlang-B and Erlang-C tables (which are only valid for circuit switched 
networks). The need for such an easy to use tool is essential in the planning of packet switched 
networks, which support a variety of services. Three extensions have been introduced to the 
Erlang methods: the consideration of more than one kind of traffic, the validity of the 
calculations in packet switched network, and the different QoS, requested by the rt-VBR 
service, expressed in CLR and maximum cell delay.
The objectives were to calculate:
• the CBP and CDP for the WATM case, considering more than one services and a variety of 
Cell Loss Rates (CLRs), where applicable, and
• the required bandwidth to reduce the CDP.
Both were calculated using a simulation model built in BONeS; an analytical method, using 
MATLAB, has been used for the CBP estimation.
7.2.2 Traffic modelling
Each of the ATM services we used in our calculation had its own traffic model. Detailed 
description of the traffic model follows:
7.2.2.1 Constant B it R ate (CBR)
This service is equivalent to the circuit switched operating mode of a connection. The 
allocation of resources can be done using the Peak Cell Rate (PCR) specified in the setup 
message. This service is suitable for voice communication (either packetised or not). However, 
because of the existence of silent periods in packet voice communication, two versions of CBR 
traffic have been considered. The first version is based on a simple circuit switched bandwidth 
allocation, similar to GSM, while the second approach is based on the flow approximation,
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presented in [ANIC74]. In this reference, it is assumed that a data handling switch receives 
messages from many information sources, which independently and asynchronously alternate 
between the ‘on’ and ‘o ff states. The switch has a buffer, where all the received messages are 
being buffered and this buffer is being emptied with rate c. Both states (On and Off) are 
exponentially distributed for each source. These distributions are common to all sources. Also 
the sources are independent. The mathematical model used in their approach is briefly 
described below:
Total Number ot active CBR (voice) users
Figure 7-1: The graph shows the relationship among the bandwidth utilisation, the number of users and 
the CLR, when the CBR users are being modelled as ON-OFF source, with PCR=32 kbps.
If at time t the number of On-sources equals i, two elementary events can take place during the 
next interval Ar, i.e., a new source can start or a source can turn off. Since the On and Off 
periods are exponentially distributed, the respective probabilities are (N-i)XAt and iAt. 
Compound events have probability 0(At2). The probability of no change is l-f(N-i)X+i}At+ 
0(At2). Let Pi(t,x), 0<i<N, t>0, x>0, (N is the total number of active users either in the on or off 
states), be the probability that at time t, i sources are on and the buffer content does not exceed 
x. Then:
P,{t+At,x) =  {N-(i-l)}\AtPi.i(t,x) +  (i+l)AlPM(t,x) +  Equation 7-1
[l-{(N-i)'k+i}At]Plft,x-(i-c)Al} + 0 (  At2)
Passing to the limit At->0, and because we are interested in time-independent equilibrium 
probabilities (6Pi/6t=0), if we define F,(jt)=equilibrium probability that / sources are on and 
buffer content does not exceed x, the above equation becomes:
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(Uc)dFi/dx = ( N - i + D X F u  + {(N-i)X+i}Fi + (i+l)Fi+I Equation 7-2
or in matrix format:
DdF(x)j/dx = M F(x ), xZO
If G(x) the probability of overflow beyond x, G(x) -  r~F(x), x>0, where 1 denotes the vector 
with unity for all of its components and prime denotes transposition.
In [ANIC74] a simple way of calculating G(x), which corresponds to the CLR, has been 
proposed. We coded this method and obtained (also using an interpolation method) the diagram 
shown in Figure 7-1. The utilisation is defined as: (utilisation) -  NA/c, where A is the bit rate of 
each user in the on state. This parameter is an estimation of the statistical multiplexing gain we 
can get, depending on MAC layer design, due to the On-Off nature of the sources.
A similar* diagram could be obtained from a simulation model that considers a more 
complicated MAC layer, as the one proposed for WATM [APOS95], The method is similar to 
the one used for the rt-VBR service and it will be described later in this report.
73.2.2 Real time Variable Bit Rate (rt-VBR)
This service has been modelled as a Discrete-State, Continuous-Time Markov Process 
[MAGL88], Following the queueing analysis presented there, the graph shown in Figure 7-2, 
has been obtained. It shows the relation among the bandwidth utilisation (the bandwidth that 
should have been expected to be given to the sources, if only the Sustainable Bit Rate, SBR, 
was a parameter, without considering a maximum delay a packet can suffer, over the actual 
allocated bandwidth, which considers this maximum delay), versus the number of the active 
sources, for a number of different CLRs. In other words, the graph shows the statistical 
multiplexing gain it can be obtained. A parameter showing the variation of the bit rate has not 
been used explicitly; it is internal to the Markov process.
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Figure 7-2: The graph shows the relationship among the utilisation, the number of users
and the CLR (SBR=768 kbps).
The analysis in [MAGL88] is similar to the one in [ANIC74]. The authors use the same method 
to solve a similar set of differential equations. The model has been based on an actual coded 
video bit stream. It is also assumed that the switch accepts more than one sources as inputs and 
its buffer is being emptied with a certain rate2. Because we wanted to consider a more realistic 
MAC layer, we also built a simulation model, in BONeS, to find the actual values for the 
utilisation curve, in a WATM environment. In this simulation model we assumed that all the 
requested resources can be allocated to the terminals that requested them. From the simulation 
model we obtained the probability density function (pdf) of the channel utilisation (it is not the 
same with the previous utilisation3, which relates the number of users with the equivalent 
bandwidth), for different number of users. The channel utilisation is defined below:
(channel utilisation)=u=(Allocated bandwidth)/'(Average bandwidth) Equation 7-4
The average bandwidth corresponds to the SBR. We found that the CLR is related to the 
channel utilisation according to the following equation (see appendix A for its derivation):
CLR(u) -  I - cdf(u) - u\pdf(x)/xdx Equation 7-5
2 Since the results shown in Figure 7-2 are restricted up to 10 rt-VBR users (and the described solution provides with
values up to 12 users), we used the least squares method to fit an exponential function to the curve and obtain 
values for up to 25 users
3 Actually, it is the inverse of the previously defined utilisation
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where pdf(x) is the probability density function of the channel utilisation, cdf(x) the cumulative 
distribution function, and the limits for the integration are from u to <*. The pdf has been 
estimated from a simulation model; only rt-VBR users were used and we could calculate the 
statistical multiplexing gain (or the channel utilisation) as a function of the number of active 
users and the CLR. This way (and using interpolation when necessary), we can calculate from 
the simulation model a graph similar to the one shown in Figure 7-1. Figure 7-3 compares the 
simulation results for the WATM MAC layer and the analysis in [MAGL88].
Com pan son betwaan tha ideal and tha WATM MAC cases; Utilisation vs No of VBR users
Figure 7-3: Comparisons between the utilisation curves obtained from the simulation and the analysis in
[MAGL88], for the rt-VBR service.
7.2.2.3 Available Bit Rate (ABR)
The only required parameter for this service is the Minimum Bit Rate (MiBR). It is also 
assumed that the service is going to be used by sources that are non-delay sensitive4 , as well as 
the web-browsing applications. No traffic model has been assumed for this service for the 
calculation of its CBP. This choice was taken because of the lack of suitable ABR models; the 
use of feedback mechanism it is employed to regulate the traffic transmitted from the source, 
cannot be easily modelled. Furthermore, the ABR service is allowed to use resources that have 
been allocated to the other two services, but they are being underutilised, since the resources 
exceed the average value of the service transmission rate (or the SBR).
4 The performance (delay, throughput) of the WATM MAC layer when carrying ABR traffic, could also be evaluated 
using the simulation model that was built for the rt-VBR service. Depending on the required values we can 
introduce an upper limit to the number of ABR sources that are being accepted (reducing the average packet delay 
and increasing the CBP).
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7.2.3 MAC layer issues
7.2 .3.1 Protocol description
As mentioned earlier in this chapter, the MAC layer protocol is based on [APOS95], Detailed 
description could also be found in chapter six. However, in this paragraph the characteristic of 
the protocol that affect the dimensioning of the network will be brought up. These are:
• It is a D-TDMA based protocol.
• Use of subslots, so users can randomly request a traffic channel when necessary, according 
to the slotted Aloha protocol. For traffic that is being served according to the VBR service, 
in these subslots the number of the required traffic slots per frame is carried5, when a 
request is issued. The number of slots that the user requires is calculated by the following 
equation:
t
where T is the number of the requested slots (always less than a predefined maximum value, 
calculated according to the required CLR, since the traffic policing happens at the ingress 
point of the network) by the user, N is the number of the ATM cells the user created (and 
they must be transmitted within the time interval t), and t is the maximum allowable delay 
the traffic can tolerate minus the time wasted before the allocation of the resources. The 
constant one (1) has been added because without it the observed CLR was higher than the 
required values.
• Use of downlink scheduling slots that control the traffic in the uplink slots.
5 Through simulation we found that this is a more effective way of using the available slotted Aloha bandwidth, when 
compared to the following approach: transmission of a request, every time a traffic slot is required (increased load 
on the random channels). The approach where the user always retains a traffic slot (resulting to reduced channel 
utilisation) was not considered.
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The above characteristics of the MAC layer were simulated in order to express the number of 
the necessary subslots as a function of the rt-VBR users and the average CLR (or average delay 
per ATM cell)a rt-VBR user will suffer. The graphs are shown in Figure 7-4. We chose to 
further simulate a system with four (4) random subslots to estimate the pdf for the channel 
utilisation and by using Equation 7-5 to calculate some of the curves shown in Figure 7-3.
7.2.3.2 Random channel dimensioning
CLR v* th« number of active rt-VBR users
Average delay per random request vs the number of active rt-VBR users
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Figure 7-4: Delay and CLR characteristics versus the active rt-VBR users, for several random subslots in
the MAC layer.
7.2.3.2.1 UBR service provisioning
Pdf of the size of the uplink requests
Figure 7-5: Pdf of the uplink requests size.
Up to now no discussion has been done about the way the UBR service is being treated. The 
reason was that the UBR service should be treated separately from the others. The reason 
behind this approach is that if the traffic that uses the UBR service shares the same bandwidth
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with the rest of the traffic that uses the other services, it will not get any resources at all, when 
there are not enough resources. Although this is the case for the fixed ATM networks (UBR has 
no QoS guarantees), it is not the case for the WATM, where the resources could be less than in 
the fixed ATM. Assuming that the UBR service uses its own resources (there is a movable 
boundary that separates the resources allocated to the other services from the ones allocated to 
all the UBR traffic)6, the average message delay can be calculated either statistically, using a 
simulation model, or using the lower and upper delay bounds for the G/G/m queue [KLEI76]. 
The calculations are based on [ARGY98] and are briefly explained below.
Traffic model: An On-Off traffic model was assumed for this case. The holding time of the Off 
period was assumed negative exponentially distributed, but the length of the On period was 
according to the distribution shown in Figure 7-5 (although the graph can be approximated by 
an exponential distribution, the model was built to accommodate other distributions as well).
Delay analysis: We used an analytical approach to calculate the end to end average message 
delay. In the analysis the retransmissions of a possible DLC layer7 are also considered. The 
following delay components were considered:
• Random access: Slotted Aloha was used on this channel for initiating the transfers on the 
uplink direction. The average delay can be calculated [BERT871 from:
( e '- lX e - l )
1 i [ l - ( e - l ) ( « ' - l ) ]
where 1 is the arrival rate (requests per D-TDMA frame) and the calculated delay is 
normalised to the D-TDMA frame duration,
• Delay: It is the 1/2 Round Trip Delay (RTD).
® M/D/1 Random Request Processing Delay: It models the queueing and processing delays 
required by the AP to process the random request. From [KLEI76]:
I ) i
m 2m(l — r) m
6 A similar concept, for the internet traffic, was presented by Professor Jon A Crowckroft, Department of Computer
Science, UCL, UK, in a talk he gave to CCSR, University of Surrey, with subject: ‘QoS provisioning in the 
internet’ . Using one bit in the IP packets, priority can be offered to these packets, when compared to the rest of the 
traffic. He proposed bandwidth splitting between the two ‘classes’ of traffic in order to allow the lower priority 
traffic to utilise some the resources.
7 In the absence of such a layer (see chapter 2), the retransmissions will take place from a higher layer protocol; the
message length corresponds to this layer PDUs.
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where m is the random request departure rate and the calculated delay is also normalised to 
the D-TDMA frame duration.
M/G/k uplink: It models the delay of the data transmission. The distribution for the service 
time is the one presented in Figure 7-5. The equation for the calculation of the delay bounds 
is from [KLEI76, vol.II, pp.49, (2.71)].
A
s~+\-jp\sb
k -  1
{4 H i)j
2—
m
< Average Delay (for G! G! k)< s»+ f +
fc —r m 2
.  f c 2 . 1/J = Da
where k is the number of servers and sa2, Sb2 the variances for the interarrival and service 
times. Since the arrival rate is Poisson, the variance of the interarrival time is:
s2 =
The required average and variance for the service time were calculated from [ARGY98]:
eac 1 CER/ ( « ) = [  p d f(x )ch c , t =    + - RTD
ka-i)cF J K J  1 -CE R  1 -CE R
za  = —
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1
—  = t-
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and 2 , 2 Sk -  t
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CER
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where [a] is the smallest integer number, greater than or equal to a, t is the average 
transmission time of an ATM cell and CER the (ATM) Cell Error Rate, defined as a 
function of the BER:
C E R = \ - ( l - B E R f " s"‘ 
where length is the length (in bits) of the ATM cell (or the MAC layer PDU).
Figure 7-6 presents the total uplink delay, if the traffic and the UBR service models are as 
mentioned in the above paragraphs.
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Figure 7-6: Uplink delay versus the throughput of the random access channel (slotted Aloha). 
Comparisons with results from a simulation model are also shown (MAC PDU length=100 bits).
7.3 Implementation of the model for CBP and CDP calculation
7.3.1 General
In both the simulation and the analytical models, the same CAC algorithm was used. Of course,
this algorithm handles every service in a different way, according to the following rules:
a CBR: (a) Circuit switched allocation; a call is being accepted if the PCR bandwidth is 
available, (b) Packet switched; a call is being accepted if the equivalent bandwidth is 
available. The equivalent bandwidth is calculated from the equation:
(equivalent bandwidth)=PCR /  (utilisation)
• rt-VBR. A call is being accepted as in the CBR packet switched case.
• ABR: A call is being accepted if there is bandwidth to accommodate the required Minimum 
Cell Rate (MCR; it corresponds to a minimum bit rate, MiBR). This service can also use the 
‘slave’ (remaining) bandwidth that are created from the other two services. The slave 
bandwidth is shown below:
(slave bandwidth) = (total equivalent bandwidth) - (total average bandwidth)
When we consider calls that require handover, we reserve bandwidth based on the surrounding
cells traffic. This reduces the CDP with respect to the CBP, offering better GoS.
The load (x axis), shown in the figures below, is defined according to the following equation:
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I D  -■ mlo a d  =
y  _L_/j.f/ . Equation 7-6
Vi
where, N is the total number of channels (bandwidth), Ri is the mean number of resources each 
active user from the service i requires, Ui is the number of active users from service i, li is the 
arrival rate from service i, and mi is the departure rate of users from service i.
7.3.2 Simulation model
The simulation model was built in BONeS. The model considers the traffic in the ‘wireless cell 
under test’, along with the traffic in the surrounding cells (only necessary for CDP estimation), 
and calculates both the CBP and CDP, statistically. The purpose of this model was to test the 
correctness of analytical one and provide results in the cases where the analytical model was 
unable to provide (calculation of the CBP and CDP, when we consider handover).
7.3.3 Analytical approach
Figure 7-7: Three-dimensional Markov chain.
The analytical model is based on a 3-dimensional Markov chain, as shown in Figure 7-7. Each 
dimension represents calls from one service type. Only one state from the 3-dim chain is shown 
(to avoid confusion), i, j,  and k are the number of users from the three different services, 1 is the 
arrival rate of the users of the different services and m the lengths of the calls. The transitions 
between the gray states and the middle one (i, j, k) are nor shown in the diagram; they follow 
the same rules with the other transitions. The transitions shown are valid for infinite number of 
users within each service. Similar (not the same) transitions occur when we assume finite user 
population. Transitions only happen between adjacent states (birth-death). Furthermore,
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Poisson arrival and departure is assumed. However, according to [ROBE96, page 533], the 
results appear to be almost the same for other departure distribution, as long as the mean stays 
the same. To calculate the probabilities for each state and, finally, the CBPs for each service, 
both the partial and the global balance equations were used, as in [KAUF81],
The state distribution is given by the following equation:
Pin) = n (a f  /  nd) G'J(Q), V ne Q, V ie {1, 2 , k}, EquagUm
where G(Q) =  X ( n  (a f  I n f )  ), and
n = (rij, n2, ..., nk), a, = I/mi, k -  (the number of different services) and Q is the set that contains 
all the n that satisfy the CAC that was described earlier. In the second equation the sum is for 
all the n in Q and the product for all the services. The CBP for service i, is obtained by:
A graphical presentation of the set Q can be observed in Figure 7-8. The set consists of all the
CBP(i) = I P<n), Equation 7-8
V/ig'P, 'P = {n=(nh nb n*); ni+=(nh / ! , + / , /i*)g Q.}.
possible combinations that fall between each curve and the x axis. We also note [KAUF81] that 
the CAC policy we use is a coordinate convex one (departures are not blocked). Moreover, 
Because of the complicated CAC used (consideration of equivalent bandwidth that is a function 
of the number of active users), we could not reduce the 3-dimensional Markov chain to a single 
one, as in [KAUF81] and reduce the required processing power. However, this problem was 
solved with the use of our simulation model.
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Figure 7-8: Acceptance regions fo r the complete sharing CAC policy.
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7.4 Results and Discussion
7.4.1 Example case: results obtained by the simulation model
Figure 7-9: CBP as a function o f the average load.
In Figure 7-9 a typical result that can be obtained from the simulation model, is shown. The 
CBP (the logarithm) for each service type is presented versus the load, as defined in Equation 
7-6. Two points can be clearly observed. The first is that the reduction of the CLR (a QoS 
measure) of the rt-VBR service results to lower CBP for both the CBR and the rt-VBR services, 
for the same load. This is because the rt-VBR users occupy less resources, leaving more free 
resources that can be used from other users. The second point is that for the ABR service the 
opposite phenomenon takes place. This happens because the ABR service also uses ‘slave’ 
slots, which are more, when the CLR for the rt-VBR service decreases.
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Figure 7-10 shows the close agreement between the simulation and the analytical models. This 
agreement is observed for CBP up to 10'3 (less than 1% relative error). The differences are 
greater for lower values, because the simulation model could not produce accurate results, 
within the chosen simulation time.
7.4.2 Comparison between the simulation and the analytical models
Figure 7-10: Comparison between the analytical (solid lines) and simulation (points) results obtained 
for the CBP (CLR=10'6,fo r  the rt-VBR service).
7.4.3 Comparison with the approach from [KAUF81]
In [KAUF81], a method was presented for the dimensioning of networks. This method is simple 
to be implemented, but it does not take into consideration the multiplexing gain among the 
different users. Although the ‘equivalent bandwidth’ concept can be used in this method, it 
should have a static value, which stays independent of the number of active sources (users). 
Our approach is based on the one presented in [KAUF81], but it takes into consideration the 
relation of the ‘equivalent bandwidth’ value with the number of active sources (as shown in 
Figure 7-3). The respective results are presented in Figure 7-11.
7.4.4 Call Dropping Probability (CDP) estimation
Figure 7-12 presents the relation of the CBP and the CDP, when part of the bandwidth is being 
reserved for the service of calls that require handover. Two graphs are presented for different 
loading conditions. It is worth mentioning the fast decrease in the CDP for the ABR service, 
when the load from the rt-VBR traffic is larger than the rest of the traffic. This can be explained 
from the fact that the ABR sources can utilise the ‘slave’ slots ,created by the rt-VBR users.
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Figure 7-11: Comparisons between the packet and circuit switched allocation methods, for 3 different 
ATM services (in both cases complete sharing is assumed among the two cases).
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Figure 7-12: CBP and CDP as functions of the reserved bandwidth for handover requests, for  
different ratios of the traffic (the total average load is approximately 60% in both cases).
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Figure 7-13 compares the CBP curves that can be obtained, when the MAC layer protocol is the 
ideal case (a queue) and when it is the WATM one. The differences take place because of the 
different multiplexing gain the two cases have, as shown in Figure 7-3.
7.4.5 WATM MAC case
Figure 7-13: Effect of the WATM MAC layer on the resulting CBP; comparison with the ideal case 
(the MAC layer behaves like a queue). Two rt-VBR CLRs are shown.
7.5 Summary
In this chapter a network dimensioning approach for a WATM network was introduced. We 
presented the method we used to calculate the CBP (using both simulation and analytical 
models) and the CDP (using a simulation model); the close agreement of the two approaches 
was observed. We compared our approach, which exploits the statistical multiplexing gain we 
can obtain from the multiplexing of traffic sources within a service class (along with the gain 
because of multiplexing among different service classes), with the approach presented in 
[KAUF81]. Finally, the effects of the WATM MAC layer in the dimensioning of the network 
resources, were discussed.
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Chapter 8
8. Conclusions and future work
This chapter concludes the work described in the previous chapters of this PhD thesis. It mainly 
focuses on the objectives and the achievements of this work. Possible extensions of the work, 
along with the publications list, are also presented.
8.1 Objectives
The objectives are repeated from the first chapter for direct comparison with the achievements, 
which follow:
• Protocol architecture for WATM networks: After studying the proposed WATM protocol 
stacks, a simpler approach, in line with the ATM concept was studied.
• MAC layer: Following the examination of the IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol and the necessary 
modification for the ‘optimum’ transmission of ATM cells, we investigated a power saving 
algorithm suitable for the WATM MAC layer protocol, presented in [APOS95].
• Mobility Management: In this research area, the addressing scheme that should be used, for 
the WATM mobile terminals has been discussed. The proposed solution combines the 
advantages of the previous ones and includes the definition of a handover protocol, which is 
tailored to the Private Network to Network Interface (PNNI) protocol [ATMF-PNNI96], 
defined by the ATM Forum.
• Network dimensioning and Connection Admission Control (CAC): After researching into 
existing CAC schemes for the fixed ATM case, we chose a suitable algorithm and made the 
necessary adaptations to the WATM requirements. Then, based on this algorithm, a method 
of calculating the CBP and CDP has been developed and compared against results obtained 
with simulation.
8.2 Major achievements
The following points consist the achievements of this work, as discussed ill the previous 
chapters:
• Proposal of a new ATM protocol stack that replaces the DLC layer protocol with the PPD 
protocol. The replacement of the DLC protocol with an existing ATM mechanism offers 
simplicity and at the same time higher throughput, when the BER is lower than 10‘5. The
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PPD mechanism was compared with the DLC protocol that offers ‘selective reject’ 
retransmissions, which has better performance than the ‘Go back N’ DLC protocol. The 
resulting reduction of the throughput of the fixed link can be minimised given the use of an 
appropriate WATM header error correction code.
• Introduction of priorities in the IEEE 802.11 MAC layer protocol for optimum ATM 
support. The priorities have been introduced with the use of different access timers (IFS) for 
each service. This a simple way of introducing service classes in the MAC layer in order to 
facilitate the mapping of the ATM classes to the newly created MAC classes.
• Definition of a power saving protocol, suitable for use in the WATM MAC layer protocol. 
The power saving mechanism becomes necessary when connections with long off periods 
are being considered. The proposed power saving mechanism is a simple one, based on 
power saving protocols that are being used in existing wireless LAN protocols. An 
estimation of the power saving gain and the AP buffer requirements is also presented.
• Definition of a terminal addressing scheme in a mobility management protocol, suitable for 
enhancing the PNNI and make it applicable in WATM networks. The addressing scheme 
combines the use of the PNNI for local mobility and the use of location registers for wide 
area mobility and scaleability. Based on this mobility management protocol, a handover 
scheme is proposed along with a procedure for the crossover ATM switch discovery.
• Estimation of the CBP and CDP through simulation and analysis, for a WATM network. 
This method is also applicable to a wide range of packet based networks. A comparison with 
the approach discussed in [KAUF81], showing the advantages of this method, is also 
presented.
8.3 Future work
Significant research is still required in the WATM research area. The physical layer that has 
been completely ignored in this work, definitely needs more attention. Apart from the physical 
layer issues, there are other research topics that demand an answer. Some of them are discussed 
below.
Local QoS provisioning in order to meet the overall (end-to-end) QoS requirements in WATM 
networks. ATM Application specify the QoS requirements in an end-end-basis. The individual 
segments of an ATM network will affect the QoS metrics in different ways and they have to 
provide more stringent QoS requirements. Two issues arise: first, how stringent these 
requirements should be and how they can be estimated, and second, how does the WATM part 
of the network will affect these calculations.
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Description of a MAC layer traffic scheduler for wireless multimedia networks. The description 
of the MAC layer protocol in [APOS95] needs to be extended to allow for priority allocation 
without the use of polling. How efficient such an extension will be? Furthermore, a MAC 
scheduler that allocates priorities according to the expected time a service will be highly 
desirable, since the termination of short connections will allow resources to be freed and used 
by the other users.
ABR traffic management in WATM networks. In this work the ABR service was simplified in 
order to present a network dimensioning approach. Moreover, the way the WATM MAC layer 
affects the ABR service, was not investigated. Further work is necessary in this area to compare 
the effects of candidate WATM MAC layer protocols on the ABR service.
Finally, more research is required in developing a faster dimensioning method, which also 
includes traffic that requires handover.
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Appendix A 
A. Calculation of the CLR as a function of the 
available resources
Probability density function for random variable u
point u
Figure A-1: pdf o f the bandwidth utilisation.
It is assumed that the graph shown in Figure A-l is known; u is a random variable that 
represents channel bandwidth utilisation and pdf is the probability density function of the 
random variable u. Formally, u is defined as:
allocated  bandwidth
utilisation — u — -----------------------------------
average bandwidth
The Cell Loss Rate (CLR) is being defined as:
CLR ^°St ° e ^S created  cells  — transmitted cells
created  cells created  cells
Using the first equation, we calculate the following (having in mind that in the simulation we 
used to obtain the graph, the allocated resources were equal to the requested, or the cells the 
source created):
created  cells =  average, x, and  
transmitted cells  =  average, u
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where x is any point on the x axis and u a certain value of the utilisation. Based on the two 
above equation, the CLR is calculated from the following (depending on the probability that the 
source creates cells at rate x; if x<u, no CLR is observed):
7 average, x  — average.u
CLR =  --------------------------— p d f(x )d x
J average.x
=  p d f(x )d x
If ^  ^
=  1-  cd f(x )-u \ Pd^ X)dx
where cdf is the cumulative distribution function of the random variable.
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